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GUEST SPEAKER:

Mr Gerry Curtis will present a
Talk & Slide Show on "Events
in Albury in the 1920's &
1930's".

II

he followingA&DHS
membersresponded to
"bring & tell" at
the Xmas dinner
function with the
items described:

IQUESTION of the MONTH I

Helen Livsey: compiled &
spoke about a book of Christmas
/!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~ greetings, sent to Helen (see BULLETIN 437, p4) & Watty Fielder:
What was the most important
event in Albury in the 1930' s?

I FUTURE EVENTS

starting with a card they sent in
1956 to Mary Gilmore.
11/02/05 to 03/04/05;
Dame Mary replied, on the same
Albury Regional Museum AlburyCity
card:
"Dear Mr & Mrs Fielder, I am
Exhibition: "Gambling in
doing
with
you what I did with J.K.
Australia; Thrills, Spills & Social
Moir
&
his
Christmas card in wTitllls". A new touring exhibition curing
on
it
my
m"n greetings, so that it
ated by the Powerhouse Museum.
The exhibition will reveal
the personalities and controversies that have made
gambling a central part of
Australian life and portray
the important contemporary
social issues created by this
country's gambling culture.
It will explore problem
gambling, its significant personal and social consequences, and the harm
will have both our names, and can (I
minimisation strategies introduced
hope) go into your collection of
by Government.
- Helen Pithie 02 6051 3451 Australiana and then I shall live
forever!"
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(02) 6021 2835
Secretary:

(02) 6021 2038
Subscriptions:
Individual Member $20
Family Members $25
Corporate Members $5C

is New Year Greetings for 1962 addressed to Mr &
Mrs Fielder, Collectors of Australiana, Albury.

N
RE
THE
DECEMBER
MEETING:

.. NEXT MEETING ..
Spm Wed.MliI:m2fs a.
Commercial Club,
Dean St, Albury

President:

Mr Douglas Hunter
Mr Ron Braddy

February to December

Registered by Australia Post,
PP.225170/00019

Patrons:

Mr Harold Mair, O.AM.
Mr Ian Glachan

Another letter from Dame Mary

•

The next card
from Olivia Macinante in Dec. 1962
mentioned the
passing of Dame
Mary was another
sadness for us.
Olivia was the daughter of John
Farrell, the poet who worked here
at the brewery and lived at the Turks
Head Hotel. Helen now corresponds
with this family. Olivia's daughter,
Ann Cuddy, was Mary Gilmore's
secretary, and Ann visited Albury in
1984 with her cousin. Father Paul
Stenhouse, when they researched
John Farrell's life. Father Paul Stenhouse is the editor of "Annals Australasia", and Mary Gilmore was a
contributor to Annals Australia from
1926 (Annals Australia
9/10-1989 p37).

F ather Paul Stenhouse was a member
of the Bread &
Cheese Club and
Mary Gilmore's letter
mentioned 1.K. Morr,
also a member of the
club, founded (in
Australia) in 1938 &
still going 1984. The
Club's motto is "Mateship -Art
-Letters". Some members of the
club were Dame Mary Gilmore,
~ill~ Wye, John Farrell, Wat- ..........'. . . .
tIe FIelder, Fr
,<
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or rather to the earliness of-the morning.
.
The Honorary Secretary of the Mildura
;. : VtJ{.7
.'
.- ....
'l
the(
Historical Society in
1965, Alice Farmer,
' . >
\"Tote "Mildura Call.• ~ .' -c:;. h~ '·. ~~ , ~ ·
ing", which was pub~ · 1";'·: ~ . ~ ~.'" .
lished by the Bread &
Cheese Club. She
wrote of J. K .Moir: He
was a stranger to me
when I first took my book
for his perusal. I
wondered what I had
struck, but I learned to respect and admire the
~ .~! kindly man behind the
a.R~ •. ~- ',-, "
somewhat (to me)
.'
'.
.rU~; .~&-U...
astounding exterior.
His first words on glanStandard 2004 CD). ROM).
cing at my precious MSS
cians and played at the Federal
were:- "If there are any damn
J.K. Moir didn't send Christmas
Theatre in Stanley St. There is a
poems about violets in it,
throw it photo of the theatre in the book "Alcards - he published booklets with
at you". I was quite offended and
Greetings on the cover, three of
bury YesterdaY"(by Howard Jones).
said, "Thank you, I'll take it away
which were displayed. A letter from
49 Betty Osmond; exhibited a case
Keast Burke, author of Gold & Sil- ' now, although there are no poems
(60Ox400x150mm). Presented to
about violets in it, merely paddle
ver, refers to J.K. Moir: most of
Charlotte Jane McAlister, by the
steamers, and the Mallee". He then
whose latter day letters ended with a
RSL, after WWII service. The case
called me a country mouse, and told
reference to the lateness of the hour,
is deep blue/ green leather with blue
me to call back in a few days. Imafelt lining. It is fitted out inside with
gine my delight
glass bottles. Betty was in nursing
1'1~'" 'c:4Mr...off1E- ~ /f<.#A.Is~ ..
when
he said that
'So."t""~.
with Matron McAlister (see letter).
the Bread &
Cheese Club
8 Ruth BarlJ! (nee Margraith); Ex_ _ H~I'L_~~~ TU Rt;...l:t"lWl$.O 11:> 'f1t:e I.Jx.rfw {)m"~
would publish it.. .
hibited her Sewing Book. There
~ .af!" iii ::FM"lf1t.o{ (9/.{.",.¢FTu MlNr QAt f!JU ~Vlc.E.
Alice Farmer
were samples of many types of sew._ _
~/l...s:..J..JlE.tl!&fit'S PR.E.'£4:~ ILI:L IAllrU TIHI'.,lb!M!!,
ing/ stitches, as taught by Mrs
refers to J.K.
_.-(.M:!LEL. Sc,JlrMg OAI II6t. k::r1.Jq/ 1Zl /k&,1W."'--_ _
Moir's most unusu- Basham in the 1930's. Miss BremAJ/JtW IIktDN i.E-rIrtEA, fJRA:.MHnD 11hS I,puEb'f tVlTehE
al"Christmas
ner was the teacher for first, second
1"0 Sl -:k.'Ic.E !trM.{wee HIU."J '!-r: w" sro#r> IN
cards" the last be& third class. Mr Basham was the
_SL...SPks S~~-r1k! f{~T 'fAl~'¢ YeMS
ing one of himself
Headmaster, & Miss Clout was a
4J IkW $?t ~ ~e.o DOl" r.IU- ~ue.o .b'S("DU~O
and Bill Harney
Teacher.
. ~ "t:cH:E: :I>Ee.i (>£0 1"0 q IIIE 'T 1"D r! 'ST!J-f,L M- -rue
yarning near AyerRuth's father lived! worked in
's Rock. Helen
$L.HH1H:;.••U CIkJ~
Hi BON MMJIN oEfY,.E,p ro
Griffith on the preparation of irrigaFielder has dated
~s.ll :f1I-£. c.K£
tion canals. The school had two
ON 111-£ Ott... /OF =t1J.£, €=er:z;. ~ISTU ~ HQ~E~ theirs as 1957.
teachers. Griffith had many re.Bo.J<l~ rf1i.IC ~.:u.E.(g,~~~'i£E. C4/rp~ ~_
Other cards in the
turned army soldiers with small
book were from
_~!L~ 11f£ Hf4..t: ~C-LYU/l!S,""re<>.~_ _ _ _ __
fruitJ rice farms. Many fanners
the 20th Australiwere unhappy in the MIA, and sold
_ _!..!!Htt.,... __h!rr~~g*,WN
an Motor Regitheir faTIns to the Italians.
...::11l(L~~J.'L~v<:#r I~~ P/..Ik£ of eM!!
ment,
A
IF.
1942,
..:J.1k!Jld.Il_ .Ihi.......!f!:t;-.......J!l~,~Jlk~-'.J.LIJ:If.~ _
OCT U (Officer
~rll:.._.;r~'L~.
Cadet
Training
_ _ ~IfUL3,IS.~~~:HLl'!:lI-e:,----_ _
Unit) Bonegilla,
JJt..A:v&y Da;-rM.~~.MJUIQyc.f{~ -r~j!:!.YL .
d-PLANNING TO SPEAK AT A MEETand
the Quintrell
jf:...ilING? Please remember to write it down &
_Qg,~U oJ M" 4u ..7£<
give it to a Committee Member fOT the Bulletin Editfamily, some of
,_ft!£A-.!J~~&1!JN:w"'-"r::.-_ _ _ _ _ _ --,...---_ __
or. Photographs (originals or large copies) are welwhom were musifhT7.I ~
come. Avoid Plagiarism - quote your sources!
Paul Stenhouse,
Lou Bums, Jerry
Waight, Campbell Crowley,
George Hales,
John Lynch, Albert Phi Hips &
John White.
"James Fenim ore Cooper;
Though most renowned as a prolific
novelist, ....Between 1822 and 1826
he lived in New York City and participated in its intellectual life, founding the Bread and Cheese Club,
which included such members as the
poets Fitz-Greene Halleck and William Cullen Bryant, the painter and
inventor Samuel F.B. Morse, and the
great Federalist judge James
Kent ... ". (Encyclopaedia Britannica
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o Anne Davies; exhibited a silver
pill box (25mm diameter, 15mm
high), hallmarked "London 1827",
and still in use. It has outlasted six
sovereigns: • §eo',;p=- th.e. fou'lih

• <wJfiam ik. fowd.h •
Qfuzto'lia •

~n

Edwalui ik. 5e:uE.nth •

§eo'CfJE- ik. (ift.h. §eo'CfJE- th.e.
!J.i.xi:h • & /.j. !.1i11 fu.'U!. in. ik. 'U!.lfJn of
-'ken EfizaCE-th. th.e. =nd.

gently fold in rum. [Refrigerate!] until stiff enough
to form peaks when
dropped from spoon, then
heap into crust and chill 3-4
..~I!i!I;I. hours. Decorate with
.chocolate.

into mould, which has
been rinsed in cold
water. When set, tum
out and decorate with
holly and serve with
whipped cream .
For those who
wanted a hot pudding,
the reader ,vas referred
to 29 November and a
selection of Christmas
Plum Pudding recipes.

*

GENERAL
NOTICES

1

GIFTS OF mSTORI-

8

CAL MATERIAL:
Two interesting gifts of
material have been received by the A&DHS.
The first is from former

Anne Brennan; (a visitorl
• "The famous Aus- .
guest); exhibited a glass sugar basin
..,,:z::iIIIII~iI:i::!;!_
tralian writer, Henry
(10Omm diameter, l30mm high),
illustration inside 1890Lawson
(1867-1922)
which was her grandmother's 1910
1920's Xmas card: the
was one of the
wedding present, and therefore has
Town Crier, mediaeval
staunchest advocates
antecedent to newspaper member of the A&DHS,
witnessed a lot of family events!
publishing.
Sue Gray who left Albury
of cold fare for
<D Jill Wooding; exhibited a col-.rill Wooding 15 years ago and now lives
Christmas, and even
oured Christmas card believed to be
predicted a time when ' - - - - - - - - r - - - - - ' in Dalby, Qld. Sue has
given us a paper she prepared as part
111 from 1890-1920 (see p4 H&W reproduchot roasts and puddings would disof a major assignment for her BA at
tions).
appear from our festive board . ..
RCAE in 1982 entitled: "History
8 Jean Whitla (Wodonga Historic- Everything cold except the veget- of
the Frauenfelder Family - Pioal Society) talked about Bill Harney, ables, the hose playing on the verneers
of the Albury Wine Indusauthor & the first officially appoinandah and vines outside, the men try". Sue's paper is particularly relted caretaker of Ayer's Rock
dressed in sensible pyjama-like suits, evant at this time when the Fallon
(Uluru). Harney was a gatherer of
and the women and girls fresh and Cellars have revived interest in Alinformation & a teller of stories.
cool and jolly, instead of being hot bury's place in Australia's wine hisBob Gregory was the second careand cross and looking like boiled tory.
taker.
The second is a collection of f'Ilm,
and jeeling like boiled
fD Doug Hunter talked about being carrots,
photos,
news clippings and family
rags... "
in Papua New Guinea with Jan
history compiled by the late Mr
Hunter for an Xmas church service,
Fred Griffith formerly ofToonal• Governor Phillip's Rum Pie
and dinner; from their letter sent
look,
Bowna. This diverse collechome to Albury dated Tuesday 26th Pastry: 6 oz (1112 cups) flour, 3 oz
tion
of
Albury and district history
(3 tablespoons) butter, 2 tablespoons
December 1967.
has been given to the Society by Mr
hot water, 1 teaspoon sugar.
Griffith's daughter Louise of MelQ) John Craig read a poem by Blue
Sift flour and rub in butter. Disbourne.
The collection is yet to be
I the Shearer, 'The First Clip", from
solve sugar in hot water before
but includes such varied
catalogued
the book 'The Walls of Jericho".
adding to flour mixture. Mix to a
of building the Alitems
as
a
history
soft dough and chill for 15-20
f]) Bruce Pennav; presented some
at
Falls Creek; film
bury
Ski
Lodge
minutes. Roll out and line 8 inch
Christmas recipes;
footage
of
Presentation
Day at
pie dish. Cook in hot oven for 15
Woodstock
1950;
and
news
clip• Australian Christmas Pudding
minutes. Allow to cool before
of
the
first
Sheep
Show,
1946,
pings
(contributed by Mrs Percy Stacy of
fllling.
Singleton)
attended by the Duke and Duchess
Rum Cream Filling: 3 egg yolks, 1
of
Gloucester.
Put 1 112 pints of milk, 1 112
tablespoon soft butter, 1/2 cup sugar,
squares of chocolate or 3 tableWe thank both donors for their
1 dessertspoon gelatine, 114 cup cold
spoons of cocoa in saucepan and
contribution to the history of Albury
water, 112 pint cream, 114 cup dark
bring to boil, add 4 dessertspoons of rum.
and district. After sorting the mategelatine (Davis) and stir until disrial we will discuss with the MuseBeat egg yolks, butter, gradually
solved; add small cup of sugar and
um and Library how it might best be
add sugar and beat until frothy.
stir. Remove from fire and when
made
available to the public.
In saucepan soften gelatine in water
thickened add essence vanilla, 1/2
and bring to boil over low heat;
-D&JHunter
cup prepared dates, 112 cup raisins,
slowly pour into egg mixture beating
few figs (if liked) and shredded alwell all the time. Whip cream until
monds, 114 cup muscatels. Turn
stiff and fold into egg mixture, then

.._ .....

Produced with free software
"OpenOffice.org"& "The Gimp"

...
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.L Pending Relocation

0n 28/01/05 C!erry Cur-

of Museum & Offices.

tis, accompanIed by the
A&DHS President Doug

HISTORY: ROYAL
AUSTRALIAN
.. HISTORICAL SOCIETY Magazine.
December
2004 .
1.. Trocadero Hall,
Newtown (Sydney).
2... "Standalone": Was
Life Really Idyllic as
Banjo Patte~on
Suggests?
l. Calendar of Events
-November 2004 -April
2005.

Hunter, presented a talk to
teachers on the ''History of
the Albury High School"
the school on 2005 opening
day). The AHS wants to
start a school archive with
connections to the A&DHS.

3

"Dressed in Their Best:
100 Years of Family Photos~', book by Pam LieU.
1860-1960 clothes & fashions. $25each + $5 PP
each: Pam LieU, PO Box
455, Concorde West, NSW

LINKS 'N' CHAINS·
Liverpool GS Journal,
November 2004
.L Copy of Photo with
. Names (56) of 4th Light
Trench Mortar Battery
13th Battalion World
War I.

2138.

4

Royal Australian Historical Society funded nrOll·e~ctll
to research & publish the
pre 1900 Pioneer Register
for the Coonabarabran

area.

MEMENTO: News
Further information; ph 02
from National Archives.
6842 5000 Tues, Wed, Thurs
September 2004
9.30am to 1.3Opm; or from
.L In MemOIY of
neer Register, Coonabarabrnn
Dhakiyarr Winpanda.
DPS Local & Family History
2. Gmndma's Chinese
Group Inc, PO Box 378 CoonWhi
.'~~~I~~~~~~~~mft~~~~~~)W~\~~~q~~~.W&m&"~.~.·~~1
~~.
abarabran (send completed
Xmas Card art, with (English/Scottish?) castle & deer, believed
MURRUMBIDGEE
registration forms here also,
to date from cl890-1920's. - Jdl Wooding
ANCESTOR - Journal
before 30 June 2005); or
Email dpscoona@hotmail.Wagga Wagga F H S,
.L German Mignmt Ships to Eastern
October 2004
com.
Austmlia, Part 6, Ship "Peter
.L Report of AGM of September 2004.
Hillston Pioneer Register: PrePARRAMAITAPACKET: FH Group
Godeffroy" 1852.
1900 register to cover Northwest
ARGYLE BULLETIN: Goulbum H S
& Historical Society Newsletter,
to Ivanhoe, East to Lake Cargelligo,
& F H S Journal,
August 2004;
November 2004/ February 2005.
& South to Goolgowi. Registration
.L Reminiscences of Coach Driver, Mr
.L Macquarie's "Female Factory",
submissions by 30/11105 to Hillston &
James Comoy.
Home of the Austmlian Amazons.
District Genealogy Society, 11 Grattan
November 2004;
RICHMOND RIVER Historical Society
St Hillston NSW 2675 (fax 02
.L "Marian Vale", "The Woolpack Inn"
Bulletin. (Lismore), December 2004
69672758) or to Parker Libmry below;
& Joseph Peters.
.L
Eleanor Mackinnon (1871-1936),
Further information: Raylene Slade,
Joint
Founder of World Junior Red
11 Grattan Street, Hillston, NSW 2675 BORDERLINE NEWS: Wodonga F H
Cross.
emailslade@bigpond com, 02 6967
S Newsletter, November 2004

5

2397; or WG Parker Memorial Libmry,
PO Box 142, Hillston 2675 NSW; Ph
02 6967 2503.

.L Upcoming Events & OveIView of

JOURNEYING THROUGH
THE JOURNALS -by John Craig

DESCENT: Journal of Society of Australian Genealogists, September 2004
.L In Pursuit of the Dmgon -Chinese
Austmlian Family History Research
2. Prerogative Court of Canterbury
-Wills 1384 to 1858.

*

A

compilation to help
~embers find items of
interest. These journals can be
viewed at the Albury City Library
- History Resources Room:

Previous Meetings.
2.. President's Message.

HERITAGE NEWS: HILLS
DISTRICT HISTORICAL SOCIETY
Newsletter, November 2004

ANCES-TREE: Journal BurwoodDmmmoyne F .H.G., November 2004.

Historical Sodety Inc, PO Box 822, ~JJn
BULLETIN 443, February 2005.

ROYAL AUSTRALIAN HISTORICAL
SOCIETY Journal, December 2004
.L Farmers Parliaments; Attempts by
NSW Labor (1920-1930) to communicate with the Countryside.
2. Family Matters; Bastards, Otphans
& Baptisms -NSW 1810-1825.

*
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Turks Head, Wodonga Place, Albury
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~MARCH

~ HISTORY MEETING

REPORT ON THE
FEBRUARY MEETING:

8pm Wed. March 9
Commercial Club,
Dean St, Albury

ERRY CURTIS

ACTIVITIES:
Oral history workshop to
record the recollections of Old
Australians on the coming of
New Australians 1947-60; also
Ray Gear speaking on his
research topic, "Hotels in Dean
Street"; & John Craig
summarising some journals we
have received.

Photo J: Station Master's Residence,
Young St/ Railway Place.

I? QUESTION for MARCH: I
When & how did the first group
on post-war migrants arrive at
Bonegilla?

APRIL MEETING: 13/04/05

I FUTURE EVENTS

o 27/05/05 to 17/07/05;

I
~'\It~

$'~''''''/~'''",

~~!:::~~

"Works Wonders" stories AlburyCity
about home remedies
will be on display at the Albury
Regional Museum.
Works Wonders is an exhibition
about some of the weird, wonderful
& commonplace ways in which
people have dealt with sickness &
injury at home. Based on family
memories of rituals & remedies, the
exhibition tells the stories behind
everyday household
rOducts & cures. - a
'nice cup of tea' when

~

~

someone is feeling off col~
our, Vicks VaporRub on
the soles of the feet 'to
draw a cold down from the
head', flat lemonade &
plain toast after a gastric
attack.
• It's stories like these that
I invite A&DHS members
to recall & write about,in
order to incorporate an element of local content into
this exhibition. Your contribution about memories
of home remedies will be
most welcome & no doubt
amusing & of interest to
others.
• Please forward your written
memories to: Helen Pithie, Director, Albury Regional Museum, PO Box 323, Albury
2640. tel 02 60513451 fax 02
60513454
hpithie@alburycity.nsw.llov.au
www.alburycity.nsw.llov.au/museum (or
to an A&DHS Committee member).

@

11/02/05 to 03/04/05; Albury Regional Museum Exhibition:
"Gambling in Australia; Thrills,
Spills & Social Ills". (see BULLETIN 443).
-Helen Pithie

II

presented a series of
slides on "the Early
History of Albury":

• 1.

STATION MASTER'S
RESIDENCE.
The Albury Station
Masters residence is
built close by the Albury Railway station.
The Station Master,
Sgt in charge of Police & the Postmaster, had very important roles in our community. The railways usually built
two-storey homes on
the busier lines in
country NSW. The
station master & his
wife at times entertained Inspectors of
Railways & other influential people that
travelled to Albury &
beyond.

• 2. WAUGH'S
BUTCHER SHOP.
AlfWaugh moved
to Albury in 1895. He leased &
later purchased premises on the
corner of Townsend & Smollett
Streets for a butcher shop. Coincidently it is still a butcher ShOP~
till this day. The
building was pre- »»»

Albury & District Historical Society Inc., PO Box 822, ALBURY, NSW, 2640. +Page 1+
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-----------------------------------------sixpence. The Crawford & Connolly contract was to take the passengers as far as Wangaratta & then
return. The passengers would then
change coaches for the rest of the
journey to Melbourne. In 1922 their
business closed down as motor
vehicles became very popular.

• 3.

Photo 2: Waugh's Butcher Shop

OLIVE STREET-SCAPE.

viously owned by Thomson's Saddlery. The upstairs section, which
was residential, was built in the
1900's.
About 1896 the young Alf Waugh
was the first butcher in Albury to installed a compressor which was run
by gas which generated the electricity for the refrigeration plant. Albury didn't have electricity at that
-time. Alf was very taken with the
modem technology, after attending
an Industrial fair in Dean Square in
Albury which was run by the Albury
Show Society. He was the only
butcher in town that had a refrigeration plant; so he was able to keep
his meat for a longer period. Alf
Waugh was an Alderman & Mayor
of Albury for a number years.
In 1860 Crawford & Connolly
coach company kept their horses at
the stables behind Waugh's butcher
shop. Travellers caught the coach
where the butcher shop is situated
today & the stables were right next
door in Smollett Street where Green
Court is now. The Taxation Office
was the Farmers & Graziers Wool
store for many years. Before the
wool store was built it was the home
of the Exchange Hotel which was on
the same comer opposite the
Butcher shop; it was one of the
largest hotels in town at the time.
The coach's main headquarters was
at the Hub Arcade in Kiewa Street,
(which is presently being demolished for the new Albury Library &
Museum).
The coach to Melbourne would
leave at 1.30pm & it would take
two days & two nights to arrive.
The cost was 4 pounds eighteen &

Photo 3: Olive Street Albury cJ 920

With the street scene in Olive
Street you will recognised the bank
on the comer & it was built by Frew
& Logan in 1910, & was known as
the Union Bank & later as the ANZ.
Angus & Robertson Book Shop uses
the same building at this present
time. Next door to the bank was
Friedlieb's Chemist Shop which was
in the family for many years, then
Berlin House which belonged to Mr
Brann. Naturally the building name
was hurriedly changed during the
war. Perl's Clothing Shop was in
that group of shops.

• 4. ADAMSHURST.
George Adams arrived in Australia in 1854. He lived at Beechworth & Deniliquin before coming
to Albury. He purchased ten acres
(4 ha) of land where the Albury
Campus of Charles Sturt University
is now situated. He built a home for
his wife & himself & called it
Adamshurst. He planted a vineyard
on the rest of the property.
Adamshurst is situated in David

~ PLANNING TO SPEAK AT A MEETPlease remember to write it down &

J!e-JJ ING?

give it to a Committee Member for the Bulletin Editor. P hotographs (originals or large copies) are welcome. Avoid Plagiarism - quote your sources!

COMMITTEE Meeting: S.1Spm

~

March 22, 2005, at Albury City Library

Photo 4: Adamshurst. David St Albury.

Bulletin 444: extensh'e editing assistance by
He/ell Liney,' transcription, slide scanning
& image manipulation b~ JUlie S/ulIla/llll1.
Distribution by Claire Silllp.\Ol1. Photographers genera II) unkno\\ n.

Street, between Guinea & Wilson
Street. He later purchased the Albury Banner from Samuel Fry
Blackmore in 1862. His wife
passed away in 1892 & he went
away overseas & left the housekeeper & her parents to caretake his
home. When he came back from his
long holiday he eventually married
his housekeeper. She was considerably younger than himself & his
wedding present to her was to build
an extension on to the house in the
early 1900's hence the unusual frontage. George Adams died in 1915.
During the war Adamshurst was
taken over by the Air Force & Mrs.
Adams lived in one wing of the
house while it was occupied. In
later years it was taken over by the
NSW State Government & was used
as a Youth Hostel for country children who came to Albury for their
Secondary school education.

• 5.

ST. DAVID'S
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH;
On the
comer of
Wilson &
Olive Streets,
was built by
Frew& Logan about
1905. The
bricks were
made locally.
The fITst
Presbyterian
church in Albury was
built in Smol- Presbyterian, Albury.
lett Street
where St. Patricks church Hall now
stands. The manse was near, very
close to the Morton Bay Fig tree
which is still in the grounds of St
Patrick's School.
They then moved premises to
Olive Street in 1905 into the church
hall which was in between the
present church & the manse until St
David's was built. The shingles on
the spire of the church are made of
asbestos cement.
~ ~ ):0>
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• 6.

BONEGILLA HOUSE.

• 8.

CONVENT OF MERCY.

Photo 8: SI Joseph's Convent ofMercy
Photo 6a: Bonegilla House, Kiewa Sf.

The first picture is of Bonegilla
house on the comer of Kiewa &
Wyse Street which was built in 1858
without a verandah.

Photo 6b: Bonegilla House, Kiewa St.

The second picture shows that it
now has a verandah which was built
on at a later date - about the 1870's.
Many years later a picket fence with
a garden appeared & it certainly has
made a difference to it's appearance.

• 7.

KIA ORA.

John Gordon, Architect, was born
in London in 1824. On arrival in
Albury to live, the Convent of
Mercy situated in Olive Street
between Smollett & Hume Streets
was his first work in 1868. He also
designed the chapel which was built
later in 1879. It was his last job, as
he was drowned at Wagga Wagga
the following year. The bricks for
the Convent & Chapel were made by
Plummer's Brick works.
Fallon's building & Wine cellars
that was situated in Kiewa Street
right opposite Englehardt Street was
his second design job in 1869. Although Fallon's building has been
demolished for years, the wine cellars are still in existence & are waiting on approval from the NSW Heritage office whether the Albury City
Council are able to demolish them
or not.
When John Gordon died his two
sons took over the family business
& it was known as Gordon & Gordon .

• 9.

ST.PATRICKSCHURCH.

Photo 7: Kia Ora, Townsend SI.

Originally it was the Bank of
NSW & was built in 1858, in Townsend Street. You have to admire the
stone work on the outside of the
building & it also has a beautiful
stair case inside the home & an unusual wrought iron fence. In the
1900's the home had an upstairs balcony fronting Townsend Street. Mr
& Mrs Alf Waugh purchased the
premises & lived in it for quite a few
years during the period that he was
an Alderman & the Mayor of Albury.

Photo 9: SI Patrick's, Smollett St.

Situated in SmolJett Street, St
Patrick's Church was the third
building that was designed by John
Gordon, built in 2 years & 3 months
between 1870 & 1872.

Nfechanics'lnstitute.
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--------------------History of the Albury Presbyterian
Church" compiled by Mrs Glad Williams, 1982, unpublished manuscript. The document has been added to the History Room Collection
at Albury Library.
Photo 16: Old A/bury Fire Station. Photo
by Mary Thurling.

Answer To "QUESTION for
FEBRUARY"; ''What\Wre thenm
in1pJltantevenls in Albury in the 1930's"?
a100 Great~-

siooyears.
a 1930-(17/12)
2AY ra:lio regm.
a 1931-HaberfieJd'sDairy~
II 1932- firstAlruy

a 1934-P:Y.jamaGirl
rnurd!r.
111936-Ht.ure Weir

cm<>tru:ricn finished.
II 1937/11-''Spirit of

ScoutHall 00ilt &

ProgreN'steam
1rain COO1Ill!I1CfS

qxned

~~

111933 -lliJ.BralmID inAIruy.

IvfeIOOtnre& Alhny/W<Xblgfl.

a 1934-Baby

111938-~150

.E-Jffi1th Centre

yearsofwbite ~
meot inAusIJ:3lia.
II 1938-Ahlttoirs
qxned

qms.
II 1934-New Am-

hJ1ance Statm
a 1934-UIver
fOO:ed Jarxting.

al939-~

WWlIOOgins.

llRoyal~

-Ji/lWooding; Joe WlXXIing; DougIm
Hunter, G«ffHami/kJn; IngaKmin;
G?nyCunis; John~

I~G_EN_E_RA_L_N_O_T_I_C_ES_ _..I

1

THANKS to Harold Mair for

Local Parliamentary History including;

IrF his speech about local NSW
MLA's 1856 to 1978 (up to Harold's election).

IrF Booklet: Sesquicentenary of Inauguration of Parliamentary Institutions in NSW & Australia.

IrF Copies of Writs certifying the return of George Macleay & John Hay
as Members of Electoral District of
Murrumbidgee 1856 & their Oaths
of Allegiance.

IrF (Govt. Gazette?) page 1368+:
Writs of Election for all NSW Electoral Districts 1856.

2

CONTRIBUTION. Thanks to
Mrs Ella Allan for a copy of "A

3

UIVER. Committee members,
Jan Marsden & Ron Braddy attended the Uiver Working Group meeting on Wednesday 23 February.
Gerry Curtis is also a member of the
Group. Ron voiced the opinion of
the Committee that an essential part
of any plan is an audio visual to tell
the dramatic story of the landing of
the Uiver & the efforts of the Albury
community in ensuring the plane
was able to complete the race. Plans
for the restoration of the aircraft &
suitable accommodation for it is in
the very early stages. Gerry is part
of a small working party formed to
investigate options & funding.

4

REQUESTS FOR INFORMATION. Our Research Officer,

Helen Livsey, has responded to 50
letters & 77 phone calls asking for
information in the last 12 months.
The rate of inquiry has increased
since information about the Society
appeared on the web site of the Albury Regional Museum. Our thanks
to Helen for her work.

- Douglas Hunter

*

JOURNEYING THROUGH
THE JOURNALS -by John Craig

A

compilation to help members find items of interest.
These journals can be viewed at
the Albury City Library - History
Resources Room:
DESCENT: Journal of Society of Australian Genealogists, December 2004
L Australian Genealogical Computer
Index (A.G.C.I.) on CD ROM.
2. People in Place - Reconstructing
Neighbourhoods.
FEDERATION OF AUSTRALIAN
HISTORICAL SOCIETIES NEWSLETTER: Nov 2004.
L Report from States & Territories.
2. Annual Report of the President for
2003 -2004.
HAWKESBURY CRIER: F.H.G.
Newsletter, December 2004.
L St Gregory's Catholic Church,

4.
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Kurrajong - A Brief History.
INHERIT: Victorian Heritage Counci I
Magazine. October 2004.
1. World Heritage Listing of Royal Exhibition Building & Carlton Gardens.
2. Sheep Washes & Yards of Victoria
1830 - 1880.
INSITES: Historic Houses Trust NSW,
Summer 2004.
L Newstead Homestead c.1841 - It's
Associations with Tom Roberts.
2. The Old Mint Site on Macquarie
Street - Developing a Vision.
J.:. Events Calendar for January/ February 2005.
MEMENTO: News from National
Archives. January 2005.
L The Year That was 1974: National
Archives Release Cabinet Documents
That Have Reached 30 Years of Age.
2. The Arrival of Dutch Migrants to
Australia.
MUSTER: Central Coast (Gosford)
Family History Society Journal, December 2004.
L Never Give Up Searching.
2. Guest Speaker List for February May 2005.
NATIONAL TRUST OF AUSTRALIA
(NSW):
1. National Trust Heritage Awards Application Form, 9 - 17 April 2005.
PRO-ACTIVE: Public Records Office
Victoria (PROV) Magazine. Summer
2004/2005.
L Women of Eureka- Assisting their
Men at the Uprising.
UNIVERSITY OF THE THIRD AGE
{!lJA} Albury/Wodonga. Course Brochure 2005.
(
Semester !, Jan3! - July !: Semester .
2. Aug.! -Dec.9 2005.

L

UPDATE: Information Victoria Newsletter, Nov 2004 to Jan 2005.
1. Information on a Broad Range of
State Government Activities.
WAGGA WAGGA HISTORICAL SOCIETY Newsletter, OctINov 2004 &
Dec/Jan 2005.
L Interesting Links Between "Jack The
Ripper" & Wagga Wagga.
WODONGABUSThffiSSMAGAZThffi
- January 2005.
L Albury/Wodonga "A Taste ofSuccess - Tourism Business".
2. Business Cluster Program Launched.
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A'll' BOl'f8QmIJA Responses of Old Australians

~APRIL

~ GENERAL MEETING
8pm Wed April 13

r-::R:-:E:-::P:-::O~R=T~O""'N-T-H-E---'

Commercial Club,
Dean St, Albury.

MARCH MEETING:

GUEST SPEAKER:
Mr Lindsay Poy will present the
"History of the Poy Family".

I? QUESTION for APRIL:

I

r.======::1 ulation
of Albury
& Wodonga was

ORAL mSTORY
WORKSHOP (7/3/05):

Il

INTRODUCTION
b D
u
y oug nunter-

n answer to the "Question of
0
the Month", the first contin/!!!l!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~
gent of displaced Europeans
(from the Baltic countries),
comprising 727 men & 112 women
MAY MEETING: 11/05/05
aged between 17 & 30, arrived at the
Graham Stocks will talk on
Bonegilla Reception & Training
"Church Music in Albury".
Centre on 8 DecemWhat ,vere the locations of Chinese
Market Gardens in Albury?

FUTURE EVENTS

ber 1947. They had
travelled to Mel27/05/05 to 17/07/05;
bourne on the ship
"Works Wonders" stories
"General Heinzelabout home remedies will
man"I, then by two
be on display at the AIspecial trains to
bury Regional Museum.
Bonegilla Station &
finally in the back of
(see BULLETIN 444).
-Helen Pithie
Army trucks to the
camp. The women
@ 17/04/05 Sunday at 2pm
at least, had padded
seating in the trucks
in Albury Library. "Four
Funerals & a Wedding:
2. Further contin-sharing stories about the
Q ; > The "Border
gents followed
Chinese in early Albury" .
Morning Mail" pubquickly. Between
Bruce Pennay from CSU,
lished sketches of
1947 & 1950;
will reflect on Albury's
prominent "Border
170,000 European
Personalities" in Aumigrants arrived in
experiences of the Chinese
as travellers, sojourners &
gust 1949. Can you
Australia; half of
guess who this was?
them (ie. 85,000)
settlers & will recall
several Chinese voices to
passing through
Bonegilla. 3
begin to e~1Jlore the
Chinese heritage of Alburv.
At anyone time Bonegilla housed
o book please phon;
between 1,500 & 8,500 residents.
(02) 6051 3470.
Throughout 1949 the number was
6,000. At this time the combined pop-

e

~

~

Patrons:
Mr Harold Mair, OAM.
Mr Ian Glachan
President:
Mr Douglas Hunter
(02) 6021 2835
Secretary:
Mr Ron Braddy
(02) 6021 2038
Subscriptions:
Individual Member $20
Family Members $25
Corporate Members $51

18,700 of whom
only 4% were
European born.
So the New Australian presence in
the area was significant both in numbers & cultural diffefence.4
In return for assisted passage the
migrants were required to work for 2
years at jobs assigned by the govemment. Many went to areas of construction such as the Snowy Mountains Hydro Scheme, & to heavy industry such as the steel mills at
Wollongong & Port Kembla. Some

migrants were assigned to jobs in AIbury & district, while others left families in Albury while men went elsewhere to fulfil work obligations.
Ei~herl w.aY'hChildren began to attend
sc 00 s rn t e Albury Wodonga area.
The Albury Regional Museum has
on permanent exhibition its "Bonegilla Collection". The Museum also
collaborated with Charles Sturt Uruversity to publish Bruce Pennay's
book "Albury Wodonga's Bonegilla ".
At the Museum is a folder of recollections of New Australians about
their arrival & time spent at Bonegilla.
But there is no companion folder of
the recollections of Old Australians
on the coming of New Australians to
the region. Here we will attempt to
fill a tiny part of that omission.
Those I have asked to take part
i
will in turn present & share
some ~Jfief recollections.
Questions shall > >)>
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also be answered. This is all
something of a worthwhile experiment.
Referen ces:
1. Bruce Pennay, Albury Wodonga's Bonegil/a, CSU in assoc ARM, 2001, pp.2-4.
2. Border Morning Mail, Tuesday 9 December
1947.
3, Pennay op.cit., p.4.
4. Ibid , Brief Chronology.

*

• June Shanahan - My memories of

they were put to work. I dare-say
most of them would have had a trade
of some description.
I can remember the first time they
went past our home in Ebden Street,
which was then part of the Hume
Highway. There would have been
about 200 prisoners or more sitting on
the tray floors of a convoy of Anny
semi-trailer-trucks - with sides on.
They were all dressed in prison unifonns which were dark blue type overalls with sleeves in. They had their
prison number stamped on the back of
their unifonn. There would have been
about five semi-trailer loads of prisoners altogether.
The prisoners waved to us, so we
waved back; I felt so sorry for them.
One particular day one of them threw
out a packet of QT's lollies which had
been opened, to us kids. QT's were
similar to "lifesavers" but had different fruity flavours. We decided to put
them into the bin for we were a bit
wary, as we couldn't understand why
they would throw lollies out to us.
The following day we happen to be
out the front when they came past;
this time they threw out full packets of
QT's lollies - unopened - to us, so we
thought that all of our Christmases had
come at once. The kids next door
were there as well. So from then on
we used to wave to them each day.
When I think about it now, it would
have been so lonely for them as they
would have missed their families being so far away from home.
All Italians living in Australia at the
time of the war - who were mainly
farmers, were interred also.
The prisoners started making
wooden toys & would throw them out
to us as well. Word certainly got
around, so by the time they left Bandiana Army Camp where they worked
until they got all the way to the Prisoner-of-War Camp, they had children
all along the route waving to them. I
still have a wooden snake that was
made by one ofthem.

the first overseas migrants that came
to Albury were the Gypsies, who started to arrive in the area in about 1945.
They were like itinerant seasonal
workers; they came here the same
time every year at the beginning of
Autumn. I don't ever remember seeing them working, but the men could
have done a little casual work here &
there. Each time they came there
would be about four or five families
all travelling together.
They first lot of families came in
horse drawn caravans which was quite
unique; a couple of years later they
arrived in old cars which was a surprise, as only people With money
could afford to drive cars back then.
They would set up their tents on the
W odonga flats off the Lincoln Causeway for the period they stayed. They
wouldn't stop all that long, maybe
about a month, & then they would
move on. If anyone remembers seeing
Gypsies in the early movies, then that
is how they were dressed. The women
used to intrigue me with all of their
colourful blouses & flared skirts &
heaps of jewellery, especially the big
dangling ear-rings & plenty of bangles
on both arms. They would read
people's palms for a fee.
In the last couple of years that they
appeared, they were driving rather
large flashy-type American cars, towing caravans. I guess the next generation had to have an education, so the
Gypsy era disappeared. I know of one
family that settled in the area.
The next lot of migrants I recall
were the the Italian Prisoners-of-War.
• My Memories of Some of the MiThe internment camp where they
grants that came to Australia after
stayed was situated on a property on
the
Second World War:
the right-hand-side of the Riverina
BonegiUa was one of the first miHighway, over the hill after the Thurgoon a turnoff, on the way to the Hume grant camps in Australia that was
home to people from war-tom counWeir. They were transported each day
tries. In the earlier days Bonegilla
to the Bandiana Army Camp where
COMMITTEE Meeting: 5.15pm

~

8.ru:.il.2..2. 2005, at Albury City Library

was an Army Camp; it was part of
Bandiana Army Camp. When the
Migrants moved in you would see
them walking the roads near the
camps, getting their daily exercise, &
some of them would be wearing their
national costumes. It was like a
breath of fresh air to see the mixture
of lovely bright colours & of course it
seemed quite odd to see them as I had
never seen anything like them before.
Charlie Reiff owned The Border
Service Station on the comer ofEbden
Street & Wodonga Place, which had
about an acre (0.4 ha) block of land at
the back of it. Suddenly one day a
caravan appeared, & then as the weeks
went by there were tents, huts & caravans. It was so crowded that you
couldn't see who owned what. There
were only two showers & two toilets
on the actual block, but there was another toilet & shower at the Service
Station for travellers passing through.
There was quite a mixture of nationalities; Slavs, Balts, Hungarians, just
to mention a few. The Balts came
from the Baltic Countries of Estonia,
Latvia & Lithuania.
There was one family in particular
that I remember quite well. The father
was a hairdresser, the mother & two
daughters all worked; they would
pool all their money on pay-day. The
father also worked at Bonegilla at
night, cutting hair for extra money. It
would have been 12 months after arriving in Australia when they built a
home just around the comer from
where I lived in Ebden Street in South
Albury. 18 months later they opened
a hairdressing salon in Dean Street.
One of the daughters was very keen
on my brother at the time.
Another family I got to know very
well was an English family. They had
one son, Alan, who had been very protected when he was a child. The father was a carpenter. I used to do all the
messages for the mother as she was a
big lady & she couldn't walk a long
way. Alan used to buy my sister & I
Enid Blyton's books for our
~~»
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birthdays & Xmas. I still have those
books. Alan finished up as chief designer at Adelyn Clothing factory
which was situated on the comer of
Wodonga Place & Hovell Street,
South Albury.
There were a lot of different nationalities that I got to know over the
years & they were all good people.
Although Bonegilla was their first
home, a lot of nationalities moved on
to all parts of Australia (especially the
cities) to live. Actually, they went
wherever work was available as they
were not afraid of work. A lot of men
left their wives & children to work on
the Snowy Mountains Hydro-Electric Scheme.
A housing settlement sprung up at
Killara near the Little River, between
Bandiana & Bonegilla. I can remember when they built the fust house
there. Many families would share the
one house until the next one was built,
and this would be repeated. What I
admired about them was that they all
helped one another. There were quite
a few houses built near the North Albury football ground. They started
building them around the mid fifties
around the Tarakan Avenue area &
they used to have to go through a farm
gate to get to their homes. Just a coincidence with street names, another
housing lot was built in the Pearce
Street & Tarakan Avenue area in
Wodonga.
Holdenson & Neilson Butter &
Cheese Factory on the Lincoln Causeway, where my Dad made Ice-cream,
employed quite a variety of migrants
lover the years, especially in the milk
& cheese section.
I got to know people of many nationalities over the years; I have always made reference to them as New
Australians & they have helped make
this country what it is today.

• Doug/as H unler - My first experience of a New Australian was when I
was about 11. I was in Dean Street
waiting to catch a bus when a young
man came to the bus, put one foot on
the step, leaned in & said "Bonny
GiJla". He was dressed in a trench
coat & carried a brief case. I have
been reminded ofthis several times
when travelling in Europe when I have
done that same thing, - leaned into a
Produced with free software
'·OpenOffice.org"& "The Gimp"

bus & in my halting French enquired
of the driver, "Souillac?". I have reflected upon this; I was there in unfamiliar surroundings for a few weeks,
but he was here for the rest of his life.
My other encounters were at school,
at work, & in National Service &
CMF.

• Roma Freeman -

F

irst Contact: The first encounter I
had with New Australians was on
the Walla Walla railway station. They
came on Thursday 9 th June 1949. Dad
referred to them as the BaIts; they referred to themselves as D.P's (Displaced £ersons). They were very
young. I was about 9 years old then
when Maria & Thomas arrived. I
went with Dad ... two people who
could speak no English arrived with a
very big box holding all of their belongings; they had come from Fairfield. We took them home to the farm
& they moved into the cottage on the
hilL Mum bought a Gennan-English
dictionary, & she & Maria would
spend a lot of time consulting it.

School: There was a family of boys
that came to the school but they didn't
assimilate well. They were bullies.
They were Eastern European & we believed they thought they were better
than us.
Employer/ Supervisor: There is a lot
in Dad's (Hube Odewahn) diaries
about Thomas working for us. He did
everything asked of him & the relationship appeared quite amicable.
However when they left it wasn't nice.
Thomas worked with Dad & he was
also set jobs where he worked away
from Dad. Maria helped Mum in the
house & was a good knitter; she knitted jumpers for Jenny & me. Thomas
was very happy beci:luse he discovered
a Lanz Bulldog tractor in the shed &
because he had worked in the factory
in Germany & the instruction book
was in several languages he learnt a
good deal of his English from that. It
must have been very difficult for
them; they were both multi lingual
but had no English. They made
friends with a neighbouring couple
who were Italian. Thomas was PolishlItalian; Maria, German. We
still have the very battered dictionary
we used. In his 1950 diary, in March
he writes that Maria & Thomas had

been to Albury & made several false
statements to the Employment Officer.
The next day he gave them a weeks
notice & he went into Albury & saw
the Employment Officer who
"reckoned I had been working the
Balts overtime & was not paying
them". Thomas & Maria had another
meeting with the Employment Officer
- however they left on the bus the following Friday.

I

know in 1952, at the time of the
bushfire that burnt out most ofDallaroo, we had an English couple stay
with us (Joby & May). They came
through Bonegilla from Surrey. May
joined Walla CWA; I'm not sure how
long they stayed, but it wasn't warm
enough for them & they went to
Queensland.

T

he third couple Dad had working
for us were Dutch & again I went
with Dad to Bonegilla. There was
something that didn't suit him because
we brought home a different couple to
the one who had been allocated &
they had 2 children (the other couple
didn't have children).From what I can
recall they all were accepted & fitted
in very well & the children learnt English very quickly; they would interpret
for their parents. They seemed to
have more belongings than the previous people. They went lots of places
with us as a family. Dad's 1953 diary
mentions John; his wife would do
housework & she was thrilled when
Mum bought her first Electrolux Vacuum cleaner as we didn't have electricity in the early days on the farm. Mrs
Schuur was a very hard worker & she
was also a sewer. She had a Pfaff
sewing machine which did things
which Mum's Singer wouldn't do. The
two children, Zeina & Fred, assimilated well. They did most things we
children did & they went to Sunday
School with us as well as to school.
The family had relatives at Bombala
working on a farm, & they went there
from us. I was at boarding school
when they left. Unfortunately John
died from cancer soon after the move.
Zeina had a good friend in Walla who
used to keep in touch.

I also have a DutchlEnglish dictionary in much the same condition as the
one previously mentioned.

I

can also remember when the Krain's
:>
came to Walla from Germany.
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A; > Border Personalities (Drawing p.I): "Mr A.C. SELLARS has
been headmaster of Albury Grammar School for the past 11 years ... "
" ... Director & past president of
Rotary> past president of Eisteddfod
& Arts Council, patron North Albury Football Club, member Albury
Bowling Club (talent doubtful)" ...
(BMM p3, 16/8/1949)

from some about how much they enjoyed their days at the CWA. The
branches throughout the state have
welcomed members from overseas always. CWA has an international component at each meeting & studies a
different country each year. Nationally, CWA through the Associated
Country Women of the W orId, has a
voice at the United Nations Organisation.

*
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Bonegilla & have remained strong
friends ever since. As time went by I
met up with Joe again -this time on the
soccer field . Joe was a top grade of
player & referee for the Albury
Wodonga Soccer Association. I rang Joe
just recently & told
him of this evening &
he granted me permission to use his
name. He requested
me to advise all that
by working on the
Snowy Mountains
Hydro Electric
Scheme & an employee of the PWD at
the Hume Weir, together with the Albury Wodonga soccer fraternity, he &
his wife (now deceased) were accepted & became true Aussies.

George worked at Harry Jac- • GeQ/fHamillon - When I worked
ob's. lnga did housework for people
at the NSW State Railways in 1947 I
& would wheel Harriet in her pusher
was employed in Albury in the Good
to the jobs. I think the second place
Sheds when I saw the first of many
they lived in was across from the
40-45 ton bogie vans arriving which
Methodist Church. On the days we
contained migrant luggage coming
had services Harriet would talk to us
from Sydney - originating from their
from their front gate. Their first
owners' Baltic countries some weeks
dwelling in Walla was pretty awful as
before hand. The luggage was pathetI can remember Mum saying !'it wasn't
ic; if I remember rightly it consisted
fit for a dog".
• Jan H unler of battered old trunks, suitcases done
Work. When I was nursing we had a
up with a worn out strap or a tie, a
School: I remember when the :ftrst two
number of New Australian nurses &
piece of rope, string or piece of hemp,
migrants joined our class at Albury
doctors upgrading their qualifications
or whatever could be found prior to
High. They looked different because
& we got on well. They were our
departure from their home country.
one wore leather pants with braces &
equals & the doctors were given the
There were wooden cases, packages,
the other was very good looking with
same respect Old Australian doctors
slim leather brief cases & bundles.
blond hair & olive skin. They turned
were. Some of the Bush Nursing HosAlthough I was young at the time it
out to be very clever & went on to do
pitals in Victoria had only had migrant
made me realize the fact that we in
extremely well in their professions doctors & they fitted in quite well.
Australia are not so badly off after all.
medicine I think. I think they were
Rainbow had a Scot; Yackandandah
We might not have what the Jones'
quickly accepted & assimilated into
had an Irish man; Beaulah an Enghave, but we are affluent compared to
the class.
lishman; Hopetoun a Dutchman;
what they had; they could carry all of Employment: My father was a builder
they made the towns home & took part
their possessions around with them.
& probably typical of working class
in community affairs. Both Holbrook
to
get
in
As
the
trucks
arrived
I
had
Australians
& their reaction to mi& Culcairn have Indian born doctors
contact
with
the
Bonegilla
Immigragrants.
Everybody
referred to the miwho have been there for a very long
tion
Center
&
it
wasn't
long
then
begrants
as
BaIts
for
a
long time & Dad
time, & in Albury I worked at the
fore
a
fleet
of
Army
trucks
arrived
at
was
no
exception.
He
also gave
Base Hospital with some of the mithe
goods
sheds
to
take
delivery
of
everyone
a
nickname
&
all migrants
grant doctors who are still in practice
these
consignments.
Joe
Meixner
he
had
working
for
him
became
"Mick
today. For some, assimilating was dif(born
in
Austria)was
in
charge
of
the
the
Mige".
It
sounds
dreadful
now
ficult & their home country qualificaoperations (after 1956). After a period that no effort was made to call the
tions were denigrated when they came
of
time I got to know his staff & quite
men by their proper names. Dad had
to Australia.
a number of personnel at Bonegilla &
an apprentice, Dick, who was a keen
Social: We lived in a country town &
it wasn't long before I started to talk a
Chri stian, so Dad would put the mimost ofthe New Australians came to
bit of German & Russian; some of
grants to work with him. Dad knew
the cities. Couples often came to the
these fellows had a real dig at me.
Dick would take special care to help
farms, so we only met the ones we &
There was one well-built fellow
the migrants with their language &
some others employed. Mum was
slightly under 7 feet, shoulders broad
show them the ropes.
much more accepting of all people.
& tapered down to a waist; he could
In the mid 1950's Dad was the first
She talked to everyone & anyone. For
have lifted one of the 40 - 45 ton
Building
Inspector for Wodonga. The
Dad it was Australian & straight!! We
trucks if it was derailed. He lifted me
New
Australians
who stayed in the
were allowed to choose our own
up by the scruff of the neck one day &
area
had
been
buying
land & building
friends but if it meant marriage it
he laughed saying ''you are a funny
homes,
mostly
with
their
own hands.
might have been different.
fellow, so I'll put you down"!
On an ordinary block they often had a
Community Involvement: The Councow, chooks, a haystack, & they grew
• Geo(fHamiiton- about Mr Joe
try Women's Association in Albury
fruit & vegetables. Having no money
entertained migrant women at the hall
Meixner: I befriended Joe & quite a
they used whatever they could fmd to
for many years. We sometimes hear
num ber of his staff & personnel from
This space is available
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build their homes.
When inspections were first introduced to the area, many of these
homes were of course substandard &
it took many years to get plumbing,
water & electricity connections up to
safe standards. I think Dad recognised
the effort these new-comers were
making & went out of his way to advise & help. At the same time he had
little patience with any who were trying to fool him by claiming, "No
speaka da English"!

*

• Leslie Porter - In the late 1940's
migrants from Bonegilla began to
move out to Beechworth. Work was
available at the Tannery, the Jail or at
what was then called either the Mental
Hospital or Lunatic Asylum. They
were referred to in slang as 'Baits',
but were mainly called 'migrants'.
The children I remember from
Primary School were handsome &
intelligent, managing without any
extra assistance. They learned the
language & did very well at school
within a couple of years. The girls
had long plaited hair, one boy wore
lederhosen. Their lunches were
different at first. My sister was
chosen to befriend one ofthe new
children, & when the child was invited
to our home for the day she gave as a
gift a box of chocolates. The child's
father had been a ship's captain in his
nati ve Latvia, but their home where
we paid a return visit, (taking a bottle
of cordial, after much thought!) was
little better than a shed. At the time,
any dwelling was acceptable as a
means of getting out of the BonegiUa
camps.
My mother belonged to a small
group of people who attempted to welcome the newcomers. She learnt
some German to assist in communication, & frequently asked the new
friends to visit. One woman was a
dressmaker, & my grandmother &
mother both commissioned some
clothes to help her business. We shifted from Beechworth in the early
fifties, but my mother remained in
contact with some of these friends,
who were well established by then.

*

• Ron Braddv - When I came home
from the Army I was discharged &
went back to work on & off with my
father. He said "listen son, you're ra-

cing up & down to Melbourne quite a
bit; get ajob & settle down for 12
months & you will be right". So I
went out to Bandiana & I became a
dispatch clerk there. At that time we
had Italian prisoners of war, & that's
where I started off with those migrant
people. We really got on well with
them & they taught us how to cook
spaghetti.

Rex Chamberlain was a driver at
Bandiana in those days & he went in
to W odonga & purchased sausages &
rolls so we all could have a feed. We
treated the POW's as our own & we
really got to know them well & enjoyed their company. So, having entertained them gave us a start when
the immigration center came to Bonegilla. In those days I was in Apex &
Bruno Muetze/feidt, who was later in
charge of the Lutheran World Federation, was stationed at Bonegilla as the
Padre. He was promoted & went to
live in Geneva: after more study he
became a Professor. He & his wife
had two sons. He just recently passed
away. There was a suggestion made
one night (by Bruno, I think) at Apex
that it would be nice if we all went out
to see some of these people & make
ourselves known. So we went out &
got to know them well. We took them
for drives & some came into Apex as
guests in the evening.
mas time came around & the
.-.,-.."",,- club wanted to make it special for them seeing they were so far
away from their homeland. Cliff
Chamberlain played "Father Christmas" for the first year at Bonegilla &
for the next
few years I
played "Father
Christmas". It
was a thrill &
at one stage
there were 400
children at the
Xmas Party.
On this particular day & I
was the FatherXmas & the
red suit was
made to order
for me so it fitted well. I looked the
part, - even my two daughters didn't
know it was me. For 6 years as Father
Christmas I arrived on the back of the
utility, truck, semi-trailer, aeroplane &

5.
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Mate's horse; I had a lot of fun.
funny thing is that my daughter &
son in law in the Blue Mountains
have special friends; Frank & June.
In 1950 Frank's father came out here
as a migrant from Poland. He was a
thorough gentleman & a lovely bloke.
Every time I go to Sydney they come
to my daughter's place & then we go
to their place: we are real cobbers.
Frank's son had a garbage disposal
contract in the Blue Mountains. After
a few years Frank's son had an accident, so he is a quadriplegic now .
Frank gave up work & had to sell his
business to look after him. He sleeps
in the room with him every night & attends to all his needs.
Frank's brother went up to Queensland & built a mansion, & he is building another mansion down the coast
(he is in the building business). His
sister married Lionel Murphy. Since
Lionel passed on, she now lives on his
parliamentary pension. She used to be
a model & now she is sitting pretty.
This is a story about a migrant family
coming out in 1950 where all made
good.
When I talked to Frank's father he
told me that when he was first at
Bonegilla he had to get some money
& he went over to South Australia
picking grapes. It was a hard job &
his wife remained back home with two
of the children. He made some money
& continued from there on: the last
time I saw him he had just taken possession of a Ford LTD - a beautiful
car. He is building a new home up at
Glenbrook in the Blue Mountains &
that is the story of these people: they
didn't come out here to loaf around. A
lot of them came out here & really
worked & they made citizens of themselves & did the world of good for the
community. When we first saw them,
we called them wags. They were hard
working people who made good. If
you look back on those people & go
up to Sydney & have lunch with them,
you feel privileged to know them.

*

John Craig - I became very impressed with a migrant family father &
son at Bandiana.
I had just finished a course at
RAEME training centre just
:>:> »
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after we moved down from Sydney &
I was transferred from RAEME to fmish my training as a Motor Mechanic
at the base workshops. The Sergeant
said to me he would put me with one
of the top motor mechanics; I said
"ok". Peter Peric is his name. He
said "you will fmd him up along the
line working on an old Ford blitz".
He said to check in with him & I said
" ok".
I caught up with Peter Peric when I
first walked into the bay. He was the
elderly gentleman sitting on a big tool
box. I asked him "are you Peter
Perie"? He said "yes" & I introduced
myself. I said "where do I start" & he
said "sit down, sit down", & I said
"the sergeant won't let me sit down"!
He said "I am the boss here, John. Sit
down". The motor on the truck was
running & I said to him, "what is
wrong with the truck"? He said,
"hush! sit down & listen & it will
save a lot of trouble later on".
Peter Peric was a marvellous tradesman, just like all those men that
worked there years ago. I stood there
for 5 to 10 minutes until I heard a bellow from the back blocks telling me to
get on with the job watching a welder,
a Yugoslav chap doing a welding job.
It was just like watching a hot iron
running through butter, absolutely
beautiful work .
Some little time later I made friends
with John, son of Peter Peric. During
the morning break we would sit
around outside in the sunshine. Peter
Peric cut a slice off some bread &
sliced some cheese which was totally
foreign to us, as you would remember.
I was having a tomato sandwich while
Johnny got out this green looking vegetable & it turned out to be a capisiurn - & I had never tasted capsicum
back then. He sliced the top off & I
asked him "what in the heck have you
got there"? He said "capsicum stuffed
with meat", & I asked "what is it
like", & he said "would you like a
slice"? So I said I would sample a
taste. He sliced a piece off & I took
two bites, & I guarantee the flames
shot out of my ears, smoke everywhere. He just collapsed with
laughter! They both made a distinctive impression on me, both John & his
father Peter. Even with the passing of
the years John knows I really never
forgave him for the capsicum.

Mary Thurling - The first New
Australian that I met was a woman
who had just given birth to a lovely
little baby. I asked her how long had
she been in Australia & she told me,
"just long enough to make the
ba by". We were both patients in the
Mercy Hospital in Olive Street (where
the Hume Building Society is situated
today). I had just given birth to Helen.
The lady told me that she lived in a
cottage atthe Hume Weir. I never
saw her again after that & I often
wondered whether she still lived in the
area.

*
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lbUry in 1860 had a population of
about 1400 & its main thoroughfare was Townsend Street. Hotels
licensed in that year were: 'Advance

Australia', 'Criterion', 'Exchange',
'Horse &: Jockey', 'Hume~ 'Imperial',
'Rose', 'Royal', & 'Victoria: The
'Mount Pleasant' was four miles out on
the Sydney Road while the 'Plough' was
two miles out on the Gerogery Road. In

Cass's (Railway) Commercial Hotel.
Photo: '7],e History ofAlbIlly 1824-1895.
Dr A rthur A n,tr""".<

Swift Street, the 'Commercial', established in 1858, re-opened in September
tmder the management of Mr E P Foster.
Hotel names that had come & gone
between 1836, when Robert Brown
settled in Albury, & 1859 included: 'Albury Inn ', 'Carriers Arms' in Townsend
Street, 'Commercial'? in To,,,nsend
Street, 'Empire' in Townsend Street,
'Gold Diggers' (1 & 2) both in Townsend Street, 'Punt Inn' in Wodonga
Place, 'Race Course' in what is now
Mate Street, 'Squatters' in Townsend
Street, ' TraveHers Rest' in Sydney
Road, & the 'Victoria' in Townsend
Street

6.

Hotels were important establishments
in the early growth of towns fulfilling a
number of functions. In addition to offering drink, company, accommodation
& food, they were booking offices for
coaches, they provided facilities for
holding auctions, celebrations, social
functions, meetings, inquests, they were
used for making public addresses &
provided rooms for use as offices, services & displays. Another vital function
particularly for travellers was stabling,
provided for horses.
Towards the end of 1860 two new hotels, added to the twelve establishments
then existing, were opened in Albury. In
October the 'Globe Hotel' on the corner
of Dean & Kiewa Street was opened
with Jonathan Boon, late of the Commercial Hotel, Wagga, the proprietor.
The Globe, designed & built by Daniel
Driscoll for John Roper, was a two storied building containing 18 rooms, kitchen, out-house, & stabling for fifteen
horses. Seven weeks later in December
a publican's license was granted to
Daniel Driscoll for premises to be
known as the 'Bridge Inn: The name,
Bridge Inn, was probably taken from the
Bridge being erected nearby over the
Murray, work on which began on the 16
August 1860. After six years, Daniel
Driscoll left the Bridge Inn, putting on a
Sports Carnival to thank the community
for their patronage.
Across the river in Wodonga, hotellicenses were granted in 1861 to the 'Border Hotel', 'Shamrock' (previously
'Prince of Wales'), & 'Wodonga' - first
established in 1858.
With Arthur Walker's removal from
the 'Advance Australia', where he was
first licensee in 1859, to the 'Globe' in
1863, the Advance Australia building
was converted to the Albury Police Barracks. Its use as a Police Barracks was
to last until about 1877, when Henry
Giles reopened it as a hotel.
By early 1865 Black Range, north of
Albury where gold was discovered in
1851, had a population of about three
hundred persons & two buildings were
being erected for use as public houses.
Within the next twelve months the
names of four hotels, the 'Empire~ 'Lavington', 'Riverina' & 'Black Range~
were appearing in local newspapers.
Little is known where these hotels were
sited. By 1868 it appears that all these
hotels were closed, the last being the

'Empire',
Hector McDonald erected the 'Empire' at Black Range in 1865. Alfred G >
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Sinclair took over in 1865 & was followed by J C Middleton in 1866, then
George Williott in 1867. According to
the Border Post, host Williott in late
1868 removed his public house to
Jindera because of the abandonment of
the Black Range diggings.

In 1865 John Kilfoil became licensee
of the 'Imperial' Hotel at 473 Townsend
Street that had been erected in 1857 by
Morris Asher. On John's passing in
1867 his wife Elizabeth became owner
& licensee.
South of the 'Imperial' on the comer of
Townsend & Hume Streets the 'Horse &
Jockey' Hotel closed in 1867. Established in 1858 by Albury's first female
publican Mrs Flora McEachern, the
'Horse & Jockey' was originally known
as the 'Gold Diggers' & was the second
establishment to carry this name.
In April 1868 John Green was granted
a certificate authorising the issue of a
publican's license for a house to be
called the 'Travellers Rest' situated at
313 Wodonga Place. In October of the
same year the Old Hume Inn premises at
406 Wodonga Place (once also known
as the 'Punt Inn'), which ceased being licensed in 1866, was destroyed by fire.
The news that Mr Owen's new
premises in Dean Street, now the site of
the Commercial Club, were intended to
be converted into a hotel, raised the
question of the need for another hotel in
the town. However in June 1870 James
A Jones of Goulburn was granted a license for premises to be known as the

'Salutation Inn'.
The 'Court House' Hotel that was
sited at 490 Kiewa Street is first mentioned in 1872 with the names of early
licensees being Mr Selle, F W Tietyens
& James McLaughlin. It was the second
hotel in Kiewa Street, the flTSt being the
'Rose' opened in 1852.
Charles Schmiedt in January 1873
took over the Bridge Inn that had just
undergone extensive alterations & additions by Daniel Driscoll. In October of
that year however, Schmiedt was granted a licence for premises at 595 Dean
Street previously occupied by Jones'
New Furniture Warehouse. This license,
for a hotel which he called 'Albury~ was
granted by a majority of one despite objection on the ground that another public
house was not required in the locality.
Across the river at Wodonga, four hotels, the 'Wodonga~ 'Railway~ 'Border
City' & the 'Halfway~ received renewal
of their licenses in 1874 while two, the
'Royal' & the 'Terminus~ had their li-

censes adjourned. Within the next
twelve months two further hotels, the
'Post Office' & 'Ca"iers Arms~ were
opened in Wodonga.
James Walsh who was the builder for
St Patrick's Church, was issued with a license to open in 1874 the 'Builders
Arms' Hotel at 502 Guinea Street.
When Mrs Jane Poole took over as licensee in 1879 she changed the name to
the 'Star~ which is still on the same site
today, on the comer of Olive Street.

Mrs Mary Mackay in 1874 took over
the licence of the 'Empire' Hotel at 441
Townsend Street & renamed the
premises, the 'Ca"iers Arms~ The
hotel was a brick building containing 13
bedrooms, parlour, dining room, taproom, bar & cellar. Also detached kitchen, servant's room, pantry, washhouse,
& stables of twelve stalls, large yard &
garden. Use of the premises at 441 as a
hotel appears to have began in 1851
when it was known as the ' Victoria'.
Later names include the 'Gold Diggers~
the name ' Victoria' again, then when
Clement Negro was licensee in 1862, the

'EmjJire'.
In Swift Street, the 'Commercial Hotel'
also had a name change, W S Potts renaming the establishment the 'Albion'
when he became licensee in 1874. His
stay however was short lived.
The 'Albury Club Hotel' on the comer
of Dean & Elizabeth Streets was probably the first in Albury to be designed by
an architect. Within a month of obtaining a license for the hotel, James McDonald formerly of the 'Albion' in Swift
Street, abandoned the premises in October 1875. It was reopened in November
when a license was granted to George
Conroy; however, as licensee his term
was also short lived. The hotel was described in 1877 as containing sitting
rooms, private dining rooms, bedrooms,
billiard room, bar & public dining
rooms, kitchens, bathrooms & also detached house for servants.
At the licensing bench meeting in

1875, Alfred John Carpenter's renewal
of his 1874 publican's license, for the
'Travellers Rest' in Wodonga Place, was
refused on the grounds that he conducted his house in a disorderly & ill-governed manner. Within three months a
new licence was granted to Edward Cass
who renamed the premises the 'Turk's
Head' Hotel. At the licensing hearing
Cass was warned that it would be necessary to secure for the place a decent
reputation.
The question of need for another hotel
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again arose when Arthur Cass, who previously ran a tobacco business in Dean
Street, applied for & was granted a license for the 'George' Hotel in 1876.
The question of need was considered
again two months later with William
Mangan's application for the 'Border
City' Hotel at 470 Townsend Street.
Charles Schmiedt in February 1876
bought land at No 579 Dean Street &
engaged the Architect John Gordon,
(who designed the 'Albury Club' Hotel),
to design a two-storey hotel, which he
opened in November 1876. With its
opening Schmiedt removed the name
'Albury Hotel' from 595 Dean Street to
his new premises. The original Albury
Hotel was taken over by Peter Griffiths
who changed the name to 'Tattersall's'
Hotel. In 1879 Arthur Cass became licensee of 'Tattersall's'. Today this site is
still used for hotel purposes under the
name 'Albion ~
Throughout Australia the construction
of railways with their navvy camps
provided opportunity for setting up of
hotels. One such hotel set up in Albury
in 1878, was Daniel J Tuomy's hotel at
Fallon's Vineyard Hill, otherwise locally
known as "Big Hill". These hotels were
generally temporary & a year later Mr
Tuomy was making an unsuccessful application for another house in a paddock
adjoining the railway station reserve.

In 1878 Albury bad one botel to
every 125 persons & with the intention
of the licensing legislation to reduce the
number of public houses, the Police Magistrate voted against Fanny Brady being
granted a publican's license. Her application was again refused in June; however in July 1878 she obtained a license
for the 'Market Hote/~ at 501 Dean
Street on the comer of Olive Street. The
name Market being taken from the Market Reserve opposite, which is today
known as Queen Elizabeth II Square.
The 'Australian' Hotel that was sited
at 481 Townsend Street was opened by J
P Barrington in June 1878. With splendid balcony & extensive cellarage, the
hotel contained five bedrooms, dining &
sitting rooms, upstairs. Downstairs was
the bar, dining rooms, kitchen & three
bedrooms.
Albury's population in 1881 was
about 3900 people, & Dean Street had
become Albury's principal thoroughfare.
In February 1881 the Great Southern
Railway to Albury was opened. With
the coming of the railway, four hotels
opened nearby, the 'Golden Fleece~
'Terminus', 'Railway' & 'Commercial',
all designed by the architectural finn,

~.-------------------------------------------------------------
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1.:. Annual Awards Bestowed Upon Ed-

Gordon & Gordon. Their history, the
history of other hotels established after
1880 & the history of Albury Hotels prior to 1860, is a talk for another day.
• Principal Bibliography Sources: Albury Banner & Wodonga Express, Albury Border Post.

*

Answer To "QUEsnON for
MARCH"; ''When & howdidthefirst
grrupoo. pat-warmignmam\eatBcnegilla''?
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• John Craig summarised some
publications/journals received by the
A&DHS: -from "Pro-Active Magazine,
Summer 2004":

"The Women of Eureka Assisting Their Men at the Uprising":
Early morning on Sunday 3n1 Dec
1854, saw soldiers & police troopers attack the barricades that the Ballarat
miners had erected on the Eureka Goldfields. Miners were protesting against
high mining fees. In the fierce fighting a
Geelong Advertiser correspondent saw
women attending to diggers' wounds in
the stockade. He reported that many of
the miners were wounded, the blood
dripping from them as they walked.
Some of the women were assisting by
providing handkerchiefs; others
provided beds, furniture & matting.
Women inside the stockade were crying
over absent husbands; & children were
frightened. Nancy Quinane, & schoolteacher Anastasia Hayes, appeared to be
present when the arm of Peter Lalor (?)
was amputated. Elizabeth Lawson bad
loaded guns for her husband & had hidden a miner under her skirt so the troopers couldn't find him. Anne Diamond,
who kept a tent stall which straddled the
stockade boundary, watched as her husband was brutally shot by troopers, who
then they set fire to the tent store. The
troopers then delivered three cuts of the
sword & a stab of a bayonet into her
husband. At her hearing for compensation the gold-fields commissioner asked,
"after he was shot?", & Mrs Diamond
replied, "yes, they treated the bodies
very badly".

•

*

I____________
GENERAL NOTICES
I
...
~.

1

The proposed extension of the
Commercial Club will result in
the demolition of two heritage buildings: (1) the former Albury branch
of the Rural Bank & (2) the former

Davidson's Saddlery & Harness
Factory. Davidson's has held a
prominent position at the head of
Townsend Street since 1874 when
Albury grew rapidly as a result of
the rail expansion to Wodonga. Albury City Council should call for
public comment on the proposed demolitions in the next few weeks.

*

JOURNEYING THROUGH
THE JOURNALS -by John Craig

A

compilation to help members find items of interest.
These journals can be viewed at
the Albury City Library - History
Resources Room:
AUSTRALIAN INSTITUTE OF
ABORIGINAL & TORRES STRAIT
ISLANDERS STUDIES:
1.:. Dawn & New Magazines on CD
ROM (1952 - 1975).
BORDERLINE NEWS: Wodonga FHS
Newsletter. February 2005.
1.:. Speaker for Apri119 will be Rex Fuge
from Chiltern.
"COWRA UPRISING" (Book) - One
Survivor's Memoir, by Masaru Moriki
(from Kokoda to Cowra).
HILLS HERITAGE NEWS: lllLLS
DISTRICT HISTORICAL SOCIETY,
February 2005.
1.:. John Ussher - First Post Master &
School Teacher at Public School.
HISTORY: ROYAL AUSTRALIAN
HISTORICAL SOCIETY Magazine.
September 2004;
1.:. Surveying, Navigation & Cartography
Methods in Historical Studies.
March 2005;
1.:. History Week 2005, Theme "Transform", Registration by May 27/2005.
2. The Nelson Connection in the
Hawkesbury Area.
INSITES: Historic Houses Trust NSW,
Autumn 2005.
1.:. Great War (1914-1918) Memorabilia
Displayed Each Year on Anzac Day at
Rouse Hill Estate.
2. Events Calendar for March-May
2005.
LINKS'N'CHAINS: Liverpool GS
Journal, February 2005 .
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ward Fraser, Jennifer Bulls, Dorothy
McCartney & Mary Felgate.
MANSFIELD HISTORICAL
SOCIETY: Newsletter, March 2005 .
1.:. Updating is Completed of Mansfield
Cemetery Records & Headstone Inscri ptions (Computer Disk Available Soon).
MURRUMBIDGEE ANCESTORJournal Wagga Wagga F H S
February 2005
1.:. Annual Family History Seminar, 30
April 2005. -Well Known Speakers are
Martyn Killion, Heather Garnsey of
SAG .
NA TIONAL LffiRARY OF
AUSTRALIA: Magazines - June 2000/
July 2002.
1.:. Family Connections Between AB
"Banjo" Paterson & Novelist Rosa
Praed ("My Australian Girlhood").
2. "Lags & Lashes" Vocabulary of Convict Australia 1788 - 1850.
NOREUIL PARK FORSHORE UPGRADE REPORT; by Jane Longhurst.
ORAL HISTORY HANDBOOK; by
Beth M Robertson.
PARRAMATTAPACKET: FHGroup
& HS Newsletter, June 2005.
.
1.:. Historical Snippets from John
Cobley'S Book on Parramatta District1793 to 1800.
RICHMOND RIVER (Lismore) Historical Society Bulletin: March 2005
1.:. Pests & Local History - Battle With
Ticks & Mozzies & Role Played by Dr
RM McCulloch & Capt. DF Waterhouse.
STOCKMAN'S HALL OF FAME:
March 2005
1.:. What Does It Mean To Be
Australian? -by Lois Lane ofW.A.
2. Boys 1942 - A Poem.
UNIVERSITY OF THE THIRD AGE
illIA} Albury/Wodonga Newsletter:
March 2005
1.:. U3A Network Conference, 1-2 June
2005.
1.:. U3A Albury/WodongaEvents for
April 2005.
VITAL SIGNS: State Record Office
NSW. March 2005.
1.:. ''Natura Morta" - Exhibition of Scientific Illustrations ofEH Zeck & Margaret Senior - March to June 2005.

*

*
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by Bruce Pennay

Commercial Club,
Dean St, Albury.
GUEST SPEAKER:

Mr Graham Stocks will present
'Church Music in Albury'.

I

Who were the Music Teachers in
Albury up to 1950's

JUNE MEETING: 08/06/05
Annual General Meeting the Monthly Meeting will
follow.

I FUTURE EVENTS
I
o 27/05/05 to 17/07/05;
"Works Wonders" stories about
home remedies will be on display at
the Albury Regional Museum
SOUTHERN STAR
ENTERTAINMENT IS
LOOKING FOR STORIES
FOR A mSTORICAL
DOCUMENTARY SERIES.
IF YOU HAVE A TALE TO
TELL.
Contact Chris Gerrans.
email:
cgtv@optusnet.com.au
Dear Readers,
Owing to other commitments Editor
Michael was unable to compile the
May Bulletin, so you have been
landed with yours truly.
June Shanahan

~

a

TO

~

8pm Wed. May II

I? QUESTION for MAY:

INTRODUCTION

The Library asked me several months
ago if I would give a talk about the
Chinese in early Albury for Chinese
Whispers this month. I protested very
vigorously because I did not know all
that much about the Chinese of Albury, but I have collected a few storles.
I would talk about the ways we can
fmd out about the Chinese in Albury.
As the occasion has come closer I
found it wasn't necessarily appropriate. Tonight just quickly I want to
talk about one particular souce that I
have found in our Library because I
think that it will interest you. I was
put onto this source from a Publication that John reviews for us from the
Public Records Office in Melbourne
where they had a magazine about forgotton faces "Chinese and the Law".
There were some pictures that were
taken by the Melbourne Jail photographers, so 10 and behold a search in
the Albury City Library shows we
have a reel from the State Record Office which is photographs taken at the
Albury Jail.
It's very interesting to go through
photographs of the Albury Jail up
come the crims and you can measure
the shape of their skull and "doesnt he
look a villian" or "whatever" as you
go through the roll and then you will
come to some chinese features. There
is two things that I want to talk about
with Chinese features.There were
some real villians in the Albury Jail.
2. There was a large number that were
caught for not paying the toll tax
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when they crossed over from
Wodonga. Their part of the story is
what I am going to tell on Sunday at
the Library. The other thing I would
like briefly to mention. If you look
down the list of the names of the
Chinese in Albury Jail you will notice
how many are called ah Fat, ah Koo,
ah Put, ah whatever. Chinese usually
have two names, family name and a
given name and as you know they put
the family name first and the given
name second. Ah, look at all these
ah's said me, then I found and explanation when they arrived in Sydney
or Melbourne the Custom officer
would want to record their name and
often they would only give their given
name but because out of politiness
they should have two names, they said
ah and the Custom officer from then
on wrote that it was simple and easy
to write down ah.
If they said their name was Fah he
would then write down "Fat" because
it was like an English word, so it was
how they negotiated the customs that
gave them the name. My boy who is
currently in China learning Chinese
wrote to me and said 'not so Dad ,
good theory". What you will find is
that ah is diminutive and it's like saying the given name with an e on the
end of it in Australia so ah Fat was
Fatty, ah John was Johnny and ah
Charles was Charlie. It was just that
they said it that way. So what you
really have is the given name and not
their two names.
This is what I will be talking about
ib
. our
on Sun day as part 0 fce
e ratmg
Sister City Nanping you will see that I
was very dutiful a day which was the
th
5 April, I went to the Chines~
cemetery. They go tWice~a
year, they clean up around
the graves and» » :>
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and that is Four Funerals and a Wed- gie store in the main Street of Ch
ding, I would like to hear more about tern. Eight of the nine children wen.
the early Chinese settlers in relation to given English christian names. One
was called Wah and he was the
the Pay family.
I gave you two handouts about the second born and died at the age of two
years.
Poys.
Racism was running riot, so you had
I spoke in Sydney back in 2000 about
to
do your best to assimilate into the
my Uncle Billy Pay and how he
community.
Willie Ah Pay was a bit
became a very successful businessman
of
a
traveller
and
a ladies man he actuin his own right in Canada as a stockally
went
back
to
China to see his
broker. I spoke about his daughter
own
mum
and
dad
and
he supposedly
being the current Governor
uest speaker at our Adrienne
had
a
wife
or
two
and
children over
General of Canada .My speech made
there,
hence
the
number
of trips that
April meeting was the front page of the Sing Tao newshe
made.
On
his
last
trip
he
didn' t repaper. The whole front page of that
Lindsay Poy
turn
and
he
was
presumed
dead
and
newspaper is 100 per cent Chinese
Thank you for the invitation to be
my
poor
grandmother
Louisa
moved
and is quite mind blowing to be on the
here tonight.
left hand comer of page one, along to Albury with those eight children
When Bruce Pennay showed his slide, with Gabby Hollow's photo in the which was quite a feat at the time , it
straight away it has thrown me off middle of the front page That was an is even quite a feat these days moving
track .. The name Willie Ah Poy ap- honour to me to be speaking to the
from a town to a city with eight chilpears with a police record . He was Hong Kong Australian Business Asso- dren in tow and not knowing where
my grandfather and I was about to say ciation in Sydney about Billy Poy who the next meal was coming from .
down the track in my speech that the was born in Chiltern , Australia.
There was a light at the end of the
Pays had never had a criminal record,
tunnel
when she met and married EdThe other handout is really my notes
they were squeaky clean, & they were
ward
(Teddy)
Mahlook in 1928. As
on the Pay family. The notes are
model citizens.
mentioned
by
June he leased some
spread down the page, and on the botBruce has proved me wrong .Willie tom line is the Pay children, my premises
at a market garden in
Ah Pay appears to have had a criminal Uncles, Aunties and father So I just Wodonga place where the Paddle
record, he had his photo taken on 23 rd go straight down the line. Box 1 is steamer Motel is today. He sold top
Sept 1896 and his photo is on reel really the beginning, but then its not quality fruit and vegetables around Al5082 . I will have to get together later the beginning because with the help of bury for quite a number of years from
with Bruce to get all the facts to see family historians, the Poy family tree his horse and cart. That is how the
what he was obviously wrongly con- has been traced back to villages in baker, butcher and milkman made all
victed of.
their deliveries.Later he worked on the
China.
railways to supplement the family.
I really am honoured to be here , at
I can start back in the King Valley in
the Commercial Club , as I am the
The eight children regarded Teddy as
1880 where Lim Coon married a
President of the SS&A Club and it is a real aussie ,Mary Jones. They had their father and they loved him dearly,
priviJedge for me to be here speaking four children and in those days it was even though they were Pay children.
in this venue.
one of those rare mixed marriages. Teddy's one regret before he died was
I am happy and honoured to speak They prevailed in the racial prejudice that the Pay children didn't have the .
about the Pay family history in the which was running rife at the time, at Mahlook name. They always lived at
area because basically the Pays have the gold fields especially.
The 431 Macauley Street in Albury.
Louisa was known to all as Nana
not been famous, they have not been Chinese were not popular at the time.
Mahlook.
wealthy, they have not been ex- It is a wonder that the marriage &
traordinary business entrepreneurs, not four children eventuated.
None of my Aunts and Uncles could
acclaimed sportspersons .. They have
speak
Chinese except for a few comOne of those four children was
not gone into politics or the media, not Louisa Coon, my grandmother, af- mon words which my brother and I
into local government, they have kept fectionately known later on, after a picked up on, and we even laugh
a pretty low profile and have been typ- second marriage, as Nana Mahlook.
about it now. We just recently had a
ical average Albury citizens , but with She married Willy Ah Poy who was large reunion out at Murray Gardens
an interesting past. . Uncle Billy was
13 years older than her, and he was when UncIe Bill's son, Neville out
the exception to the rule as he was born in China They lived in Chi Item here from Canada
last February.
born in Chiltern but he and his family where they rented a Fruit and Veget- Even then we were laughing and jokfound fame and fortune overseas.
ing about the Chinese words that
able store. While living there they had
would get thrown around by my relatI would have liked to have been here nine children.
ives. Fooz was a funny way to talk
for Bruce's presentation at the Albury
In the Border Mail some time ago
Library on Sunday. Unfortunately I there was a photo of some of the fam- about lady's underwear. There was anwill be in Melbourne. I did cut out ily outside that particular fruit and ve- other, fujook was just a thin white
rice noodle. Another one , ~ >- >
what Bruce is going to speak about
Editor: Michael J Katalinic, Ph.02 6025 9347 michaeljkatalinic@yahoo.com.au)
COMMITTEE Meeting: 5.15pm TuesJmy
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they leave some fruit or some food for
one of their ancestors. I didnt think it
was for me to honour the ancestors,
but I think it was for me to pay respect
to people who do occupy a place in
our Pioneer Cemetery.
John Craig is here and I hastily say I
didnt leave bury Council.the oranges
there because that's against the regulations of the Albury Cemetery.

G
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:.shinese fashion, was what Nana Ma, look use to cook as a main meal and
/' call it simply chinese fashion which
would always include lop chongs or
loppies, which is chinese sausage
which you can buy in any supermarket now.
Anyway to my Aunts and Uncles ...
Auntie Doris went to Sydney to live
and she married a George Moy, the
funny part about that was a Poy married a Moy.
Wah he was aged two when he died, he
is buried at the Chiltern cemetery.
Billy Poy went to Sydney and then to
Hong Kong to seek his fortune, he actually fought the Japanese in world
war 2 , he was captured, and he escaped . He was a bit of a trickster
himself, he use to steal from the Japanese, cigarettes, food provisions and
then he would sell it back to the Japanese and make money out of them.
He was awarded the Military medal by
the British government. As a despatch
rider under fire, he rode a Harley Davidson through gunfire disregarding his
own safety in delivering messages
from one site to another.
At the end of the war he took a
Chinese wife and 2 children across to
Canada .They had nothing with them,
they were refugees, but he happened
to come across some diamonds and
sewed them into his underpants, got
them out of Hong Kong across the
waves to Canada and that was his start
in life. He invested in the stock market and became a wealthy businessman. At one stage he was commuting
weekly between Canada , New York
and Hong Kong, and visa versa .He
made it as a businessman in the world
and his daughter became the face of
Canadian TV, current Governor General .The first Governor General of
Chinese desent, but it wasn't without
controversy because some of the Canadian popUlation didn't want her to
be governor general as she had a
pretty controversial career in television and it was said to be a political
appointment, which was the way the
newspapers wrote it up. Her brother
Neville who was over visiting in February, was a world famous plastic surgeon, he specialised in repairing
hands.
LeSley Poy moved to Sydney from Albury and he created a family circle of
Produced with free software
"OpenOffice.org"& ·'The Gimp "

jockeys, racehorse owners, trainers
and professional punters . They certainly had an interesting lifestyle
around the Sydney race courses and
the provincial races. They were connected to the horse Better Loosen Up
who was the Japan Cup winner in
] 996 that is when Michael Clark rode
it, it was a sensational win. At the
time the Japan Cup was on there was a
reunion of the Poys being held down
at Noriuel Park . Billy Poy came
across from Canada every year and organised the reunion's at Noriuel Park .
Ruby Poy moved to Melbourne and
married a Greek coffee shop owner,
Leo Ganas .That was a mixed marriage a Greek marrying a person of
Chinese background. They used to entertain in their Flemington home some
of the greatest jockeys in the world,
George Moore, George Podmore,
Billy Cook & Malcolm Johnston ..
Roy Poy, my dad he was a hard worker
he rented a Housing Commission
house in Kestrel Street opposite Sarvass Park. At one stage he was a
bookmaker in partnership with his
brother Lindsay, tIlen in tough times
he went out to work at Bandiana as a
storeman to look after the family unit.
He did save enough to get his own
book makers license, he still use to
work at Bandiana Monday to Friday
and go to the races on a Saturday. On
Saturday night he would play cards up
stairs in Abikhairs building in Dean
Street to the early hours of the morning. His wife, my mother Kath, never
worked because her job was to be a
full time and caring mother. She was
a social butterfly and with her sister
in-law, Rene Sennett, they had a
great time together, playing tennis, ten
pin bowling, having a few drinks at
the Astor, out at the Garrison, which
was caIIed Mc Whites or Sars Hotel
then.
Rene Poy married Bob Sennett who
was also a Bandiana worker during
the week and a bookmaker at the
weekend he lived in Rau Street East
Albury. He named the house in Rau
Street 'Towong' as he made enough
money at the Towong races to put a
deposit on the house. Rene never had
to work because she was a full time
mother and inseparable friend of my
mother Kath, As far as sister's in law's
go you couldn't wish to see two more
devoted people.

Lindsay Poy is the sole survivor of the
eight Poy children raised by Teddy
and Nana and he is the youngest . He
retired from bookmaking and purchased a taxi and had it for a number
of years, then retired again and moved
from Regina A venue to Murray Gardens and he and Hazel have two children. Kay in Ballarat and Roy Poy Junior sort of followed in his father's
footsteps, He worked at Murray River
Electricity, then decided to become a
full time bookmaker. He owned the
Commercial Hotel, which was also
known as Waterstreets,. Roy recently
retired from book making and sold the
pub and has bought a taxi himself.
In summary, contrary to what Bruce
has said, the Poys were good Albury
citizens, never had police records and
also raised many children who stayed
out of crime's way.
Billy, Roy and Lindsay fought against
the Japanese in World War two and
they survived prisoner of war camps
in China and Changi and Uncle Lindsay survived the jungles of New
Guinea.
When two brothers Roy and Lindsay
returned from the war they promised
each other that they would name their
first born sons after each other. So my
father Roy named his son Lindsay and
Uncle Lindsay named his son Roy. So
it has been total confusion in Albury
ever since. I receive telephone calls
about bowls and he used to get phone
calls at his place relating to soccer and
he has no ties with soccer what so
ever. He has even taken some of the
credit for me getting on the SSA Club
Board. Because a lot of people voted
thinking they were voting for him, so I
have sort of got the job under false
pretences! He doesn't look forward to
elections at the SSA club because he
gets harassed in the street by people
who think that he is running for the
SSA Club Board. Confusion has
reigned but I wouldn't change a thing
in any way shape of form about the
History of the Poy family.
If! ever get the opportunity to come
back here to speak again I would like
to talk about Billy Poy and his two--children especially Adrienne Clarkson
.What she went through as a child in
Canada coming across from Hong
Kong and to fight all the adversity that
was put in front of her and ~~
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come out a successful woman in her
own right and a leader in Canada is
very interesting.I am very proud of the
Poy history and the Chinese heritage
and thank you for inviting me here this
evening to share it with you.

*****************
Answer to the Question of the month
on the location of Chinese Market
Gardens in Albury.
June Shanahan.
1. Where the Paddlesteamer Motel is,
opposite the Turk's Head Museum.
Mr. Mahlook his business from
there.
2. Between the the old Union Bridge
and the Turk's Head Museum, right
on Oddie's Creek.
3. Where the football oval is now at
comer of Wodonga place and Ebden
Street, opposite the Australia Park
Motel. Tbe three market gardens
were within a block of one another in
South Albury.
Doug Hunter - A photo in the Museum
shows a couple of huts tucked in under
the embankment at the approach to the
Union bridge.
John Craig- In Kremur Street, West Albury, there were old sluices between the
(present) ment works and the river.
Joe Wooding- Mungabareena they had a
channel from where they watered their
gardens by hand.
Gerry Curtis-They lifted water from the
river in two 4-gallon kerosene tins on a
baIter across their shoulders. A gallon
of water weighs ten pounds so they
would have lifted eighty pounds.
Bruce Pennay- Records of the 1917
flood mentions that bridges built by the
Chinese at Mungabareena were

*****************
LAVINGTONFAMILY
mSTORY GROUP
Audrey Summerill is a member of
the Wodonga and Lavington Family
History groups and is also a member
of the Geneological Society of Victoria.
The Lavington branch is trying to
obtain all records that are available, so
it will make it easier for people in this
area to trace their roots.
Audrey said the group are hoping to
compile a book on Lavington. So if
there is anyone out there that has any
old photographs of Lavington, doesn't
matter what they are, the Lavington
Family Hisory Group would like to

hear from you.
Audrey gave us a very informative
talk on how she has traced her family
history since 1951. Records then were
not readily available like they are now.
In some cases it can takes quite a
number of years to trace Family History.

*******************

Jean Whitla from the Wodonga
Historical Society brought some items
from the estate of Grace & Jack
Hamilton- Smith which was given to
her by their daughter Merrilyn
Hamilton - Smith .. There were some
interesting maps, leases etc. that were
of intesest to this side of the Border
Thank you Jean for thinking of us.

******************
ALBURY CITY announced in the
Post of April 7 that it has approved
domolitian of 638 Dean street, being
the former Jacob's FoodlinerlMidstates Radio/Cash Converters building and, more importantly, 640 Dean
street, the 1874 building which was
Davidson's Saddlery and, more recently, the Ray Drummond Golf shop.
The Commercial Club extensions do
not include the Rural Bank building
H. Livsey

**************
PRESIDENTS DOUG'S COLUMN

Haydn Bunton
On 16 April 2005, a statue of former
Albury footballer Haydn Bunton was
unveiled at the Melbourne Cricket
Ground. It is the seventh statue in
the Parade of Champions which
includes Don Bradman and Betty
Cuthbert as sports people who have
graced the MCG with their skill and
flair.
Haydn Bunton was born in Albury,
and played football with his brothers
Cleaver and George at the West
Albury Club. In 1931, aged 19, he
went to Melbourne to play with
Fitzroy. He won three Brownlow
Medals in the Victorian Football
League and later three Sandover
Medals in the West Australian
Football League marking him one of,
if not the greatest Australian Rules
footballer ever.
He also excelled at cricket. Following
a match between a NSW country
representative side and the NSW
Sheffield Shield team
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said: "The country side had three
potential Test batsmen in Donald
Bradman from Bowral who scored 90,
Archie Jackson who scored 50 and
Haydn Bunton of Albury who notched
a century." Bunton did not pursue his
cricket career, choosing to concentrate
on football. Haydn Bunton died in a
car accident in 1955

****************
VALE
IANGLACHAN
We note with sadness the sudden death
of our member and patron Ian Glachan
on 20 April 2005. Ian and Helen joined
the Society in 1986 and Ian accepted a
position of Patron in 1991. Ian was
elected to the NSW Legislative
Assembly in 1988, representing the seat
of Albury, and retired in 2003. This year
he was elected to the Council of Greater
Hume Shire and was chosen as its
inaugural Mayor. His plans for that task
were ended sadly and suddenly by his
death.

*******************

Annual General Meeting and
Elected Positions.
Members are reminded that our AGM is
scheduled for Wednesday 8 June.
All positions will be vacant.
They are: President, Senior and Junior
Vice-Presidents, Secretary, Treasurer,
Minute Secretary and six Committee
members.
Also the positions of Auditor, Public
Officer, Bulletin Editor, Membership
and Bulletin Dispatch Officer, and
Journals and Stock Officer. The latter
five positions can be held concurrently
with a Committee position.
Nominations in writing, signed by two
financial members and the nominee
are to be in the hands of the Secretary 22
days before the AGM, by Tuesday 17
May.
Members please give this your
attention, it is important for the
smooth running of our Society.

D & J Hunter
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THE ALBURY AND
DISTRICf IDSTORICAL
SOCIETY ANNUAL
GENERAL MEETING
WILL BE HELD IN THE
BRIDGE ROOM
COMMERCIAL CLUB
DEAN STREET AT 8PM
ON WEDNESDAY 8TH
JUNE

ALL INTERESTED ARE
MOST WELCOME TO
A'ITEND.
THE MONTHLY JUNE
MEETING WILL FOLLOW
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SOUTHERN STAR
ENTERTAINMENT ARE
LOOKING FOR
STORIES FOR A
mSTORICAL
DOCUMENTARY
SERIES. IF YOU HAVE A
TALE TO TELL.
You can contact Chris
Gerrans. email:
cgtv@optusnet.com.au
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President Doug Hunter in his introduction of our guest speaker for the month
of May read from our bulletin of 1995
that Graham Stocks has celebrated 50
years of involvement of Church Music
in Albury. Graham became the organist
at the Methodist Church when he father
became the minister there in 1945.
He has continued as organist at the
Uniting church, as welJ as contributing
to the music of other denominations in
the area , whenever his expertise was
sought. I bring this item to you from the
1995 bulletin not so much to show how
promptly we bring you speakers of immediate interest rather to show how eminenatly qualified Graham is speak on
the topic of Church music in Albury.
Our speaker tonight Mr. Graham
Stocks has been an active organist of
church music for 60 years. He arrived
in Albury in April 1945 aged 17. He
has shown a great interest in church music as organist, choir leader, lecturer, organ advisor and instigator of the Murray Conservatorium of Music. He was
awarded an honorary degree of Master
of Arts by Charles StOTt University in
1996.The topic of of his talk is about
the early years of church music in Albury.

GUEST SPEAKER
GRAHAM STOCKS
It is a fascinating subject, the more you
get into it the more I look on this as an
interim report to you about Organs and
Music, as to what I have discovered so
far. I hope you invite me back again
some time to finish it off.
There is a lot of interesting material
that I have found, some of it in history
books, but mostly out of my own
memory since 1945.

part 1

"The Subject is Church Music in Albury."
I was amazed when I looked at Albury's growth from 1824 when Hume
and Hovell discovered the area. 1842
Robert Brown built the Inn and my records show that there was early worship
under gum trees.
Things were just struggling for a few
years and then all of a sudden whamo, in
1843 the first mass was celebrated by
Father Lovat in the Hume Inn , so that
was something.
Some Wesley church services were
held in the Court House about 1865 a
very substantial building. From then on
things started to move.
The first section of St. Matthew's was
built 1857 then they extended the
church in 1876.
The Presbyterian's built a church in
1873 at a site near St. Patrick's and later
moved in 1906 up to the CnT. of Olive
and Wilson Streets.
St. Patrick's was opened by the Roman
Catholics in1872 .
The Wesley Methodist Church in Olive
street was built in 1873.
The Congregational Church in 1875,
later became the Lutheran church.
About 1857 to 1873 there was a sudden outburst of enthusiasm. There mUS1
have been a lot of wealth and I know
people have got theories how the wealth
was obtained and here are now faced
with half a dozen substantial churches.
Obviously they were enthusiastic people
who were supporting them.
Later in the session 1 will talk more ,
about them. Dates of some of
the early churches that were~.
built in Albury the Congreg..'I!j
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ational Church in 1$35 later known as
the Lutheran Church, it was built in
Guinea Street in 1938, Baptist Church
in Macauley Street in 1930, Seventh
Day Adventists Church built in Borella
Rd. in 1924 then rebuilt in David Street
in 1979. Church of Christ, David Street,
S1. Andrew's Presbyterian Church in
WaggaRoad.
. The Salvation Anny was always there.
They didn't always have a building, but
finally built one in 1889 in Kiewa Street
just a little bit behind the others. I was
interested to see the organ instaHations
When St. Matthews built their enlarged
church in 1876 they already had their
pipe organ which by the way was considered the largest organ in the Colony
of New South Wales except for St. Andrew's Cathedral in Sydney and S1. Saviour's Cathedral in Goulburn. St. Matthews was the third largest organ in the
whole of the colony. It was built by Fincham's of Melbourne.
The Roman catholic folk had their
church in 1872 they had a pipe organ installed in 1892.
The Methodist Wesley church was built
in 1873 they put a Hammond organ in
1938 .
When I came here it was the only organ
that would stay in tune. All the organs
had a rough time during the war, very
little maintenance and you couldn't get
people to work on them. so they fell
into disrepair. I used to play S1. Matthew's organ, sometimes the notes
would happen on and off, there would
be squeaks or it wouldn't go.
St.Patrick's was not so bad, it seemed
to keep it self together fairly well.
Overall it was an exciting time for a
young man who arrived in Albury in
1945. I love Albury. I think it is a
beautiful town. I lived in lots of country
towns and also the city. I m·oved down
from Camden south of Sydney. That is
where I got interested in organs. I did
some work at Camden for couple of
years.
Then I saw this wonderful place , beautiful churches and some lovely organs
which were not always in good order,
but they were here and I thought it was a
great place.
The Methodist Church that I was involved with was flourishing at the time,
particularly with the Anny Camp being
at Bandiana. We had many happy experiences with the soldiers at the church.
The major church building had been in
for quite sometime so we would expect
OMMITTEE Meeting: 5.15pm Tues~'y
June 28, 2005, at Albury City Library

a good tradition of music which includes
in my view, such major works as Messiah, Handel's Messiah crucifixion Creation, done usually by large choirs in
church. I was really astounded to fmd
that there was a performance of the Messiah in 1865 in the Al bury Court House
by the Albury Philharmonic Society and
Orchestra conducted by the founder
William Edmonson. It amazed me to
think that this was a primitive village yet
in such a short time there was enough
musicians, people that had an interest in
such things to actually put on a performance of that very major work which is
very demanding for choristers and instrumentalist and orchestras. I am interested in finding some more about that,
probably little hope at this stage.
An Orchestral Choral Society was
formed in 1914 with Howard Tracey and
Percy Pogson as Conductors. A number
of performances were put on by the
Wesley Church Choir in my time, the
50's and 60's. Some of these major
works were taken over eventually by
various Choral Societies.
. When I came to Albury Howard
Douglas Tracy was still revered in
Anglican circles. There was a window
at St Matthew's to his memory before
the church was burnt down He conducted a music school at Kia Ora in Townsend Street and trained many singers and
instrument players in the period from
1905 to 1920, he and Percy Pogson
shared the leadership of the Orchestral
Society, he also had the position of organist at St Matthew's for a number of
years. I can remember Les Morrison
often telling me what a wonderful man
Howard was. You could still see him
up there with the choir and he would
have a little baton and the boys would
be about to sing and he would start
tapping the baton to bring them in
The state of church music in 1945
when I came here 60 years ago when
the war was still in progress, organists
were scarce, the pipe organs had fallen
into neglect The Methodists had purchased one of the first Hammond organs in 1938. For some years, it was
the only instrument that was realible
enough to accompany Congregational
and choir singing.
The churches who were without pipe
organs were managing quite well with
the reed organs, but of course were
limited in their repertoire.

Major Names In Church
MUSIC:

As I remember at that time Harold
Angel, had conducted the Wesley
choir for about 20 years and his partner Stan Jackling was the organist
since about 1938. Stan was away at
War Service, when I arrived in Albury
and I got the job as assistant Organist .
Les Heath was the organist at St. Dav- .
id's. At the same time Muriel Roper
did a lot of work at St. Patrick's in the
choir.
Vera Chubb, Betty Mamouney, these
were names in Church music generally
that I remember. Horace Stelling
played at S1. Matthews quite a bit.
Muriel Sampson was with the Wesley
Choir and the Delamotte Singers
shortly after that Stan Jacking retired
as organist at Wesley as he found that
he had to go to Melbourne most week- ,
ends, so I was appointed shortly afterwards and stayed there until 1977 then
to S1. David's under the Uniting
Church and remained at St. David's
for 60 years between the two
churches.
Other names of people that have
made major contributions from ] 945
to 2005: I know the dangers here
-you can very easily miss someone.
Trudy Bekessy had a very large influence in Church music, vocal training
conducting choirs and orchestras.
Madame Saviskis not so much directly with church music, naturally she
taught people who were involved. She
was a very demanding woman. I can
remember once I used to have to avoid
her in Dean Street because she would
always want me to go and play. I did
go to Sydney once - she was giving a
recital at the Latvian Club at Strathfield and apparently she sent the music
up and it was very contemporary
Latvian Music and very tricky too, I
can tell you. She was telling me that
she had one of Sydney's best organists. Three days before the recital she
got in touch with me in great panic the .
Organist said that he couldn't play it
on the organ, so I went up on the early
train to fill in. It was quite an experience we had supper at the Lativan
club which was interesting.
Other people John Armistead, did
choral conducting. Some names to remember Thelma Abikhair, Joan Lord,

2.
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springs and so on to keep the action
going. So Lou did a lot of work on a
Follow up Question on
voluntaIy basis and of course also
Music Teachers: Doug
played the organ.
Hunter will read a letter
St. Patrick's organ was installed in
] 892, it was a Fincham and Hobday
from Natalie McLeod
organ. The firm were well known or(nee Carey) who learned
gan builders in Richmond a Melmusic from Miss Chubb
bourne suburb. The St. Patrick's org~ fell into a bit of disrepair, a cerand later Miss Roper
tain gentleman tried to rebuild it. He
and went on to study at
was an amateur and unfortunately had
the Sydney Conservata bad accident towards the end of the
repairs and was unable to finish it.
orium
Everyone lost heart and the organ just
fell into disrepair for awhile, parts
Wilma Friedlieb,Jean and Ron Belt.
were taken and trampled upon out the
Ron was band master for many years
back the only thing that was left standand taught many people and Jean Belt
ing intact was the original facade
had a beautiful voice, taught piano
which was good. It was all very sad.
and also played the organ. Sirrell
We went into a period there ofhavGrimmett, Alan Raynor, Judith
jng alternate organs which were ok,
Stocks, John Harold, Mary Minchin,
they had a Conn organ; sometime it
June and Elaine Buchhom, Jack and
served very well and then later they
Glenis Carter, Richard
had an electronic organ which they
Urbanavicius,David Carolane and
purchased from St. Matthews. They
Bendict Wilson
bought this organ to relieve the situI must mention my friend Tim van
ation after their fire and eventually it
Kerk Oerle, a Dutchman. He was alwent around to St. Patrick's.Co ~.... ,.~
ways interested in music and singing
St. Patrick's were able to buy an old
an? .was very usefully employed by reorgan
from the~runswic~Baptist
pamng all the older organs in the dischurch, Melbourne and has been retrict. He has made quite a contribubuilt and installed there. After a few
tion to the area.
little teething difficulties I think it is
I have mentioned a few names, ones
going quite welL So from the organ
that have come to me without too
point of view the churches here are
much research. Arthur Busse was one
doing very welL
of the organists at St. Matthew's for
Most churches if they didn't have a
awhile, I think for about 20 or 30
pipe
organ they had a reed organ it
years. St. Matthew's were relying on
was the workhorse of everything.
the music teachers from Scots school
There is a great variety of these woninvariably they were familiar with the
derful old machines some ofthem are
organ.
still going most of them are out in the
I have a small section of Organs that I
vestry just in case the pipe organ
would like to mention, there were
breaks down. They were ideal for
three major ones - St. Matthew's, St.
smaller churches, Ester, Mason and
Patrick's and S1. David's in later years.
Hamlin they were names there was
St. David's were later in getting a pipe
one that came to the Wesley church
organ for several reasons. St. Matthat was noted in some history. The
thews as I said was the original in
~addlesteamer that was bringing it up
1876, when I came here it was in poor
nver from Echuca apparently struck a
condition, During the war a chap by
~an~ bar and the organ ended up fallthe name of Lou Collins, some of you
mg mto the river, so I think it was a
may remember him, he was in the butnumber of years before they were able
chering business here. Lou got interto attempt to get another organ. They
ested in organs and he said I think we
have been great old instruments limcan fix this and I said I think we may
i~ed of course, in volume and e~res
be.able to to. We use to spend many
Slon, butthey did the job.
a time down there with the organ, it
Early MUSIC Makmg:
had rubber bands, bits of elastic and
everything like that, home made

,
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In an old choir cupboard at the Wesley Church I came across this treasure.
It is an old manuscript book which
commenced in ] 90] and ended up in
1907 the owner of tne book was
George Luhrs (Cleaver Bunton was a
nephew) He had a part in the band
that the Wesley Church had going
after it was built in the early years.
There was no organs they played up
the back ofthe church . It went on
for some years then all a suddenly
stopped. The closing date I worked
out was 1907 and in 1908 they bought
a Mason and Hammond reed organ
obviously it took over from the orchestra. It is a lovely old book beautifully done, lovingly prepared and
written.
I keep wandering back to my first impressions of the place, when I was organist at the Wesley church the war
was still on and a big army contingent
from Bandiana would come by bus
and go to the various evening church
services in Albury. A group would
come to the Wesley Church and enjoy
the service, and afterwards there
would be social fellowship and supper
in the haiL We had male members
from Bandiana in the choir they were
I
fine singers.
I was living in the parsonage with my
parents at the time, on one particular
day I received a phone call from one
of the soldiers from Bandiana he told
me that he enjoyed singing at the
church and he was wondering what
Hymns we would be singing at the
service and whether I had a list I told
him that I did and I would go a.:.d get
it. He wanted to know what order the
Hymns would be in Well that's great
and he thank me very much. A year
or so later I found out that they were
running a book and were betting on
the Hymns numbers.

RadIO Broadcasts
When I came here, in 1945 my father,
Wesley Stocks, had been advised that
a roster operated whereby Albury
churches broadcast their morning service on radio 2A Y. This I understand
was when licenses were being granted
to private broadcasting companies
and they had to broadcast so many
hours of religious programs. They
would go to the various church' broadcast the service from there.
This was something new to us I as we

I

-had not struck anything like it before.
This was just something local in Albury and every church had their tum. I
think it went on population basic, I
think our tum came around once a
month.
It was simply done: two microphones
were brought into the church by John
Proust, the 2A Y technician. It was
pretty primitive; one for the Pulpit and
one for the choir. The Technician
would connect an the lines. Sometimes he would sit in the vestry and
other times he would sit outside reading the paper in the SUD.
The first service my father conducted
on air went along quite well as we
thought, but an anonymous telephone
call we received later: he appreciated
the service but would the minister
please refrain from singing the Hymns
as the radio listener could not hear a
word from the choir and congregation.
So that was a Jess on we Jearnt with
broadcasting. We also learned to fill
in with backgrol!Ild music to cover the
silence which occurs in a service at
times, which isn't acceptable in radio.

Organ reCItals

In

Albury

I should image that in Tracy's time
there were probably organ recitals in
St. Matthews. I am not conscious of
having much over longer periods. It
is a bit different now we have some
beautiful organs in the city, St. Matthews new organ and so on people
from the city love coming to play organ recitals here.
After I retired in 1985 I commenced
a series of lunch time organ recitals in
downtown Albury, I use to hold them
in St. Matthew's, St. David's and St.
Patrick's. Each session was about
three quarters of an hour, I did a series
of those for about three years. I was
use to them in Sydney and it was a
wonderful thing for any young organist to be able to attend.
That is where I learnt to play, listening to them. I did another series for
what we caLI reluctant organists you
might wonder what that is. Church
goers who asked at the last minute, to
provide music for the service.
So I conducted series of lectures at
the Murray Conservatorium called the
organs in church from 1987 to 1991,
mainly for reluctant organists who had
no previous training. Each course ran
for about 7 nights over 2 months and

attracted students from aU over the
district. I think that did fill a need at
that point.
I made a lot of friends through that and
some ofthem went on to further studies with me, but that wasn't the idea of
it , it was for those who needed training.

Types of MUSIC we strike
churches

In

Historically through the ages Christians have turned to poetry and song to
grace their worship. One of the very
earliest forms was Gregorian Chant,
as a plain song whereby a single
melody was used for the text. Later
harmonies were added to the music
and new words being religious poetry
as we now call Hymns were introduced Germany and England were
the forefront of this development.
The Roman Catholic Church tended
to retain the chant stYle mainly by the
priests and choirs,whilst the protestant
churches were foremost in the development of Congregational hymn
singing. Thus when the Albury
churches were developing in 1880
church music followed these patterns.
The Catholic ones were chants by
priests and choirs, Anglicans were
English chants by priests and choirs
plus an increase in the use of Congregational hymns. The others had
anthems of praise by choirs which
were a big feature of their churches
and use of hymns sung by the worshipping congregation.
So that is what bas gone over the
years, some exceptions are the Presbyterian's. They developed the Scottish
psalter which set the psalms to poetic
verse and selected scripture paraphases in to poetic verses to be sung
to established hymn tunes. It was a
tricky business.
I have a copy of the old Presbyterian
Psalm book, the idea was that early
Presbyterism didn't recognise hymns.
They said we don't want any music in
the church unless it's scripture or bible
Psalms.. So their musicians were
forced to try and reword the psalms so
it would fit into poetry so it would
give them a bit of rhythm to be able to
sing it to a Hymn tune. That resulted
in some very odd reading. To read
them some of it sounded like nonsense. They are all twisted up all
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around the place, but to sing it, it was
n't so bad. I think the best one we all
know is the Lord is My Shepherd. WI
all sing that, but it would sound a bit
odd if you just read it and not sang it.
The Lord is My Shepherd is not nor·
mal poetry, but it was adjusted for it's
purpose for the sort of music they hao
There were no organs for many years
some one said we are not going to
have a chest of whistles in our church
so that was it.
The Presbyterian's used to sing
these psalms after a precentuer, one ~
the congregation who was no doubt
musical, led this singing after sounds
are made on a tuning fork. They were
bound by that for awhile anyway this
was largely abandoned about the
1920's -1930's just a few of the psr' "'l
are included in the current Hymn ,
bOoks of Presbyterian's.
St. David's a former Presbyterian
church, installed their first pipe organ
in 1921 as they were very much behind in the pipe organ field. They
ended up with the nice Fincham pipe
organ which was rebuilt some years
ago and is serving quite we)). When
the union of Presbyterian and Methodist Churches come it was merged,
in with Wesley Hymns
Hymn singing is very strong in the
Uniting church.
The only Presbyterian church in AI
bury is St. Andrew's in Wagga Road,
Lavington.
The Catholic folk had a very upli"iL
ing experience with Vatican II sol
of you would remember that very
strongly in the early 70's. Pope Paul
the VI announced was that he wanted
a singing church, hymns and spiritual
songs. New compositions by priests
and nuns were brought in.
Sister Teresina at St. Patrick's was in
the forefront of this and she was very
anxious for her church to adopt this. I
can remember going in there once
with rows of school girls with guitars
and so on all ready to do their stuff
Blil/C'!in -1-17: ediling :h,i ,larll'e
: 11,11l,rripllon ,\. rditin[! b~ JIIIII!
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with their songs. This was quite an
eKciting move, Sister Teresina asked
me if I would give her organ lessons
because she wanted to learn to play
the organ, so that was done then she
wanted to know how to sing these
hymns.
Sister and another nun used to come
to the Wesley church to a Sunday
morning service at times. She used to
sing in the choir. It was quite picturesque. It was a lovely sight to see
these two ladies in their habits sitting
up there and singing as well.
Things went along alright I just feel
the momentum was lost some how or
another. It was some time before new
hymn books could be printed, some
new simplified music was being circulated mainly in manuscript form.
Pipe organs were closed up or
scrapped and the promises were not
forefilled. I think perhaps changes
were made to quickly. There were
some interesting changes that did take
place. It was said that Musicians must
be seen as well as heard.
Organs were to be bought out of galleries and so on. Organs were to be
heard and seen and choirs were to be
relocated to the front of the church instead of in the rear galleries so that
music could be seen and be an integral
part of worship. Yes very noble features but not always easy to do. Some
churches followed that line.
What did happen, cantors were introduced to lead the singing but I expect
a large section of the congregation often prefers to leave the singing to the
person on the microphone and thafs
the stage on the Catholic folk often
said to me why don't we sing the tradition there has not been to sing most of
the music was left to the priest in the
plain song situation, and choirs.
Every Convent got a choir going very
nicely and that was it. It failed to take
on in that way. There is some beautiful music being performed in the
Catholic churches, I am sure lots of
them would like to have that feeling
that singing together is uniting a congregation.
Lutherans too they had a foundation
of German hymns mostly from Bach
and his contemporaries and later hymn
books included a large number of
English hymns. So they have been
mainly hymn based themselves; an in-

teresting feature, they sing the hymns
seated just opposite to what we normally expect to work, because they
have a lot of liturgy.
The first time I went to a Lutheran
service was with my fiancee who was
a Lutheran girl. We were sitting up
the front with her family and I was
very interested in everything that was
going on. She knew what was going
to happen, because every time a hymn
was announced she would put her
hand on my shoulder to keep me from
standing up. This went on for some
time because of all the liturgy, standing up and sitting down, to me was
different to what I was use to.
The Pastor moved across to climb up
into the pulpit, obviously to give the
sermon and everyone stood up and J
said 'oh no' I can't stand up for the sermon. Anyway fortunately it was only
while the text was being read and then
everyone sat down to hear the sermon.
That was just the difference you
would still fmd it today if you go into
a Lutheran church; you very soon adjust to it
There is a chap called Robin Mann,
contemporary composer, a Lutheran
from Adelaide, he is composing attractive texts and music in the modern
indium and he been outstanding in this
respect and three or four hymn books
of his work are in current use in the
Lutheran church.
It is nice to see the late Grace
Simpson from Albury's St Luke's has
written some excellent modern hymns
which are regularly sung by churches
generally.
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Sydney Architect. A fier only II yeaJ
it was thought to be too small and th
parish discussed enlargement or replacement.
In July 1873 the plan ofWilIiam
Boles a Sydney Architect, was adopted and in October 1873 work began
on the new larger church.
A Fincham pipe organ was installed
in 1876 to replace a pedal organ whil
had come from Boston in 1869.
The Fincham organ underwent vari·
ous changes over the years, but it wa
considered to be a very fine organ. It
was located in the south transept witl
the organ pipes placed on a raised
platform above.
During the evening of 14tb Septem
1991 St. Matthews was gutted by fire
and the organ destroyed. Fortunately
the organ was insured. Replacement
was discussed
The decision of the parish was to rebuild the church in line with Boles'
original plan and allowed modificati(]
to be made to the interior of the
church and to position the new organ
in the west gallery. Organ consultant,
Mr. Ray Holla, was engaged to seek ,
suitable replacement organ.
A specification was prepared to allow for "traditional Anglican Service
with or without a choir" and to allow
for teaching, for recitals and to accorr
pany large scale choral performances.
After investigating organs in Britain
and Canada Orgues Letourneau of
Canada were contracted to build the
organ , we now hear. It is described 3i
celectric or wide ranging.
It was assembled in Canada and afte.
satisfactory performance it was dismantled, packed in crates and shippe<i
to Albury where it was assembled
again in St. Matthews.
It is regarded as one of the best organs in Australia and gives much
pleasure to many people both as
church music and recital or choral
function.
It is of French construction and has a
huge range of sound particularly in thl
quieter and more delicate types of music.

by Max Barry
The Albury Anglican Parish was established in February 1850. The first
rector Henry Elliott arrived less than a
year after that. The first part of St.
th
Matthew's Church was opened on 13
March 1859. That was a Blackett
design.
The first choir was formed in 1860
by Mr. W.N.M. Edmonson who was
choir master and organist.
Initially musical accompaniment was
MUSIC teachers that taught
provided by flute and violin but a harIn AlburY
monium bought for 60 pounds.
Answer
to
the Question of the month for
The original church was designed by
May
2005.
Edmund BIacket a well known
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"Who were the music teachers in Albury
up until 1950's?
Alpen.HugtpSwift Street (1872)
Arkin.Miss (1915)
Bell.Bessie Eileen, Carrington St
(1913)
Belt. Ron & Jean
Buchhorn Elaine
Burdach, Mavis
Caspers. Henry- Music and
language teacher (1885)
Chubb. Miss Vera (1915) taught
Stan Jackling
Colley. Mrs
Collins. William J. Dean St. (1901)
Crisp. Olive Emily, Percy St. (1913)
Crisp. Stella AmY,Percy St. (1913)
Dorrington. Mrs. (1915)
De Mamie!. Rosena Matilda,
Smollett Street (1913)
Farrell. Miss. mOlive Street.
Taught until a couple of years before her death in 1937.
Fleming. Bill. Lavington (1950's)
Fletcher. Albert E. Guinea St, Albury - Organist and choirmaster,
St. Matthew's Church - Teacher of
Voice Production, Singing, Piano,
Organ, Harmony and c (1897)
Hayes. Gwen
Iverson. Professor Louis (Lugwig)
Jones. Geo. Ernest. Smollett St.
(1901)
Jones Gertrude Josephine, Dean
Street (1913)
McKenzie. Miss A. (1915) Taught
Mary Shortal, later Sister Gertrude
Mary.
11 ... ~
MePhersun. Miss
Mellington. Mrs
Moore. Margaret
Pogson. Percy
Pogson Mrs. P. (1912)
Roper. Miss Muriel. 735 Young St.
Roxburgh. Margaret Dart (Madge)
taught..Garter
Samts~ Muriel
Seidel. Ruth
Sisters of Mercy
Sister Therese{Edwards)
Sister Gertrude Mary (Shortal)
Sister Angela (Buckley)

Sister Magdalena
Sister Aloysius
Sister de Chantal
Tracy. Howard Douglas, Studio:Temple Court Buildings, Dean
Street, Albury. Piano, Organ,
Singing etc. (1905)
Townsend Street (1913)
Wallace, Miss Alice 604 Wyse St.
(1938)
Ust by Helen Livsey

***********************

The Mercy nuns at St Joseph's
Ladies College had some excellent
music teachers they are listed in music
teachers of AI bury. Sister DeChantel
also taught Business Studies and Sister Gertrude Mary taught fourth year
high school. During the introduction
of co-education St. Joseph's amalgamated with the Christian Brothers College and formed Xavier High School
St. Joseph's and St Bridget's schools
are now known as St Patrick's Parish
Primary School.
June Shanahan

Some memories from ex Music
students that attended the Convent of Mercy for Lessons:Dulcie Cann (nee Stow) said she
wasn't sure when she started at St.
Josephs's and could have been 1936.
"My first exam certificate is dated
1937. Sister Therese was my first
teacher and respected my church affiliation." Dulcie is Baptist "I recall
her bringing me a glass of milk one
day as 1 was not well," my lesson time
was 8.30am once a week later, Sister
Mary Magdalena was my teacher and
she often suggested I come to mass.
Music exams were held in the drawing
room of nun's residence. One incidence during the exam the examiner
reminded that I wouldn't find what I
was looking as I hadn't turned the
page, so I disciplined myself to follow
the music after that."
Neville Cann also studied the Piano
at St Joseph's in 1941-4. My teach-
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ers were Sister Mary Therese" a
lovely lady completing grades five,
four and three. I often carried messages from sister to her family the
'Graebers', in Frauenfelder street. In
later years when we returned from
Gippsland we made contact with her
again. I supplied her with off cuts
from the factory(Stow's in Mate
Street) for her handicrafts and I have a
paper weight door stop made of
marble and off cut from Mr. Brosolo
(Monumental Mason, Mate Street)
which was a gift of appreciation.
Dulcie and I were invited to her 80'h
birthday celebrations which
were held at St Joseph's.
One recollection that Neville has: .. is
one day I was requested not to wear
shorts which was the summer uniform
at Albury Grammar (now Scots) as I
came to lessons as the young ladies
may not appreciate my hairy legs."

****************
Another recollection from Dawn
Lindner (nee Chick) ''Learning music at the Albury Convent in the
1940's and 50's was a wonderful experience.
The main teachers at that time was
sister Mary Therese, Sister Gertrude
Mary, Sister Aloysius, and Sister de
Chantal, who were extremely dedicated to teaching piano, violin and
cello to their young pupils.
Sister Therese was the main violin
teacher and many of her pupils went
very well in the Capital cities and
overseas, probably the best known of
her pupils was Donald Hazelwood
who gained his Associate in Music in
1944 at the age 14. He eventually
went on to become Concert Master of
the Sydney Symphony Orchestra and
only retired from that position in 1997.
The Sister's would prepare at least 40
pupils at year for Australian Music
Board Examinations and Sister Therese formed a Junior and Senior Orchestra. These Orchestra's performed
at eisteddfods, concerts in Albury and
Wagga for many years.
Dawn mentions another music
teacher in the 1950's Mr. Bill Fleming
who taught violin and piano from his
Lavington home.
Some of her recollections: Natalie
Carey, Miss Chubb and later from
Miss Roper. One of Miss Chubb's pupil's was Stan Jackling (Solicitor)

p
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. . . . . . . . &111..,.by Helen Livsey
A choir and sometimes soloists, ac-

companied by a hannonium usually
. provided the music for nineteenth century
Catholic worship in Albury.
However, the need for a church organ
was greatly felt in 1892 The gallery was
extended several feet to accommodate a
handsome organ built by Fincham and
Hobday of Richmond, Victoria The case
of the organ was constructed in pine and
painted in colours, the pipes being decorated with gold. The instrument weighed
about four tons and had 21 stops and 920
pipes. It stood seventeen feet high, was
about twelve feet wide and cost 750
Pounds.
The services of Mr. David Lee, of Melbourne, were secured for the opening recital when the great power of the organ was shown during the performance of "Hallelujah" chorus.
The power for the organ was the invention of local engineer and inventor,
Edmund S. Walter. The pipes remain
as a reminder of such a fine instrument, while a modem, more economical organ is in daily use. The gallery
was again extended in 1893 when the
semi-circular section was erected by
John Carew in memory of his daughter, Winifred Morrissey. Mrs. Morrissey had participated in the first organ
recital in 1892

Jacob' s Foodliner
by Gerry Curtis

One of the buildings that has been
demolished by the Commercial Club
in Dean street used to be Jacob's
Foodliner. It was started by Laurie
Jacobs in the 1950's. It was the first
self-service supermarket to be built.
With the Albury venture being so successful he opened up supermarkets in
Corowa, Wangaratta and Wodonga
which altogether employed 50 people,.
Eventually he was bought out by
Woolworths and the shops were
closed down. So it was Jacobs foodliner at the top end of Townsend
Street that has been demolished and I
didn't even know it was happening, I
suppose we should at least record it
somewhere.

FA LL0N eELLA AS

j

VI SIT.
Eleven members of the Society visited the Fallon Cellars on Thursday 5th
May 2005. The visit was arranged by
the Mayor, Councillor Arthur Frauenfelder. Access to the ceUar was via a
staircase and there is some debris on
the cellar floor, but generally everyone
was able to move around and see all
they wished to see.
The striking feature of the structure
is the post and beam construction
which supports the ground level floor.
The width of the cellar is approx. 20
metres with a beam spanning between
the walls and supported by 3 intermediate posts. The posts and beams are
of red gum, approx 400 mm square in
section. They have been dressed using axe, adze, cross-cut saw and draw
knife. The heaviest's section of beam
would weigh about 1.6 tonne and each
posts only a little less.
When demolition takes place it is
proposed to conserve and posts and
beams for future use possibly as an arcade or walkway. Council win be
happy to receive any ideas members
might have to utilise the posts and
beams.
D&.J. Hunter

The Greater Murray Health Auctioned Adamhust on Thursday 13 th
May, 2005
Garry Morgan a well known businessman, owner of Garry Morgan
Constructions has purchased the historic building with the intentions of
restoring it to it's former glory.
Our President Doug Hunter commended him for his intentions.
Our congratulations and thanks go to
Garry Morgan.
June Shanahan.

*

DAVID50N'55addlery
Harness Factory

In the May Bulletin there was mention of the approved demolitian of
Jacob's Foodliner and the 1874 building which for many years was known
as Davidson's Saddlery and Harness
Factory. I feel that it is needed to be
mentioned again that the saddlery
building had been part of Albury's
hertitage for the best part of 131 years.
I am lead to believe that the facade of
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the building had been changed. It i
such a pity that all our old buildin~
are slowly disappearing as they wei
all part of our early history. I am Sill
that everyone Qf them would have I
an interesting story to tell.
June Shanahan
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with John Craig

DESCENT: SOCIETY OF
AUSTRALIAN GENEALOGISTS (S.A.G.) JOURNAL
I.Annual Report to Annual Genera
Meeting May 7/2005. [March 2005
2. S.A.G.'s 10m Annual ShowcaseFaily History Fair 27128 May 200

THE MUSTER CENTRALCOAST(GOSFORD) F.H.S.
JOURNAL APRIL 2005
l.Central Coast F.H.S. Seminar M~
21/2005.
2. Guest Speaker List-AprillOctobel
2005.
UNIVERSITY OF THE THIRD
AGE NEWSLETTER APR.2005
1. U.3.A Network Conference 1-2
June2005.2.
2. Events for Albury/Wodonga May
2005
INHERIT; HERITAGE COUNCIL (VICTORIA) MAGAZINEMARCH 2005
I.Celebrating St. Kilda
Cemetery .
2.Pennyweight Flat Cemetery
HAWKESBURY CRIER
HAWKESBURY F.H.S. NEWSLETTER- MARCH 2005
l.Notorious Women in Family
History
2.Web Sites for Genealogy Research
ANCESTREE: JOURNAL OF
BURWOOD F.H.G - March 2005
I.German Migrants to East Aus
tralia Part 7 - ship "Caesar
Godeffroy" 1852.
WAGGA mST. SOCIETY
NEWSLETTER-MARCH 2005
1.Remembering the Gumi Races
1977 to 1995

2005-2006 .
THE ALBURY AND
DISTRICT HISTORICAL
SOCIETY
ANNUAL GENERAL
MEETING
8TH JUNE..2005
AGENDA FOR THE
AGM.
1. Minutes of the previous AGM
2. Presidents Report
3. Treasurers report & Audited
accounts
4. Election of committee of 12
(including Office Bearers) for

2005-2006
5. Appointment of Public Officer
and Honorary Auditor.
The following nominations
have been received.
President: Doug' Hunter
Vice President: Max Barry
Vice President: Ron Braddy
Secretary: June Shanahan
Minute
Secretary:Jan Marsden

Treasurer:

Committee of 6
Carol Whitbourn, Ray Gear.
Helen Livsey
Honorary Auditor:
Kevin Higginson:
Public Officer: Helen Livsey

Meeting hosts
Programme co-ordinators
Tours officer
Publicity Officer
Library Accessions
Hertitage Week co-ordinators
Bulletin Assistant/Proofreader
5 General Business: To set
the Annual.Membership Fees as
proposed by the Committee.
Individual: $22
Family:
$30
Corporate: $50

Summary of President's
Report.
The society is, in my opinion, is
in a sound condition. Strengths
are; good attendance at
meetings; many members
engaged in research and
recording of local history: active
office bearers and committee;
and the Society has a recognised
presence in the discussion of
Albury's cultural hertitage and
hertitage items.
Weaknesses are; Expenses
exceeding income, low numbers
of Corporate members and high
stock levels.

Expenditure exceeded income
by approximately $1,000. Major
expenses are insurance, $900
and printing and postage of the
Bulletin, $1,600.
OUr Operating account is quite
low as you will see by the
Financial Statement, but will be
replenished by subscriptions.
The Society has $15,000 on
fixed deposit, and we hold
stocks of history sheets, books
and videos to an approximate
retail value of $2,000.
So while the Society's overall
financial position shows cash
and stock to the value of
$17,000, the fact remains that
our annual expenses have
exceeded income for several
years and this trend must be
arrested to ensure the future of
the Society.
Some of the remedial action
suggested is:
*Send some Bulletins
electronically to reduce printing
and postage;
*Raise annual Subscriptions:

I believe the rare opportunities to
increase membership generally,
to conduct more external
activities such as heritage walks
and tours. While finances are of
concern, they should not be
allowed to overshadow the
positive contribution the Society
makes to Albury.
Finally, my thanks go to all who
have contributed to, and
supported the Albury & district
Historical SOCiety for the year
2004. Full report is to be printed
in the July bulletin.

Bulletin
Editor: June Shanahan
Other possible tasks to be
allocated by committee at a Jater
date:

operated at a loss.

Finance Marketing and
Stock.
This year the Society has
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*Increase the number of
Corporate members; and
*Improve marketing & sales of
stock items.
0& J Hunter

575 Poole Street,
Albury 2640
(02) 21 2835
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ALBURY & DISTRICT HISTORICAL SOCIETY

BULLETIN
JULY 2005
Meetings: 2nd Wednesday of the month,
February to December
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Registered by Australia Post,
PP.225170/00019

THE JULY
HISTORY MEETING
WILL BE HELD ON
WEDNESDA Y 13TH
AT BPM.

I

COMMERCIAL CLUB,
Bridge Room,
Dean Street, Albury.
GUEST SPEAKER:
Heather Taylor,
'Nanping, Albury's Sister City'
History and Culture
also

RESEARCH IN PROGRESS
with Jan Hunter
topic
"Jacob Brann, North Albury
Identity"

QUESTION OF THE
MONTH.
WHAT DO WE HAVE IN COMMON
WITH OUR SISTER CITY
'NANPING'?
Membership for this year as risen
slightly owing to rising costs.
1005-1006 Membership
renewal forms are attached.

MUSIC TEACHERS IN
ALBURY UP TO THE
1950' S coni.
Owing to the Annual General meeting
A
~'~

~

I

I

r-----------------------------,
Albury Regional Museum: (02) 6051 3450
Turks Head, Wodonga Place, Albury
Open every day, 1O.30a.m. to 4.3Op.m.
Website: www.sw.qov.au/museumalburvcitv.n
there was no guest speaker for the
month of June, so President Doug
Hunter read a letter he received from
Natalie McLeod (nee Carey).
She writes: I learnt the piano from~
Miss Chubb from 1945 to the end of
1950, I then changed to Miss Roper
from 1951~55.
Miss Vera Chubb taught in Olive
Street opposite the Girl's PrimarySchool. She occupied two front
rooms of a big boarding house. One
room was a studio the other her bedroom. When I first started I must
have had my lesson at 3pm because I
can remember leaving class early
clutching my "Magic Land of Music"
book and walking from the Infants
school across the two playgrounds.
I sat for my preparatory exam in
1946, then Grade 6 and 5 before the
grades turned around to the order they
have been ever since and preparatory
become preliminary!
When I was in Primary School, 5th
and 6 th class I was asked to playa
march on the piano some mornings
after assembly. Miss Chubb was able
to wander over and hear it. She then
would comment on my mistakes and
speed at the next lesson! At this stage
I had a book of technical exercises
which had to be practised daily, as
well as pieces that I believe gave me
a good technical foundation, but even
then they were a bit old fashioned.
I can just remember playing some
little pieces on 2A Y's 5pm children's
session in about 1945. There were
three or four of us there. Later these
were the Saturday morning Talent
Quests as well as the Eisteddfods, at
which we all performed. I played
duets with June Draper and Ken

ISSN 0813 664!
Patrons:
Mr Harold Mair, O.A. M.
President:
Mr Douglas Hunter
(02) 6021 2835
Secretary I Act.TreasUJ
June Shanahan
(02) 60251324
Subscriptions:
Individual Member $22
Family Members
$3(
Corporate Members $5(

James and one year we three played
a Trio at a church concert. I've never
seen a trio like this one since.
Miss Chubb drove a big black car and
before exams she would drive us to
her friends' homes to perform our
pieces - four of us would fit on the
back seat of the car. Miss. Chubb was
a big woman and in winter would
sometimes wear a fur cape over knitted suits. When she sat on the piano
stool, it was rather cosy. I can remember her talented pupils. They inc1uded Bette Mamouney, Jenny
Tonkin and Annette Hulme.
At the end of 1950 Miss Chubb said
that she wasn't going to prepare pupils
for exams as she wasn't very well, so I
changed teachers.
I went to learn from Miss Muriel
Roper at the creeper covered cottage
on the corner of Swift and Olive
Streets - opposite the Methodist
church, I don't know when Miss Roper arrived in Albury. I think that she
had been in Albury for about two
years, I know that she came from
Coonamble.
When I went for my first lesson with
her, I was so scared that I couldn't
stop my fingers trembling. My book
of technical exercises was soon
dumped, but scales were heard every
lesson and a notebook kept track of all
that had to be practised.
Miss Roper was very organised and
methodical and pieces were certainly
learnt. However she was strict and
very sarcastic. Her comments would
never be tolerated nowadays. I learnt
a great deal from her and passed
many exams for piano and theory.
She had a choral group in which I was
a member I then accompanied it. I
also played in her percussion group.
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ing this resource available and John
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would performed solos, duets, plus
there was a choir and band, they were

ing the copying The photos are to go
to the Regional Museum after some
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We kept in touch for many years. I
think she died in Sydney at the end of
the seventies.
Miss Roper had an embroidered picture hanging on the wall above the
piano - it read "Out of difficulties,
blossom miracles." I often looked at it
and longed for a miracle.
There were two other music teachers
that taught the piano that I remember,
they were Miss Ruth Seidel who
taught in the CivIL buiiding and Miss
Lillian Boyes who taught upstairs in a
building near Chubb's Sports Store.
"A:
........ D ....... .......... +..,~,
................. _ .......... ", .......... "',.. ...1. , ..... ",.
.l1..,...,
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had a few pupils that learnt the piano
as well.
!Y .
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PHOTOGRAPHS.
The Historical Society has in their
possession '2 sets of photographs of
the Albury Show Society committee
members in the early part of the 20th
CeiitlliY.
We thank the Show Society for mak-
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hearsals were held before hand.
They would be attended by the Mayor
Cleaver ~~d ~.1r~. Bunten. The Certi,
ficates and prizes were handed out by
Cleaver If the certificates hadn't arrived from the Australian Music
Academy, rolled up cardboard tied up
with red ribbon was given.
Girl~ won~ white dres~es ~nci onys
wore white shirts, dark pants and bow
ties. I played duets with Cecily Hillas
for several years. Other good students
were Judy Rosier,Wendy Lee,Lynette
Cattlyn, Audrey Abikhair and Heather
Barlow.
Miss Roper moved out to Young
Street, A Ibury in about 1955 - Tthink
the cottage in Swift Street was going
to be demolished. She taught from her
house in Young Street until the mid
seventies, when she moved to Sydney.
In my last year with her, J got to
know her very well, .I came to see her
in a different light. She was rather
kind to me at that stage and encouraged me to go to the Sydney Conservatorium and become a music teacher
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compiled. If you would like to help
with the research please contact the
Research and Publications sub-committee.
The list of names are:
n... "
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J. H. Balfour,T. Barnett,
Beardmore, F.J. Belbridge,
W.C. Bowen, H. Broomfield,
.V. Browne, P.D. Burrows,
A.A. Rurt, W.A. f:hm-nherlin,
J. R. Chapman, J.e. Chenery,
Ralph ElIis,W. H. George,
G. Uordon, J. Urieve,
C.E.Griffith, H. Griffith,
T.H. Griffith, MLA, M.D. Gunn,
W.J.Hechle, J.J. Hore,
.1. Johnson, C.Kierath,
-
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G.A. Mackay, J. Maclure,
R. A. McCallum, W. McIntosh,
G.A. Maxwell, A.S. Mitchell,
C.J.Morton, V. F. Nagle,
H.F.Ogilvie, W.M. Palmer,
T. Plunkett, E.F. Reid,
Riley, J.W.Roxburgh,
H.S. Shannon, R. W. Shipard,
S.R.Shiphard, J. F. Shuter,
P. Sutherland, H.J.C. Terry,
G.A. Thompson, C.E. Wallder,
S. Watson, N.Welsh,
Dr. W. Cleaver Woods,
H.R. Whitehead, J.R. Whitehead,
W.E. Whyte, A.G. Young
If there is anyone out there that can
provide us biographies on the above
Show Society members, it would be
greatly appreciated
EAST ALBURY GOLF
CLUB.
The East Albury Golf Club was originally on the Vallambrosa Estate
between Mount Street and maybe
Chambers Avenue in about 1928.
Jack Saunders made a putting green
in the comer, just opposite his land.
It soon developed into nine greens.

Five years later roads and houses
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had to be found.
The golf club moved to Alexander
rillk iu 1933. The;:re;: Wi:1.S i:1IJ A~hky;
Cooper Trophy for Associates and it
was won by Mrs. Winstanley in 1938
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The Society would like to thank Garvan Azzi who recently gave the trophy
to the Soeier!.
There is a full report on story of the
East Albury Golf Club in the 1998
r~1arch

BuUctin
Albury & district Historical
Society Committee for
2005-2006

President:

Doug Hunter
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Vice President:

Ron Braddy

June ShanahanJan Marsden
Affreasurer:
June Shanahan
Committee:
Ray Gear
Howard Jones, Helen Livsey, Helen
Pithie, Carole Whitboum,
Bulletin Editor:
June Shanahan
Helen Livsey
Helen Livsey
John Craig
John Craig
Secretary:
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Bulletin Distribution:Ray Gear
Meeting Hosts:
John Craig
Me(li~

&

Event~ Offi~er~

Publication Sales:

John Craig

Auditor:
Public Utlicer:

Kevin Higginson
Helen Livsey

*****************
At the June meeting a Certificate
of appreciation was presented to the
Commercial Club for the generous
and co-operative support in providing a must saiisiaducy venue iur
our meetings.
Coming Event.
Sunday October 2"eI is the sesquicent
ary (150 years) ofthe arrival ofthe
first paddle steamer at Albury. An
event, possibily on the Cumberoona,
may be arranged.
Bulletin 448: Proof Reader- Helen Livsey
Distribution Ray Gear. TnlUscription and
Bulletin Editor - June Shanahan
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ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE ALBURY AND DISTRICT mSTORICAL
SOCIETY
FOR THE YEAR ENDING 31ST MAY 2004 TO MAY 31ST
. MAY 2005.
TABLED AT ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING HELD ON THE
8TH JUNE 2005.
Introduction:
The Albury and District Historical Society Inc., was founded in 1960 to play
a part in the preservation of the History of Albury and District. During the
year to May 31 st 2005 I believe it has satisfied it's goals by continuing to
encourage research into events, institutions, buildings and people which are
part of Albury's history; it has been recorded the results of research through
the Bulletin; it has met regularly to listen to and discuss Historical Research,
findings and inquiry; and it has co-operated and liaised with other
institution's including the Albury City Council, Albury Regional Museum and
the Albury City Library.
In April this year we were greatly saddened by the sudden death of Ian
Glachan who had been a patron of the Society since 1991.
Our
condolences were expressed to Helen and family.

Meeting format, speakers and venues:
Central to the Society's activities has been the monthly meeting. -' Early in
the year we changed the format of the meetings to increase the historical
content. Two types of meeting were instituted: History meetings, where, in
addition to a main speaker, opportunity was given for members to report on
their research, or speak on items of immediate interest; and General
meetings where business was conducted and minutes recorded. Day to
day running of the Society was undertaken by the Committee.
Main speakers were:
David Armstrong:
Gerry Curtis:
Norm Douglas:
Sam Goddard:
Bruce Pen nay:
Lindsay Poy:
Graham Stocks:
Don Tynan:

Albury's Pioneer Cemetery 'The Present and the Future.'
Showed slides on Albury in the 1920's & 30's
History of the Hume Weir Trout Farm
History of Ophthalmology in Albury.
Framing Bonegilla for the tourist gaze
History of the Poy family in Albury
History of Church Music in Albury
History of Radio Ettamogah

Members who shared their research were:Max Barry:
Roma Freeman:
Ray Gear:
Jan Hunter:
Bruce Pen nay:

Replacing the organ at St. Matthew's Church following
1991 fire.
Farm life at Walla Walla in the 1940s;
Hotels in early Albury.
Social history of Central Albury
Sources of Chinese history in Albury, also a report on
the Royal Australian Historical Society Conference;

___--------------------------------~----------~~I
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Helen Pithie:
Some Acquisitions at the Museum;
Audrey Summerill: The work of the Lavington Family History Group.
Joe Wooding:
Cricket matches in early Albury.
The December meeting combined a Christmas dinner with an evening of
show and tell with a Christmas theme.
An Oral History Workshop was held at the March meeting where seven
members shared experiences of the coming of post war migrants.
The venue for the monthly meetings has been the Bridge Room at the
Albury Commercial Club. The club has provided this highly satisfactory
This represents a
venue free of charge as a community service.
contribution in kind of more than $800 and we thank the club for it's cheerful
co-operation and generosity.
Membership & Attendance:
Membership for the year:
Corporate
Hon. and Life
Family
Single

4
10
10
59

.Attendance at monthly meetings has averaged 25 with 5 apologies.
Outings and other activities.
This year we conducted a Sunday afternoon river walk ending at the
Regional Museum; and a visit to the Fallon Cellars at the invitation of the
Albury City Council. Gerry Curtis conducted a busy round of presentations
to Service Clubs and Groups; Helen Livsey answered in excess of 130
requests for information; Bruce Pen nay spoke at the Albury Library during
"Chinese Whispers" month. The society's details have been entered on the
Albury City Council Heritage Web page and contacts and requests are
increasing from that exposure.
Bulletins: The Bulletin has continued to be our main medium of recording
local history. We are indebted to our Editor Michael Katalinic who revised
our production methods and consequently reduced the associated costs.
Michael's other commitments prelude him continuing with the Bulletin this
coming year, but we thank him for the work he has done. Clare Simpson
has maintained our membership and mailing list throughout the year and
has dispatched the Bulletins each month. We thank her for her work over
many years. Claire too has asked for a replacement this year.
A word about our bulletins for the year. The eleven issues ran to 54 pages
containing about 25,000 words. I suggest there are few Societies recording
that volume of local history annually. Most of those 25,000 words were
transcribed from tape by June Shanahan and we thank her for her
mammoth effort. I would also note we are getting value from the recording
and transcribing equipment we purchased in 2004.
The Society has been involved in Albury's heritage issues generally and in
four specific concerns: the proposed demolition of the Fallon Cellars, the

3.
stature of Melpomene in the Botanical Gardens, the sale and conservation
of Adamshurst, the the future of the DC2 aircraft commemorating the KLM
aircraft Uiver which landed at Albury in 1934.
Fallon Cellars: Following protracted consideration by Albury City Council
and the NSW State Heritage Council it has been resolved to demolish the
cellars, but to preserve the redgum posts and beams for future use in an
appropriate Albury structure. The Society made submission to both sides
supporting the retention of the Cellars.
Albury City Council made
arrangements for members of the Society to visit the Cellars on 5 May.
Melpomene: The statue which was badly damaged by vandals in 2000 has
been recast and replaced in the Botanical Gardens. The Society which
contributed financially to the project, was represented at the unveiling of the
new statue on 10 March, 2005.
Adamshurst:
The Society made submissions Greg Aplin MLA and
Greater Murray Health urging the preparation of a conservation
management plan for this building. Mr. Aplin was supportive, and Greater
Murray Health moved immediately to have a plan in place by the time the
building was sold in April. The new owner, Garry Morgan & Co. pty Ltd,
has stated it's intention to "restore the building to it former glory." Final
plans are to be made when the future use, probably commercial or
professional rooms, is determined.
Uiver: Gerry Curtis is representing the Society on a working group which
aims to find a way that the DC2 plane can be conserved to commemorate
the 1934 incident, when the Dutch airliner competing in the London to
Melbourne centenary air-race made a forced landing at Albury. The view of
the Society is that the incident should be remembered as part of Albury's
history, but we are not convinced the restoration and housing of the DC2, at
a cost approaching a million dollars, is necessarily the best way to do this.
It would appear this matter will take some time to resolve.
Finance. Marketing and Stock:
This year the Society has operated at a loss. Expenditure exceeded
income by approximately $1,000. Major expenses are insurance, $900,
and printing and postage of the Bulletin, $1,600.
Our operating account ended the year at zero, but will be replenished by
subscriptions. The society has $15.000 on fixed deposit and we hold
stocks of History sheets, Books and Videos to an approximate retail value
of $2,000 So, while the Society's overall financial position shows cash and
stock to the value of $17,000, the fact remains that our annual expenses
have exceeded income for several years and this trend must be arrested to
ensure the future of the Society.
Some remedial actions suggested are:
*Send some Bulletins electronically to reduce printing and postage;
*Raise Annual Subscriptions;
*Increase the number of Corporate members; and

---,----------------------------~----------~----------------~---------
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*lmprove marketing & sales of stock items.
The Society, in my opinion, is in sound condition.
Strengths are: good attendance at meetings; many members engaged in
research and recording of local history; active office bearers and committee;
and the Society has a recognized presence in the discussion of Albury's
cultural heritage and heritage items.
Weaknesses are: expenses exceeding income; low numbers of corporate
members and high stock levels.

I believe there are opportunities to increase membership generally, to
conduct more external activities such as heritage walks and tours. While
finances are of concern, they should not be allowed to overshadow the
positive contribution the Society makes to Albury. Finally, my thanks go to
all who have contributed to and supported the Albury & District Historical
Society for the year 200412005.

Douglas Hunter
President.
8th June, 2005

ALBukY & DISTRICT HISTORICAL SOCIETY INC.
BALANCE SHEET AS AT 31 MAY 2005

ALBURY & DISTRICT HISTORICAL SOCIETY INC.
STATEMENT OF INCOME AND EXPENDITURE
FOR THE PERIOD 1 JUNE 2004-31 MAY 2005

INCOME
Membership Fees
Donations
Sale of Publications
Sundry Sales
CD Roms - Hume Weir
Videos
Research
Sundries
Interest on Investments
Advertising space - Bulletin
Christmas Luncheon

EXPENDITURE
Auditor
Bulletin Costs
Printing & Travelling Expenses
Postage
Insurances
Slide Projector Repairs
Meetings Expenses
Photocopying - Financial Statements
Purchases - Videos - Hume Weir
Advertising Border Mail
Albury Regional Museum - Website Fees
Post Office Box Rental
Membership Subscriptions - Royal Historical Society -t.
Filing Fees - Annual Return - D.F. Trading
Cassette Tapes
Purchase of Equipment
Oral Historical Workshop
Christmas Luncheon
Christmas Party - Gifts
Carry Bag & Case
Ribbon & Markers
Photocopying - Uiver Research
Microphone Battery

2005
$

2004
$

1765.00
53.00

1768.00
35.00

51.00

25.00
30.00
266.00

125.00
175.00
36.00
754.97
520.00
3479.97

2004
$

2005
$
CURRENT ASSETS
Cash at Hume Building Society
All Purpose Account - 327006S 10
Petty Cash Imprest

1670.66
39.80

142.17
145.75
287.92

INVESTMENTS
Hume Building Society (Note 1)

1710A6

15001.01

15001.01

15001.01

15001.01
694.68
65.00
580.00
3463.68

FIXED ASSETS
Equipment - Insurance or Est.
Value etc (Note 2)

7461AO

7461AO

TOTAL ASSETS

7461.40

7461.40

22750.33

24172.87

2275033

2417287

150.00
1557.26
494.85
902.50
39.95
185.00
13.20
32.00

t

(DEFICIT)/EXCESS OF INCOME OVER EXPENDITURE

'f'IS •

89.00
764.80
40.00
27.75

520.00
27.65
35.00
21.05
2.00

1267.16
613.65
171.50

Less CURRENT LIABILITIES
Membership Fees in Advance

RETAINED EARNINGS
354.85
24.00
330.00
33.88
1500.00
87.00
129.80
39.00
3697.50
40.00
593.00

~

4902.51

8881.34

(1422.54)

(5417 .66)

Notes to and forming part of the Accounts
Note 1:
Hume Building Society Limited:
Account 327006 11.1
Account 327006 11

5001.01
10000.00
1500101

Note 2: Equipment comprises:
Canon Typewriter
Pocket Watch
P A System
Slide Magazines (x2)
Kodak Slide Projector, Zoom,
Carousel & Remote
Marantz Stereo Cassette
Portable Recorder
Sanyo Desktop Memo scriber
Sony 8mm Digital Video camera

451.00
1800.00
120.00
79.90

(insured value-451.00)
(insured value - 1800.00)
(estimated value)
(at cost)

1313. 00 (at cost & insured value 1313.00)
1551AO (at cost - insured for 1600.00)

900.00 (at cost - insured value 900.00)
1246.10
7461.40 (Total Gen Property Insured $6064.00)
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THE ALBURY AND
DISTRICT mSTORICAL
SOCIETY ANNUAL
MONTHLY MEETING
WILL BE HELD IN THE
BRIDGE ROOM
COMMERCIAL CLUB
DEAN STREET AT 8PM
ON WEDNESDAY 10th
AUGUST 2005
ALL INTERESTED ARE
MOST WELCOME TO
ATTEND.

AUGUST MEETING.
OUR GUEST WILL BE
FROM MERCY HEALTH
CARE AND WILL SPEAK
ABOUT THE HISTORY OF
THE MERCY HOSPITAL
ALBURY.

Question of the Month?
Who are the Sisters of
Mercy?

~--------------------------~
Albury Regional Museum: (02) 6051 3450
Turks Head, Wodonga Place, Albury
Open every day, 10.30a.m. to 4 .30p.m.
Website: www.alburycity.nsw.gov.au/museum

VISIT TO ALBURY'S
SISTER CITY NANPING.
Introduction: Doug Hunter
Our guest speaker at the July meeting was Heather Taylor. Heather is
a graduate of the University Melbourne where she majored in language and history. She has done
post graduate studies in Accounting
and Financial Management and
Global Trade Management.
Throughout the 1980's Heather
worked in public relations and was
involved with the introduction of the
Freedom of Information Act during
the years of the Cain Government.
More recently she worked in the local wine industry overseeing the supply and marketing processes from
the grape to the bottled wine on
shelves around the world and developed export markets in Asia ,
Canada and the United states.
Heather joined the Albury City Council in 2003 and currently fills the post
of acting team leader, Economic Development.
Heather's topic for the night was
Nanping; the 'Socio Economic Aspects of Change.'

Guest Speaker:
Heather Taylor.
China has a population of 1.25 billion people . Nanping is located in
the province of Fujian, inland from
the Taiwanse Straight. The municipality of Nanping has a population of
three million people. It is made up
of four major towns and five lesser
cities and then the regional areas.
Agriculture is a major force in the
economy, and there is extensive tea
growing, timber, bamboo, tobacco
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and more recently, intensive dairying. In the city of Nanping and some
of the other towns there is small industry, but it is mainly bamboo, timber processing and a paper mill.
One of the major industries is a battery manufacturing plant.
Nanping is located on the confluence of three major rivers and it's
history relates very much to its position on the trade route to the major
port of Fuzhou, which is an historically Significant port and still is today.
Barges continue to ply the river day
and night.
Nanping is an extremely hilly municipality, with limited flat land. Nanping city is a lineal city, spread along
the river banks below the steep,
wooded hills.
My translator during my visit was
Xiao Shijin, Section Chief, Foreign
Affairs & Overseas Chinese Affairs
Office of Nanping Municipal
People's Government. Xiao Shijin is
our contact point for the Sister City
relationship.
Whilst driving through the regional
town of Jianou, Xioa Shijin asked if
we could stop while he visited his
mother. We meet the well worn lady
who I estimate to be about 70 to 75
years old. The longer I was in China
the more I pondered over what sort
of a life that this woman had actually
experienced and others of her generation.
From the first Ming dynasty, which
began in 221 BC, China has been a
strong economic force in it's region,
it has had an extremely proud culture. It has practised religious tolerance, with Muslims, Confucians,
Buddhists and Christians all being

~ --------------------------~----------------------------------------

free to follow their faith.
The
Chinese have been inventive and innovative and have had a proud tradition of venerating the learned and
philosophers. They worship their ancestors and have extremely strong
family bonds. However throughout
its long history China has been a
country troubled by fighting between
warlords, which seen the borders expand and contract over the centuries.
As a child the mother of Xiao Shijin
would have been caught up in the
turmoil of the Japanese invasion of
China in 1937, the 1946 Civil War.
The Peoples Republic of China
would have been created when she
was a teenager.
During the Great Leap Forward, she
would have laboured as a worker in
an agricultural commune.
Following the Sino-Soviet split and
subsequent withdrawal of aid by the
Soviets, she would have struggled to
feed her large family during the
famine of 1960, when 30 million
Chinese died.
Following the Cultural revolution and
Mao's return to power, she may have
been a member of the Red Guard,
but more likely, as a widow with 5
children, she would have been a
witness as the revolution sought to
destroy "old custom, old habits, old
culture and old thinking".
She would have watched the closure
of schools and universities, the
persecution of the intellectuals,
artists and scientists, the ransacking
of places of worship, the introduction
of the uniform garb of communism
and the destruction of the family unit
as members were sent all over
China labour in communes.
As a young school girl I had the fortune of travelling to Asia in the early
1970's and I can remember standing
on the border of Hong Kong and
China looking at the forbidden territory to the north, with its rice paddies
and the mountains in the background. Owing to China's position in
world politics at that time, I don't
think anyone anticipated that in my
life time I would have the ability to
travel there.
During 80's there was a significant
modification to the Communist
totalitarian policies and there was a
move to engage with the west. In
COMMITTEE Meeting: 5.15pm ~
~, 2005, at Albury City Library

provided with housing, food, clothing,
1993, Deng Xiaou Ping proclaimed,
"to get rich is glorious". Today,
medical care, and minimal edu canewspapers are full of information on tion. Now there is no universal social support and surety of a paying
China's emergence into the world of
job. Many are now destitute, with no
capitalism and its massive economic
savings, no superannuation and no
growth, and westernisation and
reinvention of itself
pensions.
The reconstruction of China is hap- In Nanping today. there are serious
pening at a rapid pace and is placing attempts to improve the social and
much pressure on the country's so- economic situation of the people.
cial and built infrastructure. In the The Government is trying to improve
major Chinese cities, new sky employment opportunities and
scrapers are replacing the old build- economic growth and there is much
ings of China. Those that remain focus upon educating the younger
are like islands, shadowed by mod- generations as they are seen as the
ern architecture. Planning in many way of the future.
They are hampered however by an
towns appears to be haphazard.
ageing, poorly educated, rural
People are moving to these cities
population and the slow decision
from the country, looking for employmaking process of a highly
ment and higher wages. Many are
.centralised Government.
unable to find employment and there
is a pressure placed upon housing
Tourism Industry is a mjor source
this expanding population. Amidst
of potential revenue. They are trying
the wealth, poverty is rife and living
to build the international profile of the
conditions for many are poor. The
famous Wuyi Mountains as a tourist
small country townships are depopudestination. This is a World
lating and the supportive family
hertitage site, currently popular with
structure has broken down.
domestic tourists.
Although labour is very cheap there
is high unemployment. To enable Factories: Cheap labour, with no
the younger generations to have a heed to safety, dated equipment.
job, the government is enforcing a
retirement age for women of 55 and Pollution: Water pollution being
for men, 60.
addressed. Schools and factories
Pollution in China is a major con- are awarded green points for each
cern. Industry is powered by state tree and garden plant.
subsidised coal and the pollution is
obvious by the constant smog and Education: Compulsory for all
grime in the air. Heavy industry in children to the age of 15.
Nanping is limited and it does not
suffer the problem of air pollution,
Public Facilities: Also addressing
but does have a problem of water the quality of life and restoring much
pollution.
which was lost during the
How are the lives of people in Nan- Communist years. Sport and culture
ping being affected by the events of are being promoted, religious
recent history - the political changes freedom has been restored, centres
and the rapid transition from a strict are being built for the increasing
communist regime to a regime of number of retirees to access
libraries, art, culture, games and
economic socialism?
Xioa Shijin's father died when he learning.
was 12 years old. He had four sib- Returning to the story of Xoai Shijin's
lings, and after he left school he mother, I do not believe that she has
worked in a bamboo factory. He benefited from the China's social
was fortunate enough to be given the changes. She is a member of a
opportunity for further education and generation sacrificed - which has
learnt English. This was his passport been caught between two different
to a better life. He is now a govern- systems and slipped cracks as the
ment cadre, with great influence and Government has removed the social
power over people. It is he who de- systems of communism before they
termines who may be given a visa to have identified the social problems
which would arise and consider the
travel out of China.
solutions.
His mother's circumstances today
are very much reliant upon his finan- Despite watching the rise and fali of
cial support. Under Communism, communism and the introduction of
she, and all other citizens, were
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Alburv Life Through Photo
From August 4 to 27 th at the Albury
Library, QE 11 Square.
An exhibition of photographs depicting Albury life and lifestyle using the photographic collection of
the Albury Regional Museum
socialist capitalism, they are no
better off than their parents or
ancestors under the warlords who
ruled China throughout the
dynasties. However, the picture for
their children looks brighter and
there will be more freedom, more
choice and more opportunity for
most. It is to be hoped that this time
the adage which is so often too true
"history repeats itself' proves
incorrect.

JACOB BRANN
an Early Pioneer.
By Jan Hunter
"Albury's Forgotten Pioneer" was
how MrsYvonne Gibbons described her grand father, Jacob
Brann.
Jacob Brann, known locally as
Jakey, was born in 1868 at Chiltern,
where his Polish-born parents, Henry
and Johanna, owned a department
store.
Jacob came to Albury in 1886, first
managing a grocery shop for Mr
Buchhorn, then setting up his own
Drapery business in Olive Street,
near the site now occupied by Lowes
clothing shop. This was burned
down in 1900 but Jacob rebuilt and
in 1909 sold to Alfred Perl.
Jacob married Minnie Kate Wilson,
who had come from Mudgee to be
headmistress of Albury Girls Public
School. After the marriage Jacob
built 3 terrace houses in Swift Street
where he lived with his family. The
Brans had four daughters and two
sons. One son (a twin of the
youngest daughter) died aged two
years.
In the early years of the 1900's
Jacob bought 88 acres of land for
1000 pounds in Fallon Street North
Albury where he established a
Jersey stud called "Sylvania." In
1906 Jacob had a brick home built,
by Mr. Ernie Sharp, set back from
the road, faCing south along
Frauenfelder Street. Albury bricks
were used. The home had 3 large
reception rooms, a spacious hall, 6
double bedrooms, a bathroom as

I

large as a bedroom, kitchen with gas
stove, electricity, generating plant
and a hot water system. In 1911
some wooded areas of his property
were sub-divided .
In addition to the cattle stud, Jacob
had a reputation as a gardener. At
"Sylvania" he had a wonderful rose
garden, a vineyard and an orchard.
He had an intense interest in poultry
and was a noted poultry judge.
Jacob was chairman of the North
Albury Butter Factory and was
responsible for the installation of the
cool stores at the factory, which
proved a great boom to district
orchardists and others. He had his
dairy milk separated each day and
sent to the factory for processing.
Jacob Brann had a fertile mind and
excellent organising ability and was
actively involved in many community
affairs. He was President of the
North Albury Progress Association
when, in 1926, he wrote to the
council complaining at their lack of
action in declaring the area from
North Street to Fallon Street a
residential only area.

organise central circulating library for
district schools. He was a member of
the AI bury District Rural Cooperative
Society and an original shareholder
in the Riverine Steam Laundry
holding the post of Chairman of
Directors there for many years . He
was appointed a magistrate in 1920
and as well served 3 terms on the AI
bury Municipal Council from
1903-1937. He was Deputy Mayor
when the Duke of Gloucester visited
AI bury in the thirties.
Also in the thirties Jacob purchased
and subdivided land in North AI bury
into 31 housing blocks with kerbing
and guttering. It was called the
"Fairview" subdivision. An undated
advertisement for the sale of these
blocks said they were 5 minutes
from Railway and new Show
Grounds.

Racecourse and Aerodrome within
easy walking distance." These "ideal
sites [were] as level as the proverbial
billiard table, on an elevated
position." Jacob Brann's granddaughter wrote, "When this property
[Fairview Subdivision] was ready for
sale, [in 1938] the NSW Department
of Housing compulsorily resumed all
An application for a shop in North
Street was seen as lowering the tone
his hard work for which it paid him
only a pittance. He had to negotiate
of the "fine houses"in that area! That
North Albury Progress Association
to recover even a small amount of
lobbied for an infants school in the
his costs. His efforts and time spent
early twenties. Jacob was the
developing and subdividing were
founding president of the Glenly
not compensated. He lost lots of
Tennis Club in North Albury. He and
money and the Labour Government
of the day should have hung its head
his wife were non-playing
members and one of his daughters . in shame." The government subsequently built Housing Commission
served the first ball at the official
Homes on this land after the war,one
opening of the new courts in
of
the streets being named Sylvania
Stephen Street, in 1928.
Avenue.
(Jacob was obviously interested in
sport - he had played in the
Aged 73 ill health forced Jacob to
premiership side of the Albury
give up farming in 1941, and he and
Football Club in 1894)
his wife went to live with his daughter
Jacob was an original member of the
Lavington Agricultural Bureau,
formed around 1912 and he has
been described as the "pioneer of
agricultural education in this district"
He held most of the executive
positions in the Lavington Bureau
and at one time he held office in the
AI bury branch as well. He was
president of the South District
Agricultural Bureau for 15 years and
was a member of the State advisory
Council and was treasurer for about
5 years. He was the inaugural
President of the District Council of P
& C Associations and worked hard to
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in Sydney where he died in 1943.
Mrs Gibbons was most disappointed
when the North Albury High School
was renamed Fallon High School.
Years earlier her mother and brother
had asked that the school be called
"Sylvania" but the request was
denied because there was a similar
name for a Sydney high school. The
remaining family felt that Brann High
School, rather than Fallon High
School, would have been a much
more appropriate name given the
site and the contribution to the North
Albury community by Jacob Brann.

ted ringing and they didn't stop.
This information was put together
from a summary by Howard Jones
Everyone was crying . Being August
15th it was a very chilly day.
from details supplied by Jacob
Brann's grand-daughter, Mrs Yvonne Doug Hunter: Was on his way to the
Gibbons of Strathfield, with a little
Albury Public School when he someinformation from Jan Hunter. More
how found out the war was over. He
details on Jacob Brann are in the
and Ron Miles used to leave their
History Room at the Library
bikes at the back of Bro Payne's grocery store in Olive Street, opposite
the Methodist Church. Although he
The question of the month was:
was late for school he figured it probWhat do we have in common
ably wouldn't matter. When he arwith Albury's sister city
rived the students were doing croNanpin?
codiles around the playground.
There seemed to have been an impromptu parade in Dean Street with
Members answers:
armoured cars and people draped all
over them.
1 It is Inland
Howard: Was five weeks old and
2. It is on the upper Ming river,
slept through it all!
3. Paper making was another.
John Craig: Lived with his grandmother in Newtown in Sydney.
4. Mountainous area
John's mother had gone to work. He
5. Both cities have expanded
was one of the ratbag kids running
from regional market towns
around pulling steel cans on strings
to a manufacturing city.
and rattling sticks on iron fences
making a heck of a noise.
6. Has a national highway and
railways
**************~********************

Answers to the question of the
month of June.
Where were you when the War
ended?
Anne Holloway: Dancing in the
streets of Melbourne at night.
Jan Marsden: Everybody was out,
everybody was happy. It was an atmosphere which ,could never be recreated.
Ann Brennan: Was on the
Esplanade at St. Kilda where everyone was doing the jitterbug. The women wore ankle strap sandles and
the men's shoes were polished. As
a small child this was the height of
Ann's view.
Ron Braddy: Was working at Gad~
sen's Can Factory making crown
seals for bottles after being discharged from the AIF at the end of
1944. The boss Ron Gadsden, announced the war was over and the
staff could have the day off. Some
went to the Newmarket Hotel then to
Kendall's Grass Court's in Wodonga
Place to play tennis- but Ron missed
the tennis because he went to sleep.
Mary Thurling: At 10am mass at St.
Patrick's when the Church bells star-

JOURNEYING THROUGH THE
JOURNALS FOR THE
MONTH OF JUL Y

by John Craig
Links un' Chains: Liverpool
Genealogy Society -May 2005.
1.Journeymen- Rise of Medieval
Craftsmen as jobless rate rises.
Argyle Bulletin: Goulburn H.S.
and F.H.S.- May 2005.
1.Cannibalism: A tradition of the
Ngunnawal Tribe.
Royal Australian Historical Society (R.A.H.S.) -June 2005.
1."ln the Spirit of the Navy", Violet
Gibbons and Osborne ladies College, Blackheath, 1923-1958.
History: R.A.H.S. Magazine June 2005.
1. Fascinating voyage of the "Tilikum" A forty year old war canoe.
Canada to Australian 1901
2. Calendar of events May 2005 September 2005.
Borderline news: Wodonga
F.H.S. Newsletter May 2005
1.Some History of Wodonga.
Hills Heritage News: Hills District H.S. Newsletter -May 2005.
1.Ferdinand Charles Meurant
(1765-1844) a brief History.
Heritage: N.S.W. Heritage Office Newsletter- Autumn 2005.
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1.Award Winning Volunteers.
2.N.S.W.'s Top Takeaway Kitchen 1930's - 1940's
Pro Active: Public Records Office Victoria Magazine - May
2005.
1. Native Police Corps of Port
Phillip District.
2.Staging a comeback - The rescue of the Regent Theatre.
The Parramatta Family History
Group- July to -October 2005.
1. Parramatta Orphan Schools 1855
2. Roll of Honour of Parramatta and
Districts.
Richmond River Historical
Society.
1. Life as a Tunnel Rate-Warren
McBurney Remel"!'bers
2. My grandfather's diary as Florist
and Dairyman.
Descent- Society Of Australian
Genealogists.
1. Chinese Australian Family
Photographs
2. Family Histories and Biographies

Notice from the
Commercial Club.
Members of the Historical Society
are advised that the Bridge room at
the club will no longer be available
for our meetings after the 18th August.
this stage further meetings after
that date will be in the Elizabeth
Room until further notice. All members are advised to check the Notice
board in the Foyer just in case of any
changes.
*.****.****************

In July Bulletin 448 there is a list of ex
Show Society Members. Any information about these gentlemen
would be appreciated. Please write
to Max Barry, A&DHS Box 822,
Albury. 2640
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2005-2006
Subscriptions
now due!
New Members Welcome
THE ALBURY&

DISTRICT HISTORICAL
SOCIETY MONTHLY
MEETING MEETING
W1LLBE HELD IN THE
ELIZABETH ROOM
COMMERCIAL CLUB
DEAN STREET AT 8PM
WEDNESDAY 14TH
SEPTEMBER 2005
ALL INTERESTED ARE MOST
WELCOME TO ATTEND.
• Please note: When you enter
the club please check the
notice board in the foyer for
venue of meeting.

September Guest Speaker
will be Bruce Pennay

Topic:: 'Living with a
National Growth Centre.'

? Question of the Month
What do you think was
the best, or the worst
outcome of the
A.W.D.C.

I

Albury Regional Museum:
(02) 6051 3450
Turks Head, Wodonga Place, Albury
Open every day, 1O.30a.m. to 4.3Op.m.
Website: www.alburycity.nsw.gov.aulmuseum

The
Mercy Health Service
Albury Ltd.
Sponsored by the Sisters of Mercy
Goulburn Congregation, is a major
provider ofHealth Services in the
cross border regional areas centred
on Albury-Wodonga in the field of
*Palliative Care
*Sub Acute Aged Care
*Parents & Babies
THEIR MISSION:
What Mercy Means:
The Mercy Mission derives
from the example set by the
healing ministry of Jesus Christ
the person .
Caring for those dose to you means:
DIGNITY
Respect for the dignity of the
whole person in mind & body, is
fundamental to what they do &
how you go about providing health
care. A whole -of -person approach to care means concern for
the physical emotional & spiritual
needs in a person's life.

Human dignity takes precedence
over all other interests.
COMMUNITY
Companionship & being part of a
community are fundamental human needs. Whether it is in
serving the aged, the terminally ill
or young families, a vibrant, enriching & supportive community
provides an environment where
physical, emotional & spiritual
health will prosper.
JUSTICE
Justice means we have a special
concern for the vulnerable, marginalised & poor. It is a corner-
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stone of how we go about au r
work.
POSITIVE RELATIONSHIPS:
Quality of life, for the most pa rt,
derives from experiencing positive
& empowering relationships. We
create a health care context enriching life: we build & support the
positive relationships which sustain energy & life.
COMPASSIONATE CARE..
Excellence requires quality care.
Compassionate care takes it one
step further: It requires personalised service,companionship,
empathy & hospitality.

Our guest speaker for August
meeting was Jane Eyers, Manager ofthe Mercy Health Se rvices Albury. Jane was born in
the district & has a distinguished
career in the field of nursing with
appointments in Queensland and
Albury. She has been at the Mercy
for 30 years and was responsible
for the establishment of Mercy
Palliative Care Service which commenced in 1984. Jane's work has
been recognised by the Albury
Electorate Women's award for outstanding community service. Jane
will be speaking about the history
of the Mercy Hospital, in particular
the history of the Mercy Palliative
care service.
In 1944 a call was received from
the people of Albury for a Catholic
Hospital to service Albury & district. In May 1945 four sisters left
the Mercy Hospital at Young in
New South Wales to came here &
established "Chelvey" the original
hospital in Olive Street. (Now the
site of the Hume Building Society).
Fourteen & half acres were purchased on Pooles Hill as
m,fj
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BYOPICNIC.
SUNDAY 2ND OCTOBER,
2005.
Members are invited to a
picnic cruise on the
"Cumbaroona" to mark the
150tb Anniversary of the
arrival of the first paddlesteamer at Albury.
Gather at the "Cumbaroona"
berth, Noreuil Park at
1l.45am. Cost $3 in coins!
Guest Speaker and Reenactment.
the site for a new hospital. The
foundation stone was blessed &
laid by Bishop Henschke of
Wagga Wagga on 1st June 1946.
In 1950 a contract was signed &
the first sod was turned.
On 1st December 1957, the new
Mercy Hospital was officially
opened by his Eminence Cardinal
Gilroy. In 1963 "Berrelli" on the
site of the present Marinella Nursing Home, was annexed to the
hospital to meet the needs of the
elderly in Albury. An appeal was
launched in 1967 for a Nurses
Home which was to be a memorial
to the late Mother Hugh who was
the Founder & Superior Administrator of the Mercy Hospital.
St. Mary's Nurses Home was officially blessed & opened by Bishop Carroll of the Wagga Wagga
Diocese in 1971 .
Over the years the Mercy Hospital has been involved in a wide
range of acute care services including coronary care, radiology,
general theatres, children's ward,
obstetrics, gynaecology & urology.
The hospital performed all these
roles extremely well but lost the
services due to the rationalisation
of the health system & their
Health Policy changes.
In 1982 the first floor of the hospital was converted to a Geriatric
Assessment Unit.
In December 1983 a functional
brief was followed by commencement of Master Planning for Stage
1 of a major refurbishing & building
program.

When the project was completed it cost the Sisters of Mercy
4 million dollars.
A mother & Baby unit was started in 1983, later to be known as
the Parent & Baby unit.
A Palliative Care unit was established in 1984 with an extensive
volunteer involvement & had a major emphasiS on education to the
immediate & wider region .
The Palliative care program basically commenced as a community service & that was to support & give people choice to be
able to remain at home. When the
illness was progressing or in an
advanced stage, it was choice
within to decide what care was
warranted .. The Mercy had four
back up beds when needed. The
team developed over a number of
years, the Mercy had a very comprehensive service. Sister Kate
worked with me in the early 80's
developing the volunteers, pastoral
care and bereavement support
services.
We had a most dynamic volunteer programme & that programme
is still existing today with absolutely fabulous initiatives.
The Palliative Care Centre on
level 4 was completed in April
2005 & refurbishment of additional
floors later in 2005/2006.
On Level E is a newly refurbished palliative care centre we
have now integrated all our community services into the one location, so provide a comprehensive
range of services to our patients
and families.
We have a 10 bed in patient service there each of the wards have
single rooms with en suites we
have accommodation for families
and carers & a family day room.
We have a creative day resource
centre, this again is a new initiative
to provide a whole range of therapies along the lines of art therapy, music therapy & already
provide a whole range of complimentary type therapies.
The Master plan for stage 1 was
submitted to the NSW Minister for
Health in 1986, who approved joint
funding by the NSW Department

COMMITTEE Meeting: S.1Spm ~
~, 2005, at Albury City Library

of Health & the Sisters of Mercy,
Goulburn Congregation, for major
refurbishment with the focus on
the hospital being the major obstetric & gynaecological centre for
the district with the closure of the
Albury Base Hospital obstetrics
unit.
The decision was then made to
undertake Stage 2, (a Geriatric Assessment unit), at the same time,
and that the Sisters of Mercy
would meet the whole of the cost
of these extensions.
Planning & work commenced in
1988 on Stage 3, the refurbishment of 4th floor and an extension
to provide a hospice for the terminally ill, to be known as St.Joseph's.
The refurbished and extended
building was officially opened on
24th April 1989.
In 1993, as a Public hospital, the
Mercy hospital was incorporated
into the Hume Health Service
which was the NSW Health district
body.
The Mercy Hospital is a third
schedule hospital within the Public
Act of 1929.
In 1994 the Sisters of Mercy, recognising the changing times in
the provision of health services
commenced a Strategic Review
process.
The Mercy Hospital became the
Mercy Hospital Health Service Albury Limited in 1995.
The Albury-Wodonga Breast
Screening Service of NSW
leased space in the hospital building in 1995.
The Obstetric service was relinquished to the Wodonga District
Hospital on 30 th June 1998 as a
result of funding & service difficulties and a desire amongst the
local medical profession for a rationalisation of the cross border
service to the other facility.
Government recognition, encouragement and approval for the
continuation of the Sisters of
Mercy in local health care was
formalized by Dr. Andrew Refschauge, Minister for Health in
September 1997.
Mercy Hospital Albury Limited
became the MercyHealth Ser- » >
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vices Albury Limited in 1999 to reflect the Mercy Congregation"s
involvement in community health
care.
The Mercy Health Service initially comprised three core services: Geriatric Medicine & Rehabilitation, Palliative Care & Parent &
Babies Unit.
To confirm the Mercy role & service levels, a Memorandum of Understanding was negotiated
between the Sisters of Mercy, the
NSW Department of Health & the
Greater Murray Area Health Service, (GMAHS), for the period of
five years between January 1999
to June 2004.
In October 2000, the GMAHS
announced endorsement of a plan
to co-locate Mercy Health Service
on the Albury Base Hospital Site.
Considerable negotiation between
the Congregation, the local Board
of management, GMAHS & the
NSW Department of Health in the
form of a project feasibility plan. A
Statement of Intent was signed off
in April 2002.
In 2003, after extensive consUltation with the community &
health professionals, the Mercy
Board of Management approved a
proposal to establish the core
businesses within the Mercy
Health Service, to meet the future
needs of Albury-Wodonga and
surrounding regional centres
As a result of approving the future directions of Mercy, consideration was then given to the capital
requirements to accommodate the
new, expanded and innovative services.
It soon became obvious that the
project to relocate the Mercy onto
the Albury Base Hospital site, had
not been placed on the NSW Department of Health forward capital
plan, and as a consequence, the
Sisters of Mercy and the Board of
Management made a decision to
refurbish the existing building in
Albury to accommodate the new
services.
At that stage there was concern
if we stayed within the facility and
did not refurbish, the service level
would deteriorate & well as the
building.
Produced with free software
"OpenOffice.org"& "The Gimp "

So it has been an exciting five
years at the Mercy.
In June 2004, the Sisters of
Mercy, Greater Murray Area
Health Service & the NSW Department of Health negotiated &
signed a new Memorandum of Understanding for the period 1st July
2005 to 30th June 2009 which secured funding to provide services
in the core businesses approved
by the Board.
In 2004, planning commenced
to refurbish the existing building in
Albury to accommodate the new &
expanded services, & construction
of the new Palliative care centre
commenced in October 2004.
The Mercy Board established
the Mercy Million Building Fund
Project to raise $1.5 million to help
support the extensive renovations.
In July 2004 the Adamhurst Day
Therapy Centre was transferred
from the David Street site to the
Mercy to form the Mercy Day Therapy Unit which has been a very
successful move. The Mercy has
been able to integrate their inpatient services & patient programs
with that service, so we can all get
the benefits of Tai Chi & a total
range of therapy programs. The
Day Therapy Centre certainly has
been expanding as well and is a
busy centre.
The Mercy has an Aged Care
Multidisciplinary Assessment
Team (ACAT) that give people advice on high & low care residential
services & assesses care needs
for the frail aged .
We have a 10 bed transitional
Care Healthy Aged Unit. This is a
new program that we have developed in the last 12 months. It is
for aged people who take a little
longer to heal after an acute episode of care, its rehab is focused
on therapy service, so people can
have than extended period of time
to recover. It has been operating
since the 1st July. So far it has
been a very successful venture.
On level D we have Geriatric
Evaluation Unit that was developed in 1983. Dr. Neil Blair
still heads that Unit.
During 2005 the Mercy Aged
Care Advisory Centre was estab-

lished to provide information and
advise on aged care issues to
families/carers, the frail aged &
health professionals & providers.
Also in 2005 the 10 bed Transitional Care, Healtt) ageing unit
was established to support the
transition from hospital to home &
the aim to maximize the quality of
life & independence, particularly
for older people following hospital
acute hospital treatment.
Jane Eyers
********************

The August question of the
month was:
Q: Who are the sisters of Mercy?
A: In 1944 the people of Albury
called for a Catholic hospital to be
opened in Albury. Four sisters
from the Mercy Order in Young arrived in Albury to establish
"Chelvey" which was situated in
Olive Street on the site of where
the Hume Permanent building Society is today.
Doug Hunter

**********

A: The congregation of the Sisters
of Mercy was founded at Dublin in
1841 by Catherine McCauley. She
was adopted by a wealthy family.
As an heiress to a considerable
fortune she formed the Sisters of
Mercy and worked with the poor in
Dublin.
The foundation of the Sisters of
Mercy at Goulburn was made by a
group from Westport County Mayo
in 1859, well before the new Goulburn Diocese began. Six sisters
were recruited in Ireland by Archdeacon John McEnroe at the request of Archbishop Poulding.
They left Ireland on 28 th June 1859
and sailed from Liverpool which
took three months and arrived in
Melbourne on 2 nd October the
same year.
Helen Livsey.
************

A: The Sisters of Mercy originated
from Ireland. Their Order was
founded by Catherine McCauley
about 1841. The story goes that
she was adopted as a young child
by a Mr. & Mrs. Armstrong who
were Quakers, had the love of the
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and go and work as a builders labourer.
XMAS PARTY
Meanwhile about 1921 HoldenThe festive season is
son & Neilson purchased the old
fast approaching 1 so
Co-Operative factory in Albury
bookings have opened
which I believe was situated in the
Stanley, Creek & Englehardt
for the A & D.H.S.AnnuStreets area.
al Xmas party that will
When the Numurkah factory
be held in the Commerwas finished and up & running
cial Club Wattle Room
again, the Company asked him if
on Friday 9th December
he would be interested in going to
Albury as they had purchased
at 7pm.
land on the river flats across the
Cost of Carvery $24.00
Murray River in Victoria on the left
I ~============- side going towards Wodonga.
scriptures. They converted to
It was a big decision for Dad, as
Catholicism before they deceased,
his mother didn't keep good health
Catherine benefited from their es& she relied on him as he was the
tate and started to feed the poor in
eldest of nine children.
the streets of Dublin.
Dad arrived in Albury and he
The mother house is in Baggott
boarded at Mrs. Bennett's boardStreet, Dublin.
ing house which is now the Turk's
In 1992 they celebrated 150
head Museum.
years of the Order. Mercy nuns
After the first part of the factory
travelled from all parts of the world
was finished and in production
to Ireland for the celebrations.
my Dad was asked whether he
June Shanahan
would like to stay on as an Ice
Cream Maker.
Other comments:

A: The sisters came here as
nurses from Goulburn.
A: They were teachers and
nurses from Melbourne

This same building is now the
Gateway Tourist Information
Centre.

Some memories of
Holdenson & Neilson
by June Shanahan
Some of my early memories of
the butter & cream factory on the
Lincoln Causeway.
The factory was built & owned
by a family company by the name
of Holdenson & Neilson, they were
a city based company, their Head
Office was situated in Melbourne.
They had factories spread right
around Victoria. They purchased
a factory at Numurkah from Barrow Bros in about 1918 which was
my Dad's home town.
Early in 1924 the Numurkah
factory was burnt to the ground, it
was under-stood that the fire started in the office.
The factory at Numurkah had to
be rebuilt & they were looking for
workers, so Dad decided he would
leave his job at Brown and Cork's

My dad in the middle

making the butter, you had to
stand quite clear of the machines
as they were very dangerous as
they were spinning around. There
were no safety railings and the
staff would have to be very careful
when they were switching the machines on & off, as the power
pOints were on the wall behind the
churns. Of course there were no
safety regulations in the work
place back in 40's.
The next room to that was
where my Dad made Iceberg
Icecream There were two big
stainless steel vats with flat bottoms, they were that clean they
were like a mirror you could see
your face in them. Everyday especially in the summer months those
vats would have first grade choice
quality cream poured into them.
Dad would add pure vanilla, gelatine & little sugar. It was then feed
into the churn that had a cooling
effect which had a beater like apparatus inside it, which thickened
the ingredients and it then came
out as soft icecream like Mr.
Whippy. It was so delicious, so
you can say I tried soft icecream
many years ahead of the soft
mixes you buy now. I was so very
lucky to be able to try the real
product, the children today wouldnot know what real icecream
tastes like, unless it is homemade.
As you came out of the butter
room there was an alcove, & on
the right there was a large freezer
room where they use to store the
icecream.
Dad was pretty popular with
some of the local children that
were in the know. Occasionally in
the school holidays they would arrive with their billy's & Dad would
fill them when he was making a
batch of ice cream, he would then
put it in them in freezer. The children would come back later in the
day to pick up their frozen treat
I use to tease him & tell him that
he was giving away the profits. He
would say that icecream had 95%
air in it, so the company were
making a massive profit on the
product..

The front section of the building
in the earlier years was the Butter
& milk room . There were two big
metal butter churns, they were
enormous, actually they looked
like something from outer space
they were very similar to an octagonal shape. The churns were
quite large to me as I would have
been around ten years of age,
when I first saw them. They were
set about 4 foot high on concrete
pylons.
Dad was the first ice cream
Sometimes I would go into the
maker between Sydney & Mel- » >
butter room when Ian Hunt was
BULLETIN 450: I'nHlf Reader DOli!; lilli/fer:
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MAKING A CITY IN THE
COUNTRY
Bruce Pen nay our guest speaker
for September explores some of
the responses of the people of AIbury-Wodonga to government intervention in regional & urban development. His book "Making a
City in the Country" has just been
published.
bourne to make Chocolate coated
Vanilla Slices, they were so tasty,
as natural products were used
back then. During the summer
months the Company would have
to employ extra staff, as making
small goods was very time consuming as it all had to be done by
hand especially the Chocolate
coated Vanilla slices. At one stage
they employed a few women in
the ice cream room , I can remember at one time there were three
sister's that work there at the same
time, they were Ward girls from
South Albury.
Blocks of Icecream were very
popular back then The Icecream
was put into a cardboard oblong
box about the size of the house
brick, (that is what they were
called then a family brick) they
also had small & large dicksies. I
think they call them buckets now.
Last year 2004 it was the 50th
anniversary of when the first
Paddle Pops were made in Australia.
When the larger Icecream Com
pany's in the cities started making
small goods like the paddle pops
etc Holdensen & Neilson couldn't
compete so they stopped making
their smallgoods except for the
bricks of ice cream . Of course
they still had a great demand for
their bulk products. In later years
Dad use to make the decorated
ice creams cakes as they became
popular.
Behind the Ice-cream room
there was a walkway between
there & the ice works. Further
down the walkway there were
boilers that helped control the temperatures of all the cool rooms and
supplied the factory with hot water.
As the business grew they built

another building to the right of the
old factory, it was to become the
Milk & cheese section for many
years. The Factory Offices were
at the front to the right of that
building. The milk section was built
up higher as it was easier for all
the trucks to unload the milk cans
& the cheese section was on
ground level behind the milk section, they had four big long vats
where they made the cheese &
they had a room off it for maturing
the cheese. I will never forget the
smell, thinking back may be that
is the reason why I don't like
cheese.
I can remember when they first
started to pasteurise milk, it would
have been about 1948 it was
quite an achievement.
Way down the back of the factory where the small shops are
there use to be two large sheds &
that is where they use to do all the
repairs on the trucks. The had a
big water pump on the river that is
where they pumped the water for
the factory, they also had a big
natural underground well. Anywhere along the river or in South
Albury area you don't have to go
down far to strike water, it all depends on the height of the river.
Also all the factory run off went
straight into the river, it would never happen now of course.
The factory employed numerous
Albury & Wodonga residents over
the years especially new Australians that came here after the 2nd
world war. I can remember many
students would work their in the
summer school holidays, some
would stay and others would leave
and go back to school or go on to
better things. Their first job was
either with Dad in the Ice cream
room or another section of the
factory. Dad made Ice cream there
for over 40 years.
Quite a few of Holdenson and
Neilson factories was taken over
by Peters Pty Ltd., they already
had ice cream factory's in the capital cities so the Lincoln Causeway plant wasn't viable Peters
decided to sell the premises to
Kiewa Diaries otherwise known as
North eastern Dairies which had
their main factory out at Kiewa-

5.
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Tangambalanga .
Dad stayed on with North Eastern Dairies and looked after the
cool rooms to see that they stayed
at the right temperatures. Managed the hire of the cool rooms to
Small goods companies around
Albury-Wodonga that sold frozen
foods.
One of the company's that I remembered who use to hire freezer rooms was Mr. Foo who lived
on the corner of Wilson & Kiewa
Street.
Just a few names of many staff that
come to mind.
*Mac Young, Manager
* Ms Nellie Skillicorn, Office worker
*Ron Bray worked in the Milk &
cheese section. He finished up as
Manager of Murray Goulburn at
Shepparton
* Martin Hoysted, Foreman ,finished up as Manager in Gippsland.
• Lawrence Smith, Foreman of
Ice Cream section & maker of
Ice Berg Ice cream - father of
Margaret Court, Tennis Player:
winner of 64 Grand & Slam
titles.
• Jack Bolton Snr. Milk Truck
Driver, Great Grand Father of
Patrick Murphy, Olympic
Swimmer.
* Frank Bolton Jnr son of Jack was
general factory hand & later became foreman of the butter &
cheese section.
*Keith Coulston Butter Maker No. 1
Moved to Melbourne with family
*Ian Hunt Butter Maker No. 2 took
over from Keith.
*Darky McDonald MilkTruck Driver
*Vincent Smith, son of Lawrence
Milk truck driver- later a Milk
Tanker driver for Holdensen &
Neilson, Numurkah.
*Pop Rowe -Boiler Attendant
*Frank Rapsey -boiler attendant
* Jack Wright worked in Milk section .His parents had property on
the Wodonga flats.
*Roy Scholz his parents were the
last owners of the half way hotel
premises on the Lincoln Causeway.
*George Milthorpe, Milk and
Cheese section

»>
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Valentine Wooding 1884-1960; Part 1
by Joe Wooding.
A short talk on Wooding's Jewellers was delayed while my
memories of working at both the
Olive Street and then the PoolStreet Mercy Hospitals in Albury,
were recounted after an outline of
both hospitals was given by Jane
Ayers from Mercy Health Care at
the August meeting.
Being apprenticed to local contractor Jack O'Laughlin in 1952, i
was to get a behind the scenes
look at a great many of Albury's
buildings & utilities. Joining the
MRCC in 1961 then meant that for
the next 35 years, I was to have a
legitimate reason to be on the
premises which was connected to
electricity & included not only Albury but the Hume Shire as well.
My father was married twice.
The first marriage producing two
sons, the second on 13th march
1936, to my mother, from which
one daughter & three sons resulted. Born at Maryborough Vic. On
FebqJary 14th 1884, Joseph Henry
Wooding was to learn at least
some of his trade with a Mr. Jabez
Edwards of Talbot in Victoria's
gold mining belt, around the dawn
of the 20 th century. In a strange
twist, my step-daughter Catherine
is related to Jabez.
Little is known of my fathers
early life other than it appears to
have been a struggle. Perhaps
the story of him wearing his bike
clips & not owning a bicycle to give
the impression that he was a little
more prosperous than he really
was, may give an insight into his
character.
He came to Albury in 1916 from
Beechworth, where he had been a
Councillor for 5 years.
The first indication of Wooding's
Jewellers & Opticians, Dean
Street, was a large advertisement
in the Border Morning Mail on Saturday, November 16th , 1918.
A great many others were found
before the last one appeared on
Monday, November 8th , 1926. Just
two days later, on Wednesday,
November 10th , Charles H. Smith

I

announced that he had purchased
the business & property and it
was under new management. The
business became the Pivot Jewellers & Smith was known as
"Pivot" Smith. He and his family's
ties with the Regent Theatre are
well known even today.
The use of "Valentine" was
simply seen as a romantic name
for a jeweller. "Valentine Wooding, Albury" was often stamped on
pocket watches, cutlery & silverware that he sold. I was around
20 years old when he died & never
once heard him called anything
but Harry. His birthday was February 14th , Valentine's Day. My birth
certificate issued February 1938
lists fathers occupation as Commercial Traveller.
References to V. Wooding were
found in two Albury & District Historical Society bulletins - August
1968 & February 1992. Neither
were entirely accurate & is probably the reason for doing a little research on the matter.
His four turbulent years as an
Alderman (1922-25) on Albury
Council & a few other snippets of
his life can be related at another
time.

SHOW AND TELL
Jill Wooding brought a shop bell
to the meeting that was given to
her by Mr. George Reylly, known
to many in the 1950's as "the
quietly spoken English Gentleman"
from Mid States Record Bar. The
Brass Bell was cone shaped,
12cm, in diameter at the base &
10 cm high. When the spring
loaded plunger in the top was
struck it rang very loudly. It is
about 100 years old & was used
originally in a Dean Street bakery.
*************

Catherine Browne showed an
etching purchased from the $2 bin
at a Christchurch N.Z antique
shop. The etching was of the Murray River at Albury. It appears old
but its province is unknown. Catherine & her husband Michael have
had it framed.
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Wagga Wagga H.S NewsletterJune/July 2005
1. J.J. Mc Grath - Renowned
Saddler to Office of Mayor.
Murrumbidgee Ancestor: Wagga
E.H. S. Journal- June 2005
J.. Junee- A History. Cont. from
July 2004 Journal.
Hawkesbury Crier: Hawkesbury
F H G Newsletter June 2005.
1. Why Tell Your Story? Why
Your History Matters.
Stockmans Hall of Fame
(H.O.F.) June 2005.
1. A wrong - set right, for Mary
of Maranda.
2. Letters to the Hall.
Ancest-tree:Burwood & District
F.H.G Journal- July 20P5,
1. German Immigrant Ships to
Eastern Australia-Part 8 ship
"Johann Caesar' 1853.
2. Samuel Haigh-Insolvency
Record 1858.
by John Craig

RESEARCH FEES.

******************

Albtny &District Historical Society Inc PO Box 822 ALBURY, NSW, 2640

Journals that can be read
at the Albury Ubrary.

I

The Albury & District Historical Society Research officer Helen Livsey will undertake history research on behalf of the Society at a fee of
$20 per hour, plus printing,
postage costs & a business
size stamped addressed
envelope.

$20 should be sent with
initial inquiry to P.O.
Box 822 Albury 2640.
Helen Livsey

Obituary.
Members of the Albury & District
Historical Society regret the
passing of long time member of
the Society Mr. Mick Ryan late of
Albury & Mullengandra.
Deepest Sympathy to Mrs. Ryan
& Family.
Whilst a member of the Society
Mr. Ryan spoke on the subject of
"Ned Kelly and his horse" which is
in Bulletin No 286.

*
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uhscriyticms now
due! New Members
WefCome

THE ALBURY &
DISTRICT HISTORICAL
SOCIETY
MONTHL Y MEETING
MEETING WILL BE HELD IN
THE ELIZABETH ROOM
COMMERCIAL CLUB DEAN
STREET AT 8PM
WEDNESDA Y OCTOBER

12TH 2005

.

ALL INTERESTED ARE MOST
WELCOME TO A TrEND.
Please note: When you enter
the club please check the
notice board in the foyer for

venue of meeting.

Max Bany retired Veterinarian from the Albury
Pastures and Protection
Board will be our guest
speaker for the month
of October.'

Question of the Month
What role did the
Pastures & Protection
Board play?

Albury Regional Museum:
(02) 6051 3450
Turks Head, Wodonga Place, Albury
Open every day, 10.30a.m. to 4.30p.m.
Website: www.alburycity.nsw.gov.au/museum

ISSN 08136645
Patrons:
Mr Harold Mair, OAM.
President
Mr Douglas Hunter
(02) 6021 2835
Secretary/Editor
June Shanahan
(02) 6025 1324
Subscriptions:
Individual Member $22
Family Members $30
Corporate Members $5(

did the hyphen fair?
Gough Whitlam use to say
building a city is one of the most
difficult complex and majestic
Our guest speaker at the
things. We do it, in scale it comes
September meeting was Dr. Bruce
nearest to what God does in creatPen nay. Bruce is well known in
ing stars, mountains and forests.
Albury & District, he is a member
The city makers had three major
of the Society, and held the positasks:
tion as President in 2002
They had to encourage ecoHe spoke about his book 'Maknomic
development;
ing the City in the Country' records
Manage physical development;
an extraordinary period in the hisand foster social development.
tory of Albury and district.
He posed four questions
They were helped with the coordination of three levels of gov1. What was it like to live with
ernment.
a growth centre
That working together was de2. How was public involvement
scribed as novel,experimental,
sought?
imaginative, brave, bold and
3. How did people respond to
unique.
the National Growth Centre
Bruce's writing instructions were
Project?
quite simple, focus on the project,
4. What did the project mean
not the Development Corporation .
to the nation and to the
The Corporation proved stout
people of Albury-Wodonga?
hearted in allowing a story to apThe book has two focuses:
pear that was about struggle and
It's about a process - makstrife as well as achievement.
ing a city into a country Bruce decided to focus initially
and it's about a hyphen.
on the transition points, where
How did they go about it?
things changed that is when there
were
redefinitions of aims and reWhat did they do?,
views of what had been done.
that's what the book talks
However, like most histories he
about, its about process.
began with the instigation of the
It is also a magical hyphen ,a
idea.
hyphen between the words AlburyHe found that there were people
Wodonga , a hyphen.
in the community who welcomed
It shows how people went about
I
the idea of accelerated developI
making a place to attract econom- I ment, and there were people who I
!
ic activity and people from Melwere not too sure. Bruce marbourne and Sydney. It is also
, shalled a variety of voices and
about a magical hyphen, a hyphen ,I opinions on the project.
between the words AlburyHe outlined how the project
Wodonga, a hyphen between New
changed over the next thirty
South Wales and Victoria. How

MAKING A CITY IN
THE COUNTRY.

I did this hyphen come about?, How years. It began as a
~
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rr=========-=-=-=-:=----l -- - - - - - - - - - - - - John Warnock from West I!
Australia would appreciated .i
any information concerning
the Albury Airfield around
1938, also info about a pilot
William Richards alias
Satan Richards or Stan
Sabben
You can phone Doug on
60212835

National Growth Centre, but the
population target was halved in
1977 and it became a model development in selective decentralisation .
That project was dismantled in
1988-89 and Albury-Wodonga Development Corporation shared responsibilities for regional development. In 1995 that too, was dismantled but the Corporation continued to develop and sell land. In
2005, it has changed again and
the Corporation is now simply a
land manager, looking after what
remains of the huge land bank acquired to house 300,000 people at
the beginning of the project.

Question of the Month:
What effect did the AWDC have
on this area?

Jan Hunter: The planting of
native trees and shrubs
Max Barry: The Govt. Investment brought outside money into
the area.
Doug Hunter: The generation
of Financial Investment
Roma Freeman: Resumption of
farming land, meant farming families lost their heritage.
Joe Wooding: The hope of taking pressure off the cities, did not
come up to expectation.
Harold Mair: Cuts in Govt. funding altered the direction of growth _
Gerry Curtis: With the influence
of English Town Planners, Bike
and Walking tracks were introduce.

COMMITTEE Meeting: 5.15pm ~
October25th, 2005, at Albury City Library

Joumals that can be read
at the Albury Library.

tural heritage
12.Memento:News from the
National Archives. Spring 2005
a. Juliana Toth(nee Sponga)
Budapest Hero 1956.
by John Craig.

1. Links 'N' Chains: Liverpool
Genealogy Soc. Journal-August 2005.
Memorial Watch - List of Pioneer
(1839) to Hahndorf South Australia of German and Pruss ian
descent.
2.The Muster: Central Coast
(Gosford F.H.S. Journal-August 05.
Lady Mary Teviot to speak at Society Seminar on 19 th November, 2005.
3.Inherit:Heritage Council Victoria Magazine - Aug.2005
a. Risky Business - Places at risk
program 2003-2005.
b.New registrations to State Heritage register.
4. University of Third Age (U3A)
Newsletters-Aug/Sept. 2005
a. Semester 212005 enrolments going well, 227 to 2nd Sept 2005.
Members of the public are invited to sit in and sample
classes.
S.Richmond River H.S. Bulletin
(Lismore)-September.200S.
a. Dunoon: The land of Duncan
Currie
b. F.S. Peppercorn on the Richmond River-1855
6.Argyle:Bulletin of Goulburn
H.S. And F.H.S-Aug. 2005.
a.Tarago Railway Line opening.
7.Albury City Museum Newsletter-August 2005.
.
a. Calendar of events, July/October
2012005 .
8.Hills Heritage News:The Hills
H.S. Newsletter. August-200S
a.The Christ Church - Rouse Hill.
9. Wagga Baggage H.S. Newsletter August/Sept. 2005.
a.Sir Samuel McCaughey's role in
establishing the Murrumbidgee
Irrigation Area.
10.History:Royal Australian
H.S. Magazine Sept. 2005.
a.Preservation action:-Heritage
Activities ofR.A.H.S.
b.R.A.H.S. Calendar of events.
11. Vital Signs: State Records of
N.S.W. - August 2005
Globalisation, Nostalgia and Cul-

The Society had cause
for two celebrations in
the last month: On
Sunday the 2 nd October
there was an reinactment of the arrival of
the first Paddle steamer
'Albury' that arrived
here at the river port
150 years ago.
At our monthly meeting members celebrated
with a cake to mark the
printing of the 45dh bulletin.

Queries
Does anyone know the History of Pemberton Street?
The Albury Regional Museum holds a very rare
patchwork Rug, thought to
have been made by British
Soldiers in the Boer War
Any information would be
greatly appreciated

XMAS PARTY
The festive season is fast
approaching, so bookings have opened for the
A & D.H.S.Annual Xmas
party that will be held in
the Commercial Club
Wattle Room on Friday 9th
December at 7pm.
Cost of Carvery $24.00
for bookings ring 60 25 1324

At the November Meeting there will be a
lucky door prize for a
free Xmas Dinner.
Financial Members list will
be published
In November Issue.
»
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THE ALBURY &
DISTRICT HISTORICAL
SOCIETY MONTHL '(
MEETING MEETING WILL BE
HELD IN THE ELIZABETH
ROOM
COMMERCIAL AL CLUB ON
WEDNES[)A Y 9TH
NOVEMBER 2005 AT 8PM
ALL INTERESTED ARE MOST
WELCOME TO ATTEND.

• Please note: When you enter
the club please check the
notice board in the foyer for
venue of meeting.

Guest speaker for November
is Mr. Frank Davidson
Manager, Radio station 2AY

2AY is celebrating it's 75 th
Anniversary'
Question of the
Month
Who were some of the
early announcers on
2AY?
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Albury Regional Museum:
(02) 6051 3450
Turks Head, Wodonga Place, Albury
Open every day, 1O.30a.m. to 4.3Op.m.
Website: www.alburycity.nsw.gov.aulmuseum
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century were the development of
travelling stock routes and reserves. In the NSW system there
was need to move stock from North
to South from one area to another
OUR GUEST SPEAKER FOR THE
to the top Victorian markets. The
MONTH OF OCTOBER, 2005
general movement was along the
WAS MAX BARRY, RETIRED
Darling River as water was importPASTURES AND PROTECTION
ant along all stock routes heading
BOARD VETERNARIAN
south. Parish maps at this time
started to show stock routes. The
The board is a statuary body, it is
annual report of the chief inspection
unique to NSW and it operates unof stock in 1880 included a map of
der the direction of locally elected
stock routes.
directors and raises its funds
largely by way of rates paid by
By 1886 there were well establandholders to finance its whole
lished stock routes in the western
operation. The Pastures and Proand central divisions both for southtection Act of 1880 established
erly and the east west movement of
stock boards of eight directors who
stock. They made sure that there
appOinted a Chairman and Secretwas water available on these
ary. The boards still have eight aproutes.
pointed directors to this day, a Secretary and various other staff
The western division is situated on
the west side of an imaginary line
The rating is related to carrying
between Corowa and Wagga. Alcompacity. That is of course how
bury and district is in the central dimany stock the land will carry in
vision and our eastern boundary
general. A person who owns 50
would be east and north.
sheep or five cattle or occupys
more than 8 hectares, is a ratepayIn 1850's there was also moveer. The rates are established by the
ment of stock to the high country
local board. The board works in
this allowed people to have sumconjunction with the Dept of Agrimer fattening and to rest their home
culture. You may ask how did this
pastures.
arise and what do the boards do?
It originated 180 years ago as a
During the early 1800's there was
result of the needs of the Pastoral
a major problem in sheep, a disIndustry to
ease known as Scab. In 1832 'the
Scab in sheep act' was passed. It's
1. Control the movement of stock .
object was to prevent the spread of
2. Have diseases of stock kept unthis disease which is now known as
der control.
Psoroptic mange. It became an of3. Protect pastures from ravages of
fence to depasture, let stray or
rabbits.
abandon infected animals with the
4. Control noxious animals.
mange. There were penalties
th
provided for anyone not doing
Th e fiIrst th ree deca des 0 f th e 19
that.
- ~~

THE ROLE OF THE
PASTURES AND PROTECTIONBOARD.
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John Warnock from West
Australia would appreciated
any information concerning
the Albury Airfield around
1938, also info about a pilot
William Richards alias
Satan Richards or Stan
Sabben
You can phone Doug on
60212835
Scab boards were established and
local people from the community
became board members.
In 1863 the scab in sheep prevention act was set up in scab districts
and owners with more than five
hundred sheep had to pay one
pound for a thousand sheep to
meet the cost of it's operation.

hectare from wool sales over similar
blocks that had 72 rabbits per hectare. Many farmers have rabbit
proof fences which was quite extensive particularly in Queensland.
Further amendments followed and
a new Pasture and Protection Act
was introduced in 1934. It provided
for the establishment of the P. P.
District Boards, travelling stock
routes, public walking places, noxious animals and that included
dingo patrols.

On the right hand side as you drive
through the Jindera Village there is
a a public walking place with a dam
and the same as you drive through
Burrumbuttock going toward
Brocklesby, just on the left hand
side before you go up the hill, there
is a public walking place. They are
In 1854-55 Sheep Inspectors were scattered around the state to enable
appointed and compensation of 4 people to water.
shillings per head would be paid for
In 1989 there was a name change
animals that had to be destroyed
Rural Lands Protection Board, I
to
By the 1860's there was a greatly
increased movement of stock along had some increased responsibility
stock routes and legalisation was and some extra duties. The name
needed to protect the rights of land- change was thought to be more apIt was re- propriate as there were many smalholders and drovers.
quired by the Occupation act of ler holdings. The owners of those
1861 that stock should not stray smaller holdings were concerned
more than a half a mile from the re- that the care of the land in the area
cognised route when crossing un- near Camden and Moss vale
fenced land and the stock should where there were thousand of
small holdings. Those people were
move a certain distance each day.
concerned about the preservation of
the land. This new name became
The rabbit act of 1901 together
with the stock act of 1901 dealt with the accepted name of the organisathe control of rabbits and stock dis- tion . Stock movements on the hoof
were much reduced at this time exeases and animal health In 1902
cept at drought time when the ownboth these acts were repealed ·and
ers would seek to use the "long
were combined in a Pastures and
Protection Act in 1902, and the eco- paddock." Stock required to travel
nomic effect of rabbits in 1965 - 66. a minimum distance in the early Act
was 6 miles, it is now 10 kilometres
for sheep per day, and cattle 10
The act provided for the destrucmiles or 16 kilometres per day. If
tion of noxious animals which inthe
reserve is a shorter distance it is
cluded kangaroos, wallabies, dinaccepted
that they would camp on
gos, native dogs. The act provided
the
reserve.
for six million rabbits from Inkaminca Station in north east of
South Australia is equivalent to
three hundred and seventy five
thousand sheep. In Southern
Tablelands of New South Wales
experimental blocks were clear of
rabbits and stocked with sheep, this
returned an extra 68.7 dollars per

The crown have large areas of land
they are quite a big landholder
really, they vary in size from a few
acres to quite large holdings and
those are set aside for overnight
camping if you go from here to
Howlong for example, just before

COMMITTEE Meeting: 5.15pm ~
October25th, 2005, at Albury City Library

you go up Dights hill on the left
hand side, there is a small triangular shape reserve. There it is a dam
and a little stock yard.
When you go down the Riverinea
Highway on the way to. Howlong ,
there is a 12 mile reserve near the
Murray river. Two miles further
down there is a 14 mile reserve,
again goes down to water. This
side of Howlong at the "Wiseworth"
property there is a scouts camp.
that is on a reserve also.
These are the sorts of reserves that
are scattered, so that stock can
move up and camp overnight, these
days in particularly it is mportant to
have stock off the road at night, so
there will be no accidents on the
road. The Rural Lands Protection
Act requires landholders to eradicate pest animals and insects. The
declared pest species are .no longe r
called noxious animals they are
now pests species, which currently
include wild rabbits, wild dogs, feral
pigs and certain locusts. There
were a lot of interesting locusts here
a few months ago they came down
as far as Culcairn and Holbrook
areas.
People have the responsibility to
control them and the board is part
of that controlling operation. Identification of stock has become important this is in order to follow the
movement of stock and the background of stock particularly for disease control and chemical residues.
The identification of stock includes
brands for cattle and horses, ear
marks for large and small animals
(cattle and sheep for example)
sheep brands, ear tattoos, swine
brands, national livestock identification. Pigs are branded on the
shoulder with tattoo ink. It is important that they can trace the origin
of the carcass that is hanging on
the hook, if there is something
wrong they can identify where it
came from.
The landholder must register a
proper identification code for cattle
and pigs kept on their land.
Disease control and stock goes
back to 1861 when Alexander
Bruce was appointed as a cattle in»}>
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spector. In 1864 he became the
chief inspector of stock.
In the middle 1850's a cow in the
Melbourne area became sick and
the veterinarians of the day looked
at it and diagnosed it as having
pluronemonia, probably called a
cattle plague in those days. They
recommenced at that time, the infected animal be destroyed and all
animals that were in contact within
a five miles radius to be quarantined.

well. Supervision of cattle and
sheep on the road to make sure
they were travelling a reasonable
distance and that they were not infected in some way.
Some years ago we had a lot of
stock on the road and on one particular occasion I had something like
five thousand cattle in the two districts that I looked after on the road .
There was ten mobs and there was
about 500 hundred in each mob.
They could follow each one around,
but they had to be a day or so apart.

However the usual arguments
Stock routes in the Albury area
and procrastination went on and
nothing much was done about it, so came in west from Pemberton
street down Pad man drive into
keep in mind at that particular time
in Australia the main transport sys- Wodonga place then on to the Union bridge and the stock route took a
tem was bullock teams. The bullock teams went past the infected
sharp turn to the right as soon as
you were over on the Victorian side
properties and they proceeded to
take it all over the state and across of the river and it went around past
Wilks-Peacock
farm,
the
the border into NSW. It crossed the the
river near Tintaldra and spread
Lemke families dairy properties
running pararell to the Lincoln
into the that area.
Causeway and it came out near the
There was a property near HolWodonga Creek Bridge. The propbrook that had infected cattle and
erty on the stock route that was situthey had to destroy 5,000 thousand ated close to the Wodonga Creek
head. They had to eradicate that
belong to the Ruess family.
property of the disease. They use
bullock teams to drag them up into
We use to have quite regular
the gully and the bullock teams
movements of stock at that time.
were the last in. The disease
The late Robert Richardson for example use to go up to Queensland.
spread north up into Queensland,
He would buy about a 1000 steers
across to the northern territory and
over into the Kimberly's, they finally from around the Roma district and
eradicated it a few years ago. The
they would be split up into two
mobs of 500 and two drovers
lack of action in the early days allowed it to spread all that way.
between drive them all the way
down on the stock routes to Victoria
Inspectors of Stock provided the
and they would have two special
sales of the cattle in wodonga. At
disease control and investigation
under the direction of Department of the time pluro neammonia had
Agriculture. Lay persons could be
been a problem. It had been
inspectors up to 1935 and after that cleaned up in Victoria,NSW and
they were required to be graduates Queensland, but they were still had
of veterinary sciences from a resome problems in the NT and the
cognised University. In 1957 there
Kimberleys.
was an acute shortage of graduates
so they appointed rangers. These
There was a requirement at that
were men that were able to help the time that any cattle going into Victoria from Queensland had to spend
veterinary inspector carry out their
duties. For example sheep in sale- 180 days in NSW. The Victorians
yards were checked for lice, it was
were making sure that if the disease
offence to sell them under the stock broke out it would be in NSW and
diseases act so the rangers were
not in Victoria. It didn't always
work, but they tried it. While walkcalled on to carry out that work.
There were a number of other duing these cattle down they could
spend the 180 days grazing on the
ties they were called on to do as
Produced with free software
"OpenOffice.org"& "The Gimp"

way growing fattening and arrive
here ready for the market, so it was
a good move. It was done for quite
a number of years.
In 1975 the Bull report reviewed
the P.P Board system and made
recommendations including that of
boundaries in the Central and
Western divisions e.g . Albury and
Hume. Various Board Districts have
since been combined. Corowa, Urana, Jerilderie are now Murrray and
Albury is combined with Hume.
It was called the Bull report because it was done under the chairman ship of Senator Tom Bull and
the review made some recommendations to the government .
The Board staff have played an
important role in disease control
programs e.g . The pneumonia eracridation in the early 1950's ,swine
fever eradication in the early 1960's
and more recently TB and Brucellosis in cattle. The staff became important because of the exporting of
meat overseas, they had to make
sure that the meat was fit for human consumption . The Americans
didnt want cattle going into their
country from places that might have
TB or Brucellosis.
Currently footrot is under control
in sheep and there is a current program in progress for Ovine and
Bovine Johne's disease.
The boards continue to provide
protection for stock and land and
pest control which would become
very important as there is always a
risk of foot and mouth disease entering Australia.
Max quoted a few lines from the
poem Saltbush Bill.
Now this is the law of the overland
that all in the west obey,
A man must cover with travelling
sheep a six mile stage a day;
But this is the law which the drovers
make, right easily understood,
They travel their stage where the
grass is bad, but they camp where
the grass is good,
For this is the law of the Great
Stock Routes, "tis written in

3.
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The Society still has a
small number of Hume
Dam Videos presented
by Gerry Curtis. The
cost is $25.00 plus
postage
white and blackThe man that goes with a travelling mob must keep to a half mile
track;
And the drovers keep to a half mile
track on the runs where the grass is
dead ,
But they spread their sheep on a
well-grassed run till they go with a
two-mile spread.
Banjo Patterson

Max said that it had been a continuing change over the years and
has all been progressive. The
Pastures and Protection Board is
now known as the Rural Lands Protection Board.
He said that he was indebted to
Garry Green who·prepared a paper
this year for the RLPB.and who
provided him with dates. Max was
a practising veternarian inspector
for the the PPB in the mentioned
districts for about 25 years.

Early Years of
VALENTINE WOODING
1873-1959
PART 2 - by Joe Wooding
Many mysteries surround the life
and times of Valentine Wooding .
At the August Society meeting, a
brief outline of Woodings
Jewellers and Opticians, Dean
Street, was presented.
My father's year of birth was
given as 1884. The reason for it
being revised 1873 to 1959 is
given as the story unfolds.
Both the Border Morning Mail
and the Daily News published a
considerable amount about his
business and public life here.
Two advertisements in particular,
provide an intriguing insight into

I

the past.
In February 1922, Wooding's
Opticians, through the Border
Morning Mail, advised the public
of the appointment of Mr Ashton
Smith as their second optician.
The other, Valentine Wooding
MV.O-A has had 15 years
experience in leading shops
in Melbourne and Bendigo.The
15 years creates a problem with
arithmetic.

of facts and includes the following
details' undertaker W.G Raven &
Co, delivered the body to the
anatomy department, Melbourne
University on December 3rd, 1959
to Mr Preston, Laboratory
Steward' . It was no family secret
that he had willed his body to
science.
He received considerable
radium treatment prior to his
death. J.H Wooding 18731959.
The Valentine was very much of
his own making.

Again,this time in May, both
Albury papers ran identical
adverts-to the electors of Albury
Municipality.

His first marriage to Eva Alberta
Hollister took place at Maryborough Vic, in 1909. It is not
known if his wife and two sons
moved with him to Albury in 1916
or when his first marriage failed,

"Having decided to stand for the
vacancy on the Council caused
by the retirement of Alderman
Smithenbecker, Valerntine requested the support of his friends
and the ratepayers generally, to
secure his election. He had 5
years experience as a Councillor
in Beechworth Victoria and was
Chairman of Finance Committee
prior to him coming to Albury. This
clearly puts him living in Beechworth from 1912 to 1916 or perhaps
earlier. The 15 years in Melbourne
and Bendigo have to be pre
Beechworth.

About 12 months ago I received
an unexpected phone call from Mr
David Han of the Beechworth
Hospital.
The Beechworth Hospital was
moving into new premises and
they had no room for a piano
which had a plague inscribed
'Donated by the sons of the late
E.A Wooding of Stanley, July
1975.'

The years were not adding up.
It was time to get my father's
birth and death certificates to find
some answers. Bingo! My birth certificate of February 6th, 1938
gives my father's age as 54,
making 1884 his year of birth.
Not so! Joseph Henry Wooding
was born in Maryborough, Vic on
February 14th, 1873 making him 64
years and 357 days old when I
arrived.
He had fudged his age by nearly
10 years. His father was Eli Wooding bootmaker born in Northampton, England and mother Elizabeth
Ann, born Durham, England. Both
were 27 years of age in1873.
My fathers' death occurred in
Daylesford Hospital on December
f ,1959,aged 86.
No funeral was ever held, his
death certificate gives a number

+Page
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A.H Rose was her father. He had
jewellery shops, first in Ryans
Building, Olive Street from about
1948 and then moved to the CML
Building, Dean Street where he
traded until the 1960's. Another
daughter, Esma, opened Nankervis'Jeweliery shop in Corowa
about 1960.
No research has been done in
relation to either my father's
councilor business interests in
Beechworth.
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Eva Alberta is of course my
fathers first wife, the sons are my
two half brothers. We now have a
piano, but no musical talent.
His second marriage to Alice
Matilda Rose at Oakleigh Victoria
in 1936 disintegrated in 1949
when my mother, with her four
children, left the Hepburn Springs
home and moved to Albury.

-
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RESEARCH FEES.
The Albury & District Historical Society Research officer
Helen Livsey will undertake
history research on behalf of
the Society at a fee of $20 per
hour, plus printing, postage
costs & a business size stamped
addressed envelope.

$20 should be sent with
initial inquiry to P.O.
Box 822 Albury 2640.
Helen Livsey

Several years ago however, the
Talbot Museum enquired about a
jewel box engraved "Wooding
Jewellers, Beechworth" when Jill
was visiting their establishment.
One of my few re-collections is
hearing him tell stories of how he
rowed a boatd across the Murray
with watches and various items to
avoid paying duty. It is only
recently I have realised border
customs were not abolished until
1915 and he was in fact was
taking goods to Beechworth , not
the reverse.
Valentine Wooding began his
four years on Albury Council when
he was successful at the bielection to fill Ald. Smithenbecker's
vacancy on Saturday,May 20th,
1922.
The Albury Daily News, Friday
May 26th, 1922 reported the
Council meeting and listing Ald. V
Wooding as one of those present.
It was not long before the new
man was at odds with his fellow
aldermen. The first letter dealt with
was from A A Hart complaining
about the increase of rates in
Albury. Inspector J Seymour made
a report.
The second letter was from Mr
Arthur Thompson asking Council
to re-consider the decision to erect
public conveniences in Dean
Square. Ald. Wooding said that
"as an outsider and not knowing
why Council had chosen the Dean
Square site, he was opposed to it".
(There was no mention of the new
. conveniences being opposite his

shop) . By opposing at his first
meeting,a decision by his fellow
aldermen had already made, it
was a curious way to begin his
public life here and would not have
endeared him to his colleagues.
His second meeting reported on
June 8th, 1922 saw him attack the
Council's building code and as
reported Aid V Wooding asked if
regulations in regard to buildings
could not be more liberally
interpreted and requested that
Council officers "go easy" when
discharging their duties.
By 1922 the new State movement was in full swing. It was seen
by some that the mainland states
were too unwieldy and should be
split into smaller ones. Albury
Municipal Council was at pains to
point out that they were not
involved in this semi political
movement, when the Albury Town
Hall became the venue for an all
Australian Con ference on the
matter on July 3rd and 4th 1922.
The new State League of Riverina
had among its delegates at this
meeting its President, Mr E.J .
Gorman, Berrigan and Secretary,
Ald . Valentine Wooding . Albury.
Other delegates from NSW
included representatives from
Northern,Southern Tablelands and
South Coast. Queensland had
people from Southern and Central
while W.A.were represented by
delegates from the Eastern Goldfields and North West Australia.
Some 12 months after this
conference, Mr E.J. Gorman and
Ald . Valentine Wooding had a
fallout let It goes without saying
that State boundaries were never
changed. The press coverage
given to the movement over
several years was extensive the
use of Riverina in a number of
Woodings' Jewellers
advertisments would have
stemmed from this involvement.
At the Albury Council meeting
August 16th,1922, Ald.Wooding
attacked the Wodonga Council for
their in action relating to the
state of the bridges between
Albury and Wodonga. Something
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of a clay tons remedy was reached
when a more softly worded
resolution was passed than that
proposed by Ald. Wooding.
With Albury making rapid civic
progress, a report in the BMM,
Thursday, October 12"',1922
appeared . 'ElectricTrams - the
Proposal for Albury' was the
headline .. The Electrical Engineer,
Mr. R.C Creasey,was behind the
idea. A lenghy article was published re costs etc.
On Tuesday, November21 ".
Another transport upgrade was
muted . This time electric buses -it
was all happening, but no reference to Aid Valentine Woodings'
'views on this method of public
transport were found . There is
little doubt,he would .have had
some.
Council triennial elections were
there was a referendum on the
question "Are you in favour of
Council spending 7,000 pounds
on an Electric Bus Service in
Albury"? Result-Yes 61, No 377,
Informal 13. No reason was found
for the low referendum vote.
The electionof 9 Aldermen saw
W.C Woods, 402 top the poll with
J.H.v. Wooding clinging to ninth
spot with 308,to edge out Ald.
Brann,300 and the Mayor Ald .
Waugh, 270. One week later, Ald.
C. H Burt was elected Mayor
unopposed. Ald. Wooding/Ald .
Wilson "proposed that the Mayoral
allowance remain at 100 pounds
p.a". Carried.
1923 was to see Ald. Wooding
head west all the way to Perth in
fact with leave of absence granted
by the Council. On his return, the
good people of Albury were
treated to a day by day account of
the whole experience when the
Border Morning Mail published a
three parts serial entitled "A Tour
of the West -Five Thousand Miles
by Rail" by Aid .. V. Wooding. At
his first Council meeting back,
renewed vigour was evident.
A letter from Department of
Eduction was read, in reply to
Council's letter re relief to Albury
»)>-
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Public School Girls Department
during Miss Allen's absence when
the Infants School was left unstaffed. Ald. Wooding considered
the Department contemptible for
their handling of the matter. No
action was taken. He then moved
to traffic problems and wanted,
signs limiting traffic to 4 mph at
intersections. Some vehicles were
turning at 25 mph. No action
taken.

to be continued.

OUT OF DARKNESS

Financial Members of the
Society for the
financial year 2005-2006

LIFE MEMBERS
Commercial Club
Mr. W & Miss C. Chambers
Gerry Curtis
Mrs. Anne Davies
Mrs. B. Geddes
Howard Jones
Helen Livsey
Mrs. B. Webb

Zolton Torey arrived at Bongilla
just after the 2nd World war.
During his one week stay at

Bongilla he paid a couple of
visits to Albury a nearby middle
sized township. It was an
excursion into the past, strolling
around in a sleepy quite well
cared for ghost town.
He found neatly trimmed lawns
and flower beds, mostly red brick
houses, cottages whose front
doors were framed by stained
glass or headlight. Houses
named, rathered than numbered
streets, asphalted, trees and
parks. In the Botanic gardens a
variety of exotic plants. He climb
the moderate sized central hill
with it's cascading steps leading
up to a War memorial.
There was a faint air of
melancholy about the place. no
sign of poverty or a recluse. A
timeless boredom hung in the air
that couldn't been seen to shift ,
it's entire existence of lifestyle
reaching dynamics of that cutting
edge of any time.
In the centre of the town there
were a few two story buildings,
banks ,offices and department
stores, warehouses and of course
a few hotel drinking galleries.
by ZOLTON TOREY.
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XMAS PARTY
The festive season is fast
approaching I so bookings have opened for the
A & D.H.S.Annual Xmas
party that will be held in
the Commercial Club
Wattle Room on Friday 9th
December at 7pm.
Cost of Carvery $24.00

Payment for the Xmas Party to
be made at the November meeting.

There will also be a lucky
door prize at the November meeting for one
Xmas dinner.
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Albury Regional Museum:
(02) 60513450
Turks Head, Wodonga Place, Albury
Open every day, 10.30a.m. to 4.30p.m.
Website: www.alburycity.nsw.gov.au/museum

HISTORY OF 2A Y"

more Importantly

T

he Committee of the Albury
and District Historical
Society would like to wish all
our loyal members and
supporters that read our
Bulletin a
Merry Xmas and
a Happy
New Year.

THEALBURYAND
DISTRICT HISTORICAL
SOCIETY MONTHLY
MEETING MEETING
WILL BE HELD IN mE
ELIZABETH ROOM
COMMERCIAL CLUB
DEAN STREET AT 8PM
WEDNESDAY 14TH
DECEMBER 2005.

Theme for the night will be
'Show and Tell '.
ALL INTERESTED ARE MOST
WELCOME TO ATTEND.
•

Please note: When y ou enter the
club please check the notice
board in the foyer for venue of
meeting

THE HIGHWA Y OF
COMMUNICATION TO
DATE:
Our guest speaker for the month
of November was Frank
Davidson, who is the manager of
AM 1494 2A Y a member of the
Ace Radio network.
This year 2005 is the 75 year of
2A Y Radio Broadcasting in
Albury- Wodonga.
h

Who would have thought on
December 1Th 1930 as the switch
was turned to commence broadcasting to the Albury Region, that
in a short time span of 75 years,
broadcasting would not reach
only the region of Albury, but
have the ability to reach far flung
corners of the globe from Dubai to
Dallas, from Ireland to Darwin and
from Howlong to Hamburg, all by
what we know today as the internet?
For that matter, who among us
could have foreseen the massive
technological changes that have
happened since 1930 and in fact
the massive changes that have
taken place in the past 25 years
Even the past 5 years!

forget the Xmas
Party 9 December at
Don't
Commercial Club
th

Suffice to say, radio as we know it
is changing rapidly and the next 5
years will see even more technological changes than what has
been evident over the past 5 years

ISSN 0813 6645
Patrons:
Mr Harold Mair,

O.A.~

President
Mr Douglas Hunter
(02) 6021 2835
SecretarylTreas/Editc
June Shanahan
(02) 60251324
Subscriptions:
Individual Member $2,
Family Members $30
Corporate Members $

But first in 1921 the sealed set
scheme was introduced in Australia. The wireless was set to one
station and within 2 years approximately 1400 Australians were
able to class themselves as radio
listeners!
Two classes of radio in the 20's class A - achieved revenue by
subscriptions while class B licences were able to sell advertising.
By 1929 approximately 310,000
Australians were classed as radio
listeners. By comparison 2005
has approximately (check CRA
figures) listeners to AM and FM
formats throughout Australia.

1930
The year 2A Y was first switched
on in Albury, Australia had 8 ABC
national class stations, and 33
stations throughout Australia were
B class.
A philosophy of the government of
the day when setting up the broadcasting requirements of radio stations - suggested the following as
words of advice to listeners:
"be an epicure, not a glutton of
broadcasting!
Listen carefully, not carelessly"
Now for me to stand here tonight
and attempt to describe the
1930's, 40's and 50's to the Albury
and District Historical Society is a
feat that I would not dare to attempt.
Your knowledge and data of the
early days of 2A Y during that
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Dr. Groves from CSIRO
visit to the area.
The Historical Society received a
letter from Dr. Groves of Canberra
who works in the weed control
section of the CSIRO.
Dr. Groves arranged to meet with
Max Barry and the present owners
of the Patterson property at the
Bowna Arm of the Hume Dam
where the original Paterson Curse
was grown. It was brought to this
area as a household garden plant
from South Australia and is now
growing wild in most parts of Australia . The overseas origin of the
plant is unknown
period is welcome, in particular as
th
2AY celebrates our 75 birthday at
present via on -air segments and
interviews.
So at this point I want to focus on
the history of 2A Y in particular
from 1979 to present.

1979
I arrived in Australia from the
United States, dead set on breaking into the world of Commercial
Radio in Australia ..
Fortunately I had an ally in radio
one Mr. E. J. "Ric" Pattison.
Mr. Pattison just happened to be
the best friend and snooker playing buddy of my father-in-law Mr.
Bob Parker.
No prizes for guessing who was
among the first people I was
introduced to when I arrived in
Australia.
In fact, Eric, ("Rick" to his friends)
and his wife Jean were among the
guests at my wedding in Albury
later that year.
I recall Eric's words of advice to
me along the lines of : soften your
accent Frank, always speak to the
audience as if you are speaking to
your family and be natural, as the
COMMITTEE Meeting: 5.15pm

T~~~djly

J~Jl,=!~JYl4tl:!, 2006. at Albury City Library

people who hear you one day, will
see and speak to off air the next
day.
Even with the family connection, it
still took me 12 months to land a
full time job with 2A Y.
During which time I was fortunate
to make the acquaintance of many
people through by first job in the
media, at the Border Mail and in
particular the Twin Cities Post, but
that is another story.
I eventually landed the coveted
night shift announcing between 8
and 12 midnight, weeknights and
also Saturday night between 6 and
12 midnight.
During those first air shifts, I was
able to learn and meet numerous
2A Y personalities - Bruce Carter,
Mike Barrow, Col Stuart, Gordon
Murison, Stan Blakemore, Terry
Clarke, Peter Verhoeven, plus
meet the hard working sales crew
at the time - AI Scown, George
Bunton, John Duncombe, Vince
Duncan, Trevor Kells and Brian
Wolf and many others who all
became part of the rich radio
tapestry of life that was 2AY in
1980.
As well, I met people who shared
the same passion and feeling for
2AY as I did - Paul McSwiney and
Steven Block who I still work with
to this day and you know what, we
still believe as strongly today as
we did in 1980 of the strength and
history of 2AY.
It was very fortunate to make
friendships with the local politicians of the day - Harold Mair and
his press secretary of the time,
Roy Guthrie, Ian Glachan (who
was still a newsagent during that
period), Wal Fife, Lou Lieberman,
John Roach, Graham Crapp, Ray
O'Toole, Ray Stubbs and many
other local and national political
personalities.
However it was one dear friend
who always had the time to stop
and chat and with this yank no
matter how busy - I speak of Cliff

Chamberlain - to say Cliff wa\
treasure trove of information ana
stories would be an understate- '
ment.
With Cliff's help and as part of the
2AY work ethic to be involved in all
local events, I was able to be actively involved with many Carols by
Candlelight celebrations, Kids
Picnic in the Parks, the Albury City
Council disco's and of course the
annual Mad Hatter regatta.
One never has regrets, but one
regret is never getting Cliff to record his many stories and antidotes to a radio friendly format.
(Do short nod to Laurie Henry and
his stature in Albury-Wodonga
radio in the 70's)
I spent 9 years with 2AY and during that time had many an interesting time. Like the time I had to
make an emergency dash to the
men's room during the John Laws
show - I asked Ray Terrill to look
after things for me, Ray of course
always obliging did just that. However I wasn't to realise that while
occupied in the toilets, he had
hooked up the internal speaker
with a bit of help from chief
technician Terry Clark, to playa
fake signal which gave me the
impression that Ray and Terry
were talking on air about the fact
that Frank was sitting in the toilet.
Needless to say I raced out of the
John, to see Ray and Terry doubled over with hysterical laughter at
the practical joke.
There was also the time when a
rather unhinged listener took offence at something or other said
during my night shift and ended ~
up smashing all the front windows
across the top floor of our old
studios in Dean Street
Thankfully I had gone home that
night and also thanks to an alert
passer by, the vandal was caught
and later charged with several acts
of vandalism.
Knowing the way radio works, that
person is probably a CEO of a

Editor: June Shanahan Telephone 02 60 251324
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tlledia organisation today!
Jut let's look at the media landscape in Albury-Wodonga in 1979.
There was the:
Commercial Radio Station-2AY ,
Radio Station 2CO,
the local paper the Border Morning
Mail
and our first Television station AMV4.
We were able to switch to the ABC
which was on relay from Melbourne.
Now flash forward to 2005 and
what is the media landscape
today?
Two Commercial FM Radio
StationsStar & the River,
one AM station 2AY,
one public radio station 1073FM,
and a variety of ABC Radio
formats both AM and FM
A mix of low power limited broadcasting area stations broadcasting
anything and everything from
horse racing, dance music to
tourism and radio.
Snippets of outlying radio comes
our way from 3NE, Sun FM, 2WG
and numerous other sound bits
depending on the time of night.
Three Commercial TV stations- all
showing the best of free to air TV
programmes are: Prime, Win
Southern Cross, ABCTV and SBS
and of course for the 10 per cent
approximately that have Austar or
digital connected. There is
another 50 channels or more at
our fingertips and you know what
people stilJ£c?Il)J?I~in that there is
nothing on TV!
Add to that mixture - the Internet!
Communications today enables us
to speak to the other side of the
world as clear as if speaking next
door.

The Global Network.
Suffice to say, 25 years has seen
a massive quantum shift in the
media landscape, let alone 75
~ ---~ - :~todl!C~O wTtliJree software
"OpenOffice.org"& " The Gimp "

years!
It all comes down to what is broadcast on the wireless. If you as the
listener don't like what you are
hearing - you have the power to
turn it off.
However the single most important
factor when it comes radio. It
doesn't matter what format.
Doesn't matter what frequency.
AM, FM or the Internet If it isn't
entertaining, if it isn't a vital part of
the local community, if it doesn't
reach and touch it's audience, it
isn't local radio!
2AY has a proud and strong
history of being the local station for
75 years.
With 'the recent change in ownership from September 1st and purchase by the Ace Radio Group,
rest assured, that heritage will be
around for a further 75 years.
Rest assured one more thing2AY will always be a vital part of
this community, through our news,
through our sponsorship of events
and through the employees that
make 1494 2AY what it is today
and what it will be in the futurelocal

QUESTION OF THE MONTH.
Who were some of the earlier
Announcers on 2A Y?

Q. June Shanahan wanted to

know who Ace Network were?
A. Ace network is a company that
was started in 1984. They own AM
stations at Colac, Gippsland,
Hamilton, Horsham, Swan Hill,
Warrnambool and Albury-Wodonga also FM Stations at Horsham,
Ararat, Swan Hill, Kerang, Colac,
Apollo Bay, Lorne, Hamilton, Latrobe Valley, Bairnsdale, Warrnabool and they own the Melbourne Radio School.
Mark Day who owned the Truth
newspaper purchased Hamilton
AM station and Geoff Hannberry
and his wife Helen fron) Hamilton
bought into the company and then
bit by bit started to buy up all the
other regional radio stations
throughout Victoria. They are a
orientated family company and
treat all their employees as part of
their family.
Q . Joe Wooding wanted to know if
they still used the transmitter at
Wirlinga?

A. Yes the transmitter is still at
Corry's road it has been there
since they moved it from Pool's
Hill. It is still in good working
order.
Q. Doug Hunter mentioned about
the first transmitter being up on
Pool's hill.

Jill Wooding remembers:
1. George Jennings
2. Anne Dean
3. Bernard Harper
4. Laurie Henry
others that were mention~p
5 . Ray Kidd
6. Eric Pattison
7. Cliff Chamberlain
8. John Proust
9. Ray Currie
10.George Bunton
11.Ron McGann
12.Cleaver Bunton
13.Peter Joseph
14.Gerry Oliver
15.Steven Oliver

Davidson about Radio 2AY.

Gerry Curtis gave us more
information on the subject,

-

,

2AY started above Mid States
Radio which was owned by the
~hillips family. The store was
situated at the western end of
Dean Street. (The name Cec RiC?e
came into it.) As Doug said the
transmitter was up on top of Pool's
hill and when the Mercy Hospital
was built the land around it was
sub-divided for housing, so the
2A Y transmitter was moved to
Corry's Road. Gerry remembers
visiting their technician John
Proust up on Pool's Hill. There
was enough radiation to light

Questions answer by Frank
-- - - --
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RESEARCH FEES.
The Albury & District Historical Society Research officer Helen Livsey will undertake history research on
behalf of the Society at a fee
of $20 per hour, plus printing, postage costs & a business size stamped addressed envelope.

$20 should be sent
with initial inquiry
to P.O. Box 822
Albury 2640.
up an electric light globe that
wasn't' connected to any wires.
He didn't know what it did to the
people that worked there.
O. Howard Jones asked did they
have any plans in the next five
years? -

A. From 2AY's point of view there
is nothing set in concrete at this
stage, digital broadcasting is the
new buzz word . 2A Y at some
stage will have digital broadcasting
and will enable use to have
another channel in clear sound
similar to FM sound. There will be
no new digital frequency allocated
for a period of at least five years
and the existing commercial radio
broadcasters will have first option
to go digital to give it a try.
Personally speaking I think digital
could be like the AM stereo craze
back in the mid 1980's all of
sudden it makes AM sound like
FM.
O. Helen Livsey asked what
recorded History do 2AY hold?

A. 2AY has access to the
Australian Film and Television
school library in Canberra and they
have quite a variety of historical
segments. Locally 2AY has some
tapes that was recorded at the
60 th Anniversary which had bits
and pieces of Albury-Wodonga.
Steve, and various other staff
members and myself have bits
and pieces of air checks and tapes
that would have recorded while on
air. We have tapes of the

I

America's Cup and interview with
Ricky May so we do have a bit of
History
Doug said that he had been
speaking to a couple of people
and they reminded him about
Laurie Henry's April Fool's joke.
Laurie told all his morning
listeners that the Concorde was
landing at the Albury Airport at the
10.30am, it was surprising the
people that went out to the airport.
Apparently someone was still
gazing into the sky as the sun
went down.
John Craig told the story about the
Circus being in town. Laurie Henry
was under the big top at Norieul
Park. He was in the centre of the
ring with the elephants, the
clowns and the trapeze artists
-describing all the antics of the
performers, he was unbelieveable

THE BIRTH OF ABC
RADIO AND 2CO
STUDIOS ALBURY.

There were two types of licenc!:.
'A' and 'B'. The 'B' stations had to
generate their own revenue
through advertising. 'A' class
stations could advertise too but
few did.

The Australian Broadcasting
Company.
In 1929 the Government did rationalize the transmission facilities
and contracted the provision of
programming to the Australian
Broadcasting Company a consortium of entertainment interests.
This company was nationalised in
1932 by the Australian Broadcasting Commission Act.
So in 1932 the two tier system was
finalised; the national broadcaster,
the ABC, with 12 stations and the
commercial sector with station

2COALBURY

The radio manufacturing industry
in Australia was led by George
Fisk of AWA he lobbied the
Government for the introduction of
radio broadcasting in the early
years. In May 1923 the Government called a conference of the
main players. This led to the sealed set regulations where stations
could be licensed to broadcast and
then sell sets to "listeners in". The
receiving device would be set to
receive only that station. 2FC in
Sydney was the first to be licensed
and on 15t July 1923, but it's
opponent 2SB (later called 2BL)
was first to go to air officially
·starting· on 23 rd November that year. 3AR and 3LO went to air on
26th January and 13th October
1924 in Melbourne.

The transmitter at Corowa was
built for the Postmaster-General's
Department by Standard Telephones and Cables (A/asia) Ltd.
At a cost of 20 thousand pounds.
Electricity was laid on to the site
by the Corowa Municipal Council
from it's local generating station .
At that time there were more than
300 thousand licence holders in
Australia and the number was
rapidly growing. 2CO was designed to serve several hundred thousand people, in the Riverina down
west as far as Wentworth, North
eastern and Northern Victoria who
had previously had been out of
range or was plagued by interference and static.
Because of the large area to be
served, 2CO was at that time the
most powerful radio transmitter in
the Southern Hemisphere and
more than twice as powerful as
any other transmitter in Australia.
It had an aerial power of seven
and half kilowatts and broadcast
on a wave length of 536.7 metres.

However the sealed set scheme
wasn't taken to by the listeners,
only 1400 people took out sealed
set licences in the first 6 months of
1924. It was quite easy to avoid
the licence fee by building your
own set or modifying one you'd
bought to receive more than one
station.
"BULlETIN 453.;. "Vr';;uf Rt>:llft'i;, .Jan '\Iars!it'n
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small broadcasting studio in the
Albury Post Office. There was a
d grand opening of the 'Beginning
local part time employee whose
..-Iace', Block 19 at Bonegilla. will be responsibility was to compile and
held on the 4th December. Bruce
broadcast important local service
Pennay gave details on what will be information. This consisted mainly
happening over the two days.
of news items compiled by agreeThe opening at Block 19 marks the
ment with district newspapers,
arrival of post war immigrants. A
weather reports and marketing
lovely feature is an art wall, it is a
information. The studio was a
wall of sounds, as you walk past it
small, sound-proofed room with a
you hear voices with various accents microphone, gramophones for intelling something of their story of
serting some musical items into
Bonegilla. A 'walk in their shoes' plus the local programme and a televarious other activities will be held.
phone for news gathering.
The previous evening there is a
The first employee was Arthur
multi -cultural dinner. Everyone is
Newnham, an officer with the
invited. Contact is Christine
electricity section of Albury City
Thorpe of Parklands AlburyCouncil and the earliest records
Wodonga,
show he was paid two guineas a
week
for his services in the Aus2CO was linked to the national
ralian
Broadcasting Company.
network, with programs provided

.JCK 19 BONEGILLA

mainly through 3AR or 3LO in
Melbourne as is the case today
which in turn was on relay
from Sydney in the earlier years,
but to a much lesser extent now
because of the great expansion
over the years in the local program
content. I was curious to know why
they built the transmitter so far
from Albury I thought it may have
been because of the hills that
surround Albury. I was told by the
experts from the Post Master Generals Department, later known as
Post and Telecommunications
that each time they built a new
transmitter they had to find
" suitable land as the soil played an
} import-ant role where the
transmitters would be built.
The Official opening ceremony of
the transmitter was held on 16th
December 1931 at the the Corowa
literary Institute A variety of
musical items and entertainment
was broadcast throughout the
network.
There was already a Commercial
Station in Albury that opened up a
year or two earlier. Cecil Rice held
the licence for 2A Y and later
passed it over to AWA.
As well as the Corowa transmitter
station, 2CO was provided with a

Arthur Newnham continued on the
payroll and the same system of
obtaining news with the co-operation of newspapers continued.
There were standby diesel
generators which come on automatically in case of power failure
and also systems for relaying ABC
programmes off-air from the other
transmitters in case of failure in
the land lines.
Later the ABC leased two rooms
upstairs in Temple Court Chambers in Dean Street, Albury and
these were fitted out as a rather
more elaborate studio and a newsroom.
The original transmitters were
replaced with more modern
equipment in the 1960's but the
original buildings and masts
remain. The original serial wires
strung between the masts remained in service until a severe wind
storm in November 1980 caused
damage which led to their replacement.
With the increasing work Mr.
Newnham was joined by another
part time staff member, Mr.Cleaver
Bunton who was an accountant,
Alderman on the Albury City Council and later Mayor for a record
term. Mr. Bunton was also Albury
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news correspondent and part time
announcer until 1975 when he was
appOinted to fill a casual vacancy
in the Senate and was preluded
from holding any other position
with the Commonwealth.
Arthur Newnham continued his
association with 2CO until 1949,
when he retired after 18 years
service. In that time he had seen
and contributed to a great expansion in radio broadcasting in Australia and had become a household name to many thousands of
people through daily local news
broadcasts.

Uiver.
Arthur Newnham was the principal
actor in the rescue of the Uiver aircraft which had become lost in a
storm on the night of October 23rd
1934 during the London to Melbourne air race. Radio broadcasts
had indicated the DC2 aircraft was
off course and lost, but it's whereabouts were not known until the
drone of an aircraft was heard over
Albury. Arthur Newnham realised it
was the missing "Uiver" and raced
to the studio, but found there was
no PMG mechanics on duty to put
the broadcasting equipment into
operation. With the assistance of
the engineer at the 2CO transmitter, Mr. Jim Nichol's, Arthur used
an ordinary hand telephone as a
microphone and Jim broad-cast
his voice over the transmitter,
calling on car owners to race to the
Albury race-course and illuminate
a makeshift landing strip with their
headlights. At the same time
street lights were being flashed on
and off in Albury to transmit the
town's name in morse code. The
aviator Parmentier and Moll saw
the signals and the headlights,
dropped a flare and landed safely
on the very rain drenched race
course. And the Uiver became
bogged. The next morning they off
loaded all mail and passengers
and were pulled out of the bogg by
about 300 residents and flew on to
Melbourne to come second in the
air race.
In the act setting it up in 1932, the
Australian Broadcasting
This space is available

for

ADVERTISING

Company was given powers to
"collect in such manner as it thinks
fit, news and information relating
to current events in any part of the
world and may subscribe to new
s agencies" It was decided at the
time that the ABC would change
from Company to Commission.
It continues to obtain news mainly
from the newspapers, but a
controversy continued for many
years over proposals for the
Commission to run it's own independent news service. In 1946,
the Chiefly government amended
the Broad-casting Act to require
the Commission to establish it's
own independent news service
with it's own staff and allowed subscription to news agencies only for
overseas news.
At that time the first full time recruitment to the staff of 2CO was
made with the appOintment of
Basil Patman as Regional Journalist. He had been formerly employed on the highly respected
rural newspaper, the "Albury
Banner" and before that had a
varied career embracing service in
the British Army during the Boxer
Rebellion in China and in France
during the first World War. He
taught himself shorthand, worked
in a London Advertising Agency
and migrated to a wheat farm in
the Mallee in 1925. After some
time prospecting in Gippsland he
moved to Melbourne and supported himself during the depression by writing radio plays and
stories for "Smith's Weekly". Basil
served some time in the Australian
Army in World War Two, became
a hardware salesman and then
moved into newspapers.
When he joined the ABC he was
occupied initially in setting up the
network of contract correspondents and organising news gathering for the vast region that was
his responsibility. None of those
original correspondents remain,
but many provided daily dispatches of news until quite recent
times. Stalwarts such as George
Carver at Tallangatta, Clarrie
Bennett at Junee, Arthur Cowan
at Lockhart, Gavan Johnston Sen.

I

at Hay, Cleaver Bunton in Albury,
Don Forbes at Yarrawonga just to
name a few, gave many years of
service.
Despite the difficulties of communications and the quite primitive
conditions in the new office and
studio in Temple Court, overlooking Dean Street, Basil successfully laid the foundation on
which later advances in news
gathering were built.

played a great part in all this. j ' will
be well remembered that the
,.
operator at the Barnawartha exchange at the peak of the fire
calling in with descriptions of the
fire and eventually the ring that
told us it would be her last call:
that most places had gone in the
flames, except the Catholic
Church, the fire was heading
towards the exchange and she
had to flee herself.

Arthur Newnham continued as
announcer for the news prepared
by Basil until 1949 when the ABC
appointed it's first regional office,
Mr. Don Lassam, who became
station announcer and interviewer
and represented the ABC's interests in the area. At that time Basil
was assisted by a part -time typist,
Dorothy Vincent, whose sister
was a History teacher at St. Joseph's Ladies College. She was
always known as Miss Vincent to
her students. I can remember
vividly one of her subjects about
the 'Early Stone Age.'

"That night the telephones ran hot,
and so did the staff in the stifling
atmosphere ,of course there was
no air-conditioning back then only
fans and the smoke was so thick
that the Albury War Memorial was
hidden from view.

Dorothy recalls the difficult
working condition's a telephone
with one set of earphones and one
rather antiquated typewriter.
When tea-break came, one had to
go downstairs to the back yard tap
and fill the electric jug to have a
cuppa.
There were evening and morning
news bulletins every day, but when
emergencies occurred the full
resources of the station were
thrown into serving the community.
. Dorothy Vincent had memories
of the disastrous bush fires of
1952 Although I was in my early
teens I can remember them vividly.
The trees on the hills around
Wodonga at night were lit up like
fairy land. The fire did so much
damage.
The ABC staff were kept busy
was taking phone calls for help
warnings of fresh fire outbreaks,
calling for volunteer fire-fighters
and giving whatever help possible.
The manually operated telephone
exchanges in the country towns
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Don Lassom was on the studio
phone and putting messages over
the air, Cleaver Bunton kept
coming with messages and the
P.M.G. Technicians were on duty.
Basil's wife Marion sustained
everyone with iced coffee because
there was no time for eating and
the work ended only when the fires
were brought under control".
Over the years the story has been
the same on many occasions
usually with emergencies such as
bush fires and floods. Staff are
willing to work long hours to keep
the public informed of any crisis.
By June Shanahan
To be continued.

Notices:
Doug mentioned that Garry
Morgan had started on the
restoration of Adamshurst.
Congratulations Garry.
John Alker -Jones was awarded
the 2005 NSW Government
Heritage Volunteers award.
Congratulations to John also.
The Society still has a small
number of Hume Dam Videos
presented by Gerry Curtis. The
cost is $25.00 plus postage.
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